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RESUME 

Du fait de la complexity du repliement de l'ARN en general et des mecanismes 

impliques dans ce processus, il est actuellement impossible de predire la structure 

tridimensionnelle et encore moins le chemin reactionnel d'un ARN en se basant 

uniquement sur sa sequence primaire. Ces deux questions fondamentales doivent etre 

adressees pour comprendre ce qui se passe dans une cellule et pouvoir un jour etre 

capable de creer de novo des molecules d'ARN avec une structure et une activite 

precise. 

L'objectif de ce travail est de mieux comprendre les forces permettant 

d'obtenir une structure tridimensionnelle et les mecanismes impliques dans le chemin 

reactionnel d'un ARN modele hautement structure: le ribozyme de 1'hepatite D 

humaine (ribozyme HDV). L'idee est que s'il est possible de comprendre dans les 

moindres details une structure complexe, ces informations pourront etre utilisees 

pour la prediction de structures plus simples. Premierement, il s'agit de trouver quels 

sont les changements conformationnels du chemin reactionnel et dans quel ordre ils 

ont lieu. Une fois le chemin reactionnel connu, il devient possible de generer des 

mutants formant des intermediaires stables entre chaque changement 

conformationnel. L'etude thermodynamique de ces mutants permet de dresser le 

profil energetique du chemin reactionnel. Finalement, la modelisation permet de 

suivre revolution de la structure tertiaire et ainsi verifier differentes hypotheses. 

Ensemble, ces approches ont permis de comprendre comment le ribozyme HDV 

atteint sa structure tridimensionnelle, quel chemin reactionnel il emprunte et quelle 

est l'etape limitante. 
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Chemin reactionnel 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Structure de l'ARN 

1.1. Nucleotide et structure 

Les composants de base de l'acide ribonucleique (ARN) sont les acides nucleiques. 

Au centre des acides nucleiques se trouve un pentose cyclique, le furanose qui 

possede en 5' et en 3' des groupements hydroxyles (5'-OH et 3'-OH) impliques dans 

des liaisons covalentes avec des phosphates. Cette alternance pentose phosphate 

forme le squelette de l'ARN (figure 1). La position 2' du pentose possede aussi un 

groupement hydroxyle (2'-OH), qui est la difference principale entre ARN et ADN. 

Ces 2'-OH sont responsables de la flexibilite de l'ARN et de son instabilite a pH 

basique. En position 1' du pentose sont attachees les bases azotees : guanine, 

adenine, cytosine ou uracile qui possedent la capacite de faire des ponts hydrogenes 

et ont la tendance a s'empiler les unes sur les autres par des interactions hydrophobes 

entre leur noyau aromatique. La sequence en acides nucleiques forme la structure 

primaire de l'ARN. Les bases azotees ont la propension a interagir entre elles pour 

former des paires de bases et conferent a l'ARN la capacite de former des helices. 

L'agencement des paires de bases forme la structure secondaire de l'ARN. Dans la 

structure secondaire, seuls les ponts hydrogenes entre les bases sont formes et il reste 

une quantite de groupements fonctionnels, que ce soit sur les bases azotees ou les 

sucres, qui vont etre impliques dans la formation de diverses interactions formant la 

structure tertiaire de l'ARN. 
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N NH2 

O OH 

0 = P —O 

A- \ 
Introduction, figure 1: Structure chimique d'un acide nucleique 

Les carbones du sucre sont numerotes de 1' a 5'. La base azotee en position 1' 

representee ici est la guanine. Le squelette est compose des atomes [5 '-O, 5 '-C, 4 '-

Q3'-C 3'-0,P]„. 

1.2. Repliement de I'ARN 

Les molecules d'ARN possedent une structure hierarchique : la sequence primaire 

determine la formation de la structure secondaire qui determine a son tour la 

structure tertiaire (Onoa et Tinoco, 2004). Les molecules d'ARN se replient par 

fenetres de transcription dans la direction 5' vers 3' en utilisant des motifs simples et 

recurrents. Les intermediaires sont de plus en plus stables au fur et a mesure que le 

repliement avance et que le reseau d'interactions tertiaires se tisse (Draper, 2008). 

Une molecule d'ARN donnee peut se replier de multiples facons, mais une seule sera 

fonctionnelle. Les molecules d'ARN doivent done etre capables d'eviter de former 
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rapidement: quelques millisecondes pour des structures simples a quelques secondes 

pour des structures complexes. Pour ce qui est de la formation de la structure 

tertiaire, celle-ci doit choisir entre une multitude de structures tres proches en energie 

(figure 2). En raison des faibles energies impliquees, la structure tertiaire est atteinte 

apres plusieurs secondes pour des structures simples et peut prendre plusieurs heures 

pour des structures complexes (Cruz et Westhof, 2009). 

2. Roles de l'ARN 

Du fait de sa structure composee de petits blocs agences de maniere repetitive, 

l'ARN est un polymere produit par le vivant. II existe plusieurs types de 

biopolymeres bases sur differents monomeres : les acides nucleiques pour l'ARN et 

l'ADN, les sucres pour la cellulose et l'amidon, les acides amines pour les peptides 

et les proteines sont les exemples les plus courants. Les biopolymeres ont plusieurs 

roles essentiels tels que support de l'information genetique, source d'energie ou 

encore activite catalytique mais seul l'ARN est capable de faire les trois. Cette 

observation ainsi que son role central a donne lieu a la theorie du monde ARN qui 

propose une origine de la vie basee exclusivement sur des molecules d'ARN 

(Gesteland et al., 2005). 

2.1. Fonctions de l'ARN 

Les ARN les plus connus sont les ARN messagefs responsables de sortir du noyau de 

la cellule les informations contenues dans les genes sous forme d'ADN et de les 
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amener dans le cytoplasme ou ces informations pourront etre traduites en proteines. 

Cette traduction est effectuee par le ribosome qui est un complexe entre les ARN 

ribosomaux et des proteines ribosomales ayant un role structural. Les acides amines 

necessaires a la production de peptides et de proteines sont amenes par des ARN de 

transferts sur lesquels ils sont lies de facon covalente. La traduction et la duree de vie 

des ARN messagers sont regulees par differents mecanismes dans lesquels d'autres 

ARN comme les ARN antisens, les micro ARN ou les petits ARN interferants sont 

impliques (Faghihi et Wahlestedt, 2009; Chua et al., 2009). Tous les ARN peuvent 

etre modifies apres leur transcription que ce soit pour augmenter leur stabilite, 

changer leur sequence ou modifier les groupements de certains nucleotides. Cette 

edition est effectuee par d'autres ARN specialises comme les petits ARN 

nucleolaires ou les ARN guides (Huttenhofer et al., 2002). L'ARN est done essentiel 

a la vie et comprendre la relation entre une sequence et sa fonction est crucial pour la 

biologie moleculaire et pour la sante humaine en general (Serganov et Patel, 2007). 

Malheureusement, il est actuellement impossible de predire ni le chemin de 

repliement, ni la structure tertiaire active en se basant sur la sequence primaire. Ces 

deux questions fondamentales doivent clairement etre adressees pour pouvoir un jour 

etre capable de creer de novo des molecules d'ARN avec une structure ou une 

activite precise. Le but a long terme est done d'etre capable d'interpreter les 

sequences d'ARN directement en terme de structures tertiaires actives. 
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2.2. ARN catalytiques 

Les ARN catalytiques sont des molecules interessantes pour etudier les questions de 

structure tertiaire et de repliement car ils couplent a leur structure tertiaire des 

activites catalytiques equivalentes a celles des enzymes, d'ou leur nom : enzyme 

ribonucleique ou ribozyrhe (Hoogstraten et Sumita, 2007). Les modifications de leur 

sequence se repercutent sur leur structure, et done leurs proprietes catalytiques, ce 

qui en fait des outils de choix pour etudier la relation entre la sequence primaire et la 

structure tertiaire. L'ARN parait au premier abord comme un mauvais choix pour 

produire des molecules possedant des proprietes catalytiques car seulement quatre 

nucleotides differents sont disponibles par opposition aux vingt acides amines des 

enzymes. Dans les faits, TARN est un outil tres versatile et plusieurs groupes 

utilisant des methodes de selection in vitro ont montre la capacite de l'ARN a 

catalyser une variete de reactions chimiques (Ellington et al., 2009). II y a plusieurs 

classes de ribozymes depuis le gigantesque ribosome qui catalyse la synthese de 

liaisons peptidiques aux petits ribozymes chimeres composes d'ARN et d'ADN qui 

catalysent la coupure du squelette phosphodiester en passant par des ribozymes ayant 

une activite d'ARN polymerase ARN dependante. Ils peuvent etre separes selon leur 

taille, selon s'ils sont retrouves dans la nature ou non, ou encore selon la reaction 

qu'ils catalysent (Ellington et al., 2009). 

3. Petits ARN catalytiques naturels 

Cette classe de ribozymes regroupe cinq molecules d'ARN qui ont ete derivees de 

sequences differentes mesurant entre 40 et 200 nucleotides de long, presentant une 
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activite autocatalytique et possedant diverses structures. II a ete possible de 

raccourcir ces sequences pour determiner les motifs autocatalytiques correspondants 

qui ont ete ensuite separes en deux molecules distinctes creant ainsi des systemes dits 

en trans. Dans ces systemes, Tune des molecules possede les proprietes catalytiques, 

le ribozyme, et est capable de couper plusieurs copies de 1'autre molecule, le 

substrat. Le developpement de ribozymes en trans pour ces cinq motifs 

autocatalytiques appeles hammerhead, hairpin, HDV, VS et glmS, a permis 

d'identifier des elements de structure tertiaire importants. 

En ce qui concerne l'origine de Ces motifs autocatalytiques, les trois premiers 

proviennent de petits ARN circulaires infectieux autoreplicatifs dans lesquels ils sont 

les composants principaux pour la replication dite en cercle roulant symetrique 

(figure 3A). Les motifs hammerhead et hairpin ont ete decouverts dans les viroides 

infectant des plantes (Prody et al., 1986; Hampel et Tritz, 1989), tandis que le motif 

HDV a ete decouvert dans le genome du virus de 1'hepatite D humaine (HDV) 

(Sharmeen et al., 1988). Le motif hammerhead a aussi ete retrouve dans les transcrits 

de certaines especes de salamandres, de vers plats et de criquets, tandis que le motif 

HDV a ete retrouve" dans le genome d'une multitude d'organismes incluant des 

bacteries, des algues, des moustiques et l'etre humain (Salehi-Ashtiani, 2006). 
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Introduction, figure 3: Mecanisme de replication en cercle roulant 

A) Replication en cercle roulant symetrique a partir d'ARN circulaire. La polarite 

des brins d'ARN est indiquee avec les symboles + et - . Les motifs autocatalytiques 

sont illustres par les petits ronds vides et pleins dans la polarite + el -

respectivement, les demi-ronds represented les motifs autocatalytiques 

correspondants ayant effectues leur catalyse. B) Production de transcrits a partir 

d 'ADN circulaire. 

Les deux derniers motifs autocatalytiques de cette classe ont ete decouverts dans de 

longs transcrits : le motif VS a ete trouve par hasard dans un transcrit abondant de 
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l'ADN circulaire mitochondrial satellite Varkud (VS) present dans de nombreuses 

especes de Neurospora, un champignon et dans d'autres eucaryotes simples (Saville 

et Collins, 1990). II partage avec les trois motifs precedents la capacite de couper de 

longs ARN en morceaux plus courts et identiques les uns aux autres (figure 3B). Le 

motif glmS a ete decouvert dans la region 5' non traduite (5'UTR) de l'ARN 

messager de la glucosamine-6-phosphate synthetase (glmS) de certaines bacteries 

Gram positives par analyse informatique visant a identifier des riboregulateurs 

potentiels (Barrick et al., 2004). En fait, quand ce motif lie la glucosamine-6-

phosphate qui est le produit de l'enzyme glmS, il est capable de catalyser sa propre 

coupure, ce qui fait de lui le seul ribozyme allosterique naturel connu a ce jour. Cette 

coupure diminue de facon drastique la demi-vie de l'ARN messager de la glmS, ce 

qui en fait un element de controle du niveau de cette enzyme qui est done 

autoregulee (Winkler et al., 2004). 

Tous ces motifs d'ARN catalysent la coupure du squelette phosphodiester par 

une reaction de transesterification : l'attaque du groupement 2'-OH sur le phosphate 

scissile donne un produit cyclique 2'-3'-phosphate et un 5'-OH (Cochrane et Strobel, 

2008). Le mecanisme implique est une substitution nucleophile bimoleculaire (SN2) 

catalysee par la presence d'une base et d'un acide et qui requiert une geometrie en 

ligne entre l'oxygene 2', le phosphate et l'oxygene 5' (figure 4). 
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squelette phosphodiester. Ces cations peuvent aussi etre directement impliques dans 

la catalyse en jouant le role d'acide ou de base generale lorsqu'ils forment un 

complexe avec des molecules d'eau. Ces motifs autocatalytiques dans des conditions 

physiologiques sont des metallo-enzymes. 

3.1. Le ribozyme hammerhead 

Le ribozyme hammerhead est incontestablement l'ARN catalytique le plus etudie a 

ce jour, il a ete le premier a etre decouvert (Prody et al., 1986) et a avoir sa structure 

cristalline determinee (Pley et al., 1994). Ce ribozyme a une structure simple 

constitute de trois helices de sequences et longueurs variables organisees autour 

d'une jonction a trois embranchements (figure 5 A). Au centre de cette jonction, 11 

nucleotides conserves forment le centre catalytique, le site de coupure se situant en 

3' d'une cytosine simple-brin. Une structure cristalline recente de la version 

complete derivee de Schistosoma mansoni a montre 1'importance de deux regions 

peripheriques pour la structure tridimensionnelle de ce ribozyme. Ces regions sont la 

boucle terminale de la tige II ainsi que la boucle interne de la tige allongee I (figure 

5B) (Martick et Scott, 2006). Les interactions tertiaires entre ces deux regions 

permettent de stabiliser Petat de transition, accroissant la vitesse de coupure d'au 

minimum 50 fois (Canny et al., 2004). La totalite des ribozymes hammerhead 

naturels semblenf avoir une boucle interne ou terminale dans les tiges I et II 

permettant des interactions tertiaires (Khvorova et al., 2003). Le centre catalytique 

est forme par un reseau d'interactions entre les nucleotides conserves (G8, A9, G12, 

U16.1 et C17) qui positionnent le 2'-OH, le phosphate scissile et le 5'-OH en ligne 
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pour la reaction de transesterification. La structure de la version complete est 

supportee par les donnees biochimiques, ce qui n'etait pas le cas pour les structures 

provenant des sequences minimales, mettant ainsi un terme a la controverse 

entourant la structure de ce ribozyme. 

Les versions en trans du ribozyme hammerhead ont beaucoup ete utilisees 

pour developper des systemes d'inactivation genique dans des applications de 

genomique fonctionnelle ainsi que dans des buts therapeutiques (Citti et Rainaldi, 

2005). Le role des trois helices est essentiellement structural et il importe peu 

qu'elles soient terminees par des boucles ou non. II existe done plusieurs facons 

d'obtenir des ribozymes en trans a partir du ribozyme hammerhead, la plus 

commune etant de separer le ribozyme du substrat en ouvrant les helices I et III 

(figure 5A). Dans une telle construction, la premiere etape du chemin reactionnel est 

la formation du complexe ribozyme-substrat par la reconnaissance des tiges I et III. 

Ensuite, les interactions tertiaires entre les tiges I et II sont etablies et le reseau 

d'interactions dans le centre catalytique permet la coupure. Dependamment de la 

longueur et de la composition en nucleotides des helices formees entre le ribozyme et 

le substrat, une inhibition par les produits peut etre observee (Lieber et Strauss, 

1995). 
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embranchements (figure 6A) (Fedor, 2000 et Ferre-D'Amare, 2004). Dans sa forme 

minimale, le ribozyme hairpin mesure 49 nucleotides de long et les quatre helices 

restantes sont separees en deux domaines (A et B). Le domaine A est compose des 

helices I et II definissant une boucle interne de huit nucleotides, tandis que le 

domaine B est compose des helices III et IV definissant une boucle interne de seize 

nucleotides. Ces deux boucles internes interagissent et forment le centre catalytique 

alors que les deux domaines s'organisent de facon non coaxiale (figure 6B) 

(Komatsu et al. 1995). Ce centre catalytique supporte une grande variete de facon de 

connecter les domaines A et B et peut meme etre forme quand ces deux domaines 

forment deux molecules distinctes (Butcher et al., 1995). Le site de coupure ainsi que 

pratiquement tous les nucleotides conserves sont localises dans les deux boucles 

internes de ce centre catalytique. La presence d'une guanosine en 3' du site de 

coupure dans le domaine A est absolument requise car elle est impliquee dans des 

interactions tertiaires au sein de la boucle du domaine B, etant ainsi une des 

caracteristiques principales du centre catalytique du ribozyme hairpin (Chowrira et 

al., 1991). Par opposition, les regions double-brins sont hautement variables avec une 

seule guanosine conservee comme premier nucleotide de Phelice II (Hampel et al., 

1990). 

Le repliement du ribozyme hairpin se fait en deux etapes: apres la 

reconnaissance du substrat par le ribozyme pour former le domaine A, les deux 

boucles internes forment le centre catalytique par un reseau d'interactions tertiaires. 

Une fois que le centre catalytique est forme, la geometrie requise est atteinte et 

l'etape chimique peut avoir lieu. II est interessant de noter que la ligation est environ 
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3.3. Le ribozyme VS 

Avec une longueur d'environ 140 nucleotides dans sa version en trans, le ribozyme 

VS est le plus grand ribozyme connu parmi les petits ARN autocatalytiques naturels. 

La structure secondaire de ce ribozyme est formee de cinq helices, numerotees de II 

a VI, formant deux jonctions a trois embranchements de part et d'autre de l'helice III 

(figure 7A). Le substrat est compose de l'helice I et contrairement aux autres 

ribozymes, le ribozyme VS est capable de reconnaitre son substrat exclusivement par 

des interactions tertiaires (Guo et Collins, 1995). La structure cristalline de ce 

ribozyme n'a pas encore ete resolue, mais une recente etude par diffusion des rayons 

X a petits angles (SAXS) a donne une structure a basse resolution qui a ete utilisee 

pour modeliser la structure tertiaire (Lipfert et al., 2008). Le site de liaison du 

substrat est une sorte de poche formee entre les helices II et VI (figure 7B). Une 

adenosine (A756) de la boucle interne de la tige VI hautement conservee et une 

guanosine (G638) de la boucle interne du substrat sont importantes pour la catalyse 

et probablement impliquees dans J'etape chimique, ce qui amene comme hypothese 

que ces deux boucles internes sont en fait le centre catalytique (Lilley, 2004). La 

coupure se produit dans la boucle interne de la tige I et est la consequence d'un 

rearrangement de la structure secondaire stable de la tige I (Rastogi et al., 1996). Ce 

rearrangement d'un nucleotide dans l'helice I est stabilise par la formation d'un 

pseudo-nceud compose de trois paires de bases formees entre les boucles terminales 

des helices I et V et est necessaire pour l'activite catalytique du ribozyme VS 

(Andersen et Collins, 2001). 
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Finalement, une version plus longue du ribozyme VS possede une helice non-

essentielle supplemental, appelee helice VII qui accroit la stabilite entre le 

ribozyme et le substrat (figure 7A). Cette version est particulierement interessante 

pour des experiences de ligation car le substrat se retrouve stabilise par des 

interactions secondaires (Jones et al., 2001). 

3.4. Le ribozyme glmS 

La version trans du ribozyme glmS mesure environ 120 nucleotides de long et est 

composee de huit courtes helices dont deux sont des pseudo-noeuds (figure 8A). La 

structure cristalline disponible montre que l'empilement des helices en deux tiges 

Coaxiales definit la structure tertiaire globale et que le centre catalytique est forme 

par une boucle interne impliquee dans les deux pseudo-noeuds (figure 8B) (Klein et 

Ferre-D'Amare, 2006). Cette structure en double pseudo-noeud forme une poche 

capable de reconnaitre et utiliser une variete de petites hydroxylamines, comme 

l'ethanolamine ou la trishydroxymethylamine, meme si seule la glucosamine-6-

phosphate permet une coupure efficace (McCarthy et al., 2005). Le ribozyme glmS 

ne semble pas subir de changement de conformation important lors de la liaison de la 

glucosamine-6-phosphate, lorsque celle-ci est liee, 80% de sa surface est en contact 

avec le ribozyme et le groupement amine est bien positionne pour la catalyse soit 

directement comme acide, soit comme base par l'entremise d'une molecule d'eau. 

Les ions metalliques sont requis pour la formation de la structure, mais apparemment 

ne jouent aucun role dans la catalyse (Roth et al., 2006). 
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conferent suffisamment de rigidite pour que ce site de liaison reste ouvert avec des 

groupements prets a accommoder le cofacteur, ce qui est different des autres 

ribozymes qui subissent d'importants changements conformationnels. 

4. Le ribozyme HDV 

4.1. Caracteristiques generates du virus de I'hepatite D humaine 

Le virus de I'hepatite D humaine est un virus a genome ARN simple-brin circulaire, 

qui comme son nom l'indique, infecte les cellules hepatiques chez l'etre humain. Ce 

virus possede un court genome de 1700 nucleotides (Makino et al., 1987) et ne peut 

pas assurer sa replication, il a besoin des proteines du virus de I'hepatite B humaine 

(HBV) pour former sa capside. II s'agit done d'un virus satellite dependant de la 

presence de HBV, ce qui explique qu'on ne le retrouve que dans des cas de 

surinfection ou de coinfection avec ce dernier. Les symptomes lies a une infection 

par HDV sont un aggravement des symptomes de HBV tels qu'une cirrhose ou une 

hepatite aigue. Le genome de HDV est divise en deux domaines : une partie codante 

responsable de la production d'une proteine appelee antigene delta pour des raisons 

historiques et qui peut se retrouver sous deux isoformes (Lazinski et Taylor, 1994). 

La deuxieme partie du genome comporte les motifs autocatalytiques necessaires pour 

la replication dite en cercle roulant du genome de HDV (figure 3A). Dans ce 

mecanisme, 1'ARN, circulaire est replique par une polymerase ARN dependante pour 

generer un long ARN de la polarite complementaire qui est coupe par ces motifs 

autocatalytiques. Ces courts ARN de polarite complementaire sont ensuite 

circularises et peuvent servir de base pour la prochaine etape de replication. Ce 
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mecanisme implique que l'ARN simple-brin se retrouve sous ses deux polarites dans 

une cellule et que dans chacune des polarites un motif autocatalytique est present 

pour l'etape de coupure (done un ribozyme HDV genomique et un ribozyme HDV 

antigenomique). Le ribozyme derive de HDV mesure entre 85 et 95 nucleotides de 

long dependamment du variant du virus et de la polarite choisie. 

4.2. Sequence et structure du ribozyme HDV 

Pour ce qui est de la sequence du ribozyme HDV, des experiences de mutagenese 

dirigee ont permis d'identifier quels etaient les nucleotides essentiels du centre 

catalytique et d'identifier quelles paires de bases etaient requises pour la formation 

de la structure (Nishikawa et al., 2002). Une selection in vitro plus recente a montre 

que ces nucleotides juges essentiels pouvaient etre mutes et que ce ribozyme est plus 

variable que les premieres etudes sur les differents variants naturels laissaient 

supposer (Nehdi et Perreault, 2006). II faut cependant noter que les mutants avec le 

taux de coupure le plus important sont ceux qui ont une sequence proche de la 

sequence naturelle, ce qui implique que la combinaison de plusieurs elements de 

structure tertiaire est importante pour une efficacite optimale. L'ensemble des 

donnees experimentales supporte un modele de structure avec un pseudo-noeud. 

Dans cette structure, le ribozyme est compose d'une helice (I), un pseudo-noeud (II), 

deux helices terminees par des boucles (III et IV) ainsi que trois regions simple-brin 

(I/II, I/IV et IV/II) (figure 9A). La jonction I/IV ainsi que la boucle III sont 

initialement des regions simple-brin mais sont impliquees dans la formation d'un 

second pseudo-noeud (I.I) au cours du repliement du ribozyme (Wadkins et al., 
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dominee par deux longues helices coaxiales formees d'une part par rempilement des 

paires de bases dans les tiges I, I.I et IV et d'autre part dans les tiges II et III (figure 

9B). Les helices II et IV ont essentiellement un role structural et sont localisees en 

dessus et en dessous du centre catalytique qui est forme par un reseau d'interactions 

entre les deux helices coaxiales. Ce reseau est dependant de l'identite des nucleotides 

ainsi que de plusieurs groupements 2'-OH des sucres (Fiola et Perreault, 2002; 

Nishikawa et al., 2002). Les structures cristallines du ribozyme genomique ont aussi 

revele que cet ARN catalytique etait hautement structure, ce qui est supporte par des 

proprietes inhabituelles de ce motif autocatalytique. En effet, il reste actif jusqu'a des 

temperatures excedant 80°C et dans des solutions tres denaturantes comme de Puree 

5M (Perrotta et Been, 1990). Cette structure complexe est probablement la raison 

pour laquelle l'etape limitante pour l'activite du ribozyme HDV n'est pas l'etape 

chimique mais un changement conformationnel durant le repliement du ribozyme 

(Mercure et al., 1998). 

La version de HDV utilisee dans ce travail est derivee de la forme 

antigenomique du motif HDV qui a ete raccourcie pour en faire un systeme en cis et 

separee dans certains cas en deux molecules pour en faire un systeme en trans. Cette 

separation peut etre obtenue de differentes facons, la plus frequente et celle qui a ete 

utilisee etant d'enlever la jonction entre les helices I et II (Been et Wickham, 1997). 

Le resultat est un ribozyme de 57 nucleotides de long qui reconnait un substrat de 11 

nucleotides. Cette reconnaissance se fait par la formation de l'helice I composee de 

six paires de bases Watson-Crick et d'une paire de bases Wobble (figure 10). Les 

etudes sur la version antigenomique du ribozyme HDV ont permis de prouver qu'elle 
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specificite pour son substrat lorsqu'il est utilise en trans comme outil moleculaire. La 

reconnaissance se fait par la formation de l'helice I qui ne contient que sept paires de 

bases et ne peut pas etre allongee (figure 9A et figure 10), alors que chez l'etre 

humain on estime qu'il faut un minimum de quinze a seize paires de bases pour la 

reconnaissance d'une cible unique dans le genome (Peracchi, 2004). Ce manque de 

specificite est la raison principale de 1'abandon du ribozyme HDV assez tot lors de 

son developpement comme outil therapeutique. Pour pallier cette deficience, le 

module SOFA (adaptateur specifique on/off) a ete developpe (figure 11 A) (Bergeron 

et Perreault, 2005). Ce module agit a deux differents niveaux: premierement, en 

absence de substrat, l'helice I est remplacee par une courte helice, ce qui augmente la 

barriere energetique pour une sequence non specifique de venir se Her au site de 

reconnaissance diminuant de ce fait la coupure non specifique du ribozyme HDV. 

Deuxiemement, une grande region simple-brin est introduite pour jouer le role de 

biosenseur et aller chercher une cible specifique en solution, ce qui permet 

d'augmenter la specificite du ribozyme HDV. Quand la cible se lie au biosenseur, la 

courte helice qui bloque la formation de l'helice I est detruite, l'helice I peut se 

former et le ribozyme peut effectuer son activite catalytique (Bergeron et al., 2005). 

Les deux autres facons de moduler l'activite du ribozyme HDV tirent parti de 

modules allosteriques connus et qui ont ete adaptes sur ce ribozyme. Le premier 

module est un aptamere connu pour former un motif en epingle a cheveux instable en 

absence d'ions potassium et pour former un empilement de tetrades de guanosines 

lors d'addition d'ions potassium (Levesque et al., 2007). Dans ce cas, la majorite de 
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La caracterisation approfondie de cette structure a montre qu'en absence d'ions 

potassium une partie de l'aptamere vient interagir avec la boucle III, detruisant en 

meme temps le centre catalytique. L'addition d'ions potassium permet a l'aptamere 

de se former, ce qui libere le centre catalytique et conduit a la coupure. Le resultat est, 

un ribozyme requerant la presence d'ions monovalents pour etre fonctionnel. 

La deuxieme facon implique de remplacer l'helice IV par une region 

degeneree suivie d'un aptamere pour la theophylline issu d'une selection in vitro 

(figure 11C) (Kertsburg et Soukup, 2002). Une selection negative a ete faite pour 

eliminer les sequences actives en absence de theophylline, suivie d'une selection 

positive pour enrichir la population en sequences actives uniquement en presence de 

theophylline. Le resultat est un ribozyme qui necessite la presence de la theophylline 

pour etre actif et couper son substrat. 

5. Approches experimentales 

Dans cette section, certaines des approches experimentales utilisees pour la 

generation des resultats retrouves dans cette these seront brievement expliquees et 

illustrees. II ne s'agit pas de toutes les approches qui ont ete utilisees, ni meme 

d'explications exhaustives, car le but est uniquement de presenter les principes de 

base de certaines techniques peu courantes afin de faciliter la comprehension des 

articles qui composent les chapitres de cette these. 
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5.1. Photopontage ou reticulation par nucleotidephotoactivable 

Le but de cette methode est d'abord d'introduire un analogue de nucleotide dans une 

sequence d'ARN pour pouvoir par la suite, par irradiation ultraviolette, stimuler la 

formation d'un lien covalent avec un residu a proximite. Cet analogue photoacivable 

est generalement la 4-thiouridine, mais la 6-thioguanosine peut aussi etre employee. 

Un tel lien covalent induit par la lumiere ne peut avoir lieu que si 1'analogue se 

trouve a moins de trois angstroms du residu. Si ce lien covalent a lieu de facon 

intermoleculaire, il implique un changement de poids moleculaire important et 

l'ARN reticule est facilement identifiable par migration sur un gel denaturant. 

5.2. Calorimetrie isotherme 

La calorimetrie isotherme a pour but de quantifier les parametres thermodynamiques 

d'une reaction dans un systeme ferme. En calorimetrie, le terme reaction est a 

prendre au sens large et peut correspondre a n'importe quel changement impliquant 

remission ou l'absorption de chaleur. Les parametres thermodynamiques mesures 

sont l'enthalpie, l'entropie et l'energie libre de Gibbs. L'enthalpie est une mesure des 

interactions dans un systeme, l'entropie est une mesure du desordre du systeme et 

l'energie libre de Gibbs est une mesure de la spontaneite de la reaction. Comme 

l'application de la calorimetrie dans ce travail est l'analyse des interactions de faible 

energie ayant lieu entre des macromolecules, la technique utilisee est la 

microcalorimetrie par titration isothermale (figure 12). 
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repulsions steriques. Des contraintes additionnelles peuvent etre ajoutees pour 

selectionner des sous populations de structures representant par exemple des 

intermediaires reactionnels ou des etats de transitions. 

5.4. Nomenclature selon Leontis et Westhof 

Cette notation a ete developpee pour simplifier et uniformiser les symboles employes 

pour decrire les interactions secondaires et tertiaires dans les representations en deux 

dimensions de structures d'ARN. Cette nomenclature est basee a la fois sur la partie 

de la base azotee impliquee dans 1'interaction et Torientation des brins d'ARN 

(figure 13). 

Cis Trans 
• O Watson-Crick edge 
• O Hoogstean edge 
A < Sugar edge 

= GC c/s Watson-Crick base pair 
AU cis Watson-Crick base pair 

- * - GU cis Watson-Crick base pair 

Introduction, figure 13: Resume de la nomenclature selon Leontis et Westhof 
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6. Objectifs de la recherche 

6.1. Contexte 

Lorsque le sequencage du genome humain a ete acheve en 2003, la communaute 

scientifique a decouvert que la quasi-totalite de l'ADN etait transcrite sous forme 

d'ARN et qu'il etait totalement impossible d'analyser une telle masse d'information 

avec les outils classiques de la biochimie. Les sequences d'ARN du transcriptome 

sont impliquees d'une fa9on ou d'une autre dans le metabolisme des cellules 

humaines et, dans la majorite des cas, la structure tertiaire de ces ARN est importante 

mais encore inconnue. Idealement, il faut done developper les outils 

bioinformatiques necessaires pour etudier les structures tertiaires pour l'integralite du 

transcriptome. Pour arriver a un tel resultat, il faut en premier lieu comprendre 

quelles sont les regies menant au repliement de l'ARN, ce qui implique 1'etude 

detaillee de petites molecules d'ARN. Le choix de ces modeles est base sur plusieurs 

criteres tels qu'une bonne stabilite, une structure interessante et homogene, et une 

technique adequate pour en suivre la formation. 

6.2. Objectif general 

L'objectif general de ce travail est done d'utiliser le ribozyme HDV pour augmenter 

nos connaissances sur la structure et le repliement de l'ARN en general, et d'utiliser 

ces connaissances pour perfectionner les outils de prediction existants. 
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6.3. Objectifs specifiques 

Ce travail sur le chemin reactionnel du ribozyme HDV est divise en trois chapitres : 

1) Elucidation du mecanisme de repliement et mise en evidence des 

intermediaires du chemin reactionnel; 

2) Mesure des energies impliquees entre les intermediaires et identification de 

l'etape limitante du chemin reactionnel; et 

3) Prediction, modelisation et evolution de la structure tertiaire le long du chemin 

reactionnel. 
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RESULTATS 

CHAPITRE 1 : Mecanisme du chemin reactionnel du ribozyme HDV 

ARTICLE : Examination of the folding pathway of the antigenomic hepatitis 

delta virus ribozyme reveals key interactions of the L3 loop 

Cedric Reymond, Jonathan Ouellet, Martin Bisaillon and Jean-Pierre Perreault 

Article publie dans: RNA 

Implication dans le travail 

Realisation des experiences a 1'exception de la simulation in silico 

Participation active a l'ecriture de 1'article et creation de toutes les figures a 

1'exception de la figure 7 
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Resume 

Avec pour but de mieux comprendre la structure tertiaire du ribozyme du virus de 

l'hepatite delta, des experiences de photopontage avec la base modifiee 4-thiouridine 

ont ete entreprises. Cette base a ete introduite soit dans la partie 5' du substrat, soit a 

sept positions strategiques dans le ribozyme. L'identification de la position des 

nouveaux liens covalents dans differentes conditions et avec differents mutants a 

permis de suivre la formation du complexe ribozyme-substrat le long du chemin 

reactionnel. Pour aider a visualiser la transformation de la structure tertiaire, une 

animation in silico pour le chemin reactionnel menant a la catalyse a ete developpee. 

En combinaison avec des essais de coupure et des analyses de structure par RNase H, 

ces donnees montrent le role cle de la boucle L3 lors de la formation de la structure 

tertiaire active. 
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Abstract 

With the goal of gaining insight into the tertiary structure of the hepatitis delta virus 

ribozyme, cross-linking experiments using 4-thiouridine residues introduced in either 

the 5'-end portion of the substrate, or at seven strategic positions within the 

ribozyme, were performed. Mapping of the newly formed covalent bonds in cross-

linked species obtained under various conditions, as well as using several mutated 

ribozymes, permitted monitoring of the formation of the ribozyme-substrate complex 

as the ribozyme proceeded along the folding pathway. In order to aid visualization of 

the tertiary structure transformation, an in silico animation of the "on" folding 

pathway was developped. In combination with cleavage assays of structured 

substrates and RNase H probing, these data shed light on the key contribution of the 

L3 loop in the formation of an active tertiary complex. 

Introduction 

Hepatitis delta virus (HDV) possesses a single-stranded circular RNA genome of 1.7 

kb that replicates throught a double rolling-circle mechanism. Both genomic and 

antigenomic HDV RNAs possess self-cleaving RNA motifs that generate 2'-3'-

cyclic phosphate and 5'-hydroxyl termini (i.e. HDV ribozymes; for reviews, see Shih 

and Been, 2002; Bergeron et al., 2003). Tram-acting HDV ribozymes have been 

developed by removing one junction, thereby producing a complex composed of two 

species, one possessing the substrate (S) sequence and the other the catalytic HDV 

ribozyme (Rz) (see Fig. 1A). According to the double pseudoknot model the 
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secondary structure of the HDV ribozyme consists of one stem (PI), two 

pseudoknots (P2 and Pl. l) , two stem-loops (P3-L3 and P4-L4) and three single-

stranded junctions (Jl/2, Jl/4 and J 4/2). The P3 stem length is critical, suggesting 

that it positions the L3 loop in a precise conformation in the catalytic center. In the 

antigenomic derived HDV ribozyme the L3 loop is composed of 7 nucleotides 

(U23CCUCGC29 ,see Fig. 1A). Both the Jl/4 junction and the L3 loop are single-

stranded in the initial stages of folding, but are subsequently involved in the 

formation of the Pl. l pseudoknot that consists of two Watson-Crick base pairs 

involving pairing between the cytosines in positions 24 and 25 with the guanosines 

in positions 40 and 41. 

Both X-ray diffraction and nuclear magnetic resonance experiments have 

provided high-resolution information on the tertiary structure of the HDV ribozyme 

(Ferre D'Amare et al , 1998; Tanaka et al., 2002; Ke et al., 2004). Briefly, the 

catalytic core is formed by two coaxial helices resulting from the stacking of the Pl-

P1.1-P4 stems and of the P2-P3 stems. Moreover, these studies revealed the complex 

network of interactions that has to take place in the catalytic center of the HDV 

ribozyme in order to generate an active ribozyme. Several other biochemical 

approaches have also been used to identify the important chemical groups within the 

catalytic center. For example, chemically synthesized ribozymes with site-specific 

functional modifications in the sugar residues permitted identification of ten 2'-

hydroxyl groups of the ribose moieties that contribute to the catalytic activity of an 

antigenomic-derived HDV ribozyme (Fiola and Perreault, 2002). However, little is 

known regarding the chronology of this network of interactions. 
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A 5' 3' 
MG-Cs« 

L4CUA 

B 
Mg* 

Rz+S-RzS^RzS'^RzS'yRzPIfciRz+PH 
PI 

Chapitre 1, figure 1: Structure and proposed kinetic pathway of the HDV 

ribozyme. 

(A) Secondary structure and nucleotide sequence of the HDV ribozyme derived from 

the antigenomic hepatitis delta virus genome. The numbering system is that ofShih 

and Been (2002). The A in the L4 loop indicates the P4 deletion as compared to the 

natural variants. The wobble base pair at the bottom of the PI stem is indicated by a 

single large dot, while the homopurine base pair at the top of the P4 stem is 

represented by two large dots. The base pairs of the Pl.l pseudoknot are indicated 

by the dotted lines. The arrow indicates the cleavage site. (B) Proposed kinetic 

pathway of the HDV ribozyme. S, Rz, PI and PII represent the substrate, the 

ribozyme and the 5'- and 3 '-products, respectively. 
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Crystal structures and computer-assisted molecular dynamic simulations have 

focused on the conformational transition between the pre- and post-cleavage 

structures (Krasovska et al., 2006; Krasovska et al., 2004; Ke et al., 2004). Prior to 

formation of the active tertiary complex, three steps of the folding pathway have 

been identified (Fig. IB). Initially, the ribozyme (Rz) binds its substrate (S) via 

formation of the PI stem, yielding an RzS complex. This step is magnesium 

independent and requires at least the presence of monovalent ions (Ananvoranich 

and Perreault, 2000). Secondly, upon the addition of magnesium ions, the PI stem is 

involved in an essential structural transition that produces the RzS' complex (Ouellet 

and Perreault, 2004); One of the consequences of this conformational transition is a 

P3-L3 conformational change within the catalytic center (i.e. docking of the 

substrate). Thirdly, the P 1.1 pseudoknot is formed, through two Watson-Crick base 

pairs, between the Jl/4 junction and the L3 loop generating the RzS" complex 

(Deschenes et al., 2003; Nishikawa and Nishikawa, 2000; Wadkins et al., 1999; 

Ferre D'Amare et al , 1998). It is only after these structural transitions have taken 

place that the chemical step, which includes an acid-base catalysis involving the 

highly conserved cytosine at position 76, takes place (Das and Piccirilli, 2005; 

Bevilacqua et al., 2003;, Perrotta et al., 1999). The catalytic and structural metal ion 

sites important to the ribozyme have been classified within a multichannel reaction 

mechanism (Nakano et al., 2003). The latter being supported by recent molecular 

dynamic simulations suggesting structural and potential chemical roles for ions 

(Krasovska et al., 2006). 
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The structural evolution of the HDV ribozyme's catalytic core along the folding 

pathway remains largely unknown. In fact, little information exists about the order of 

interactions required in order to produce an active tertiary complex. Most of this 

information was obtained from cross-linking experiments using 4-thiouridine (s4U), a 

photoactivable nucleotide that, upon UV irradiation (>300 nm), can form a covalent 

bond to a stacked, neighbouring nucleotide (~3 A) (Favre et al., 1996). Substrates 

that include an s4U either in position -1 (adjacent to the scissile phosphate), +4 (in 

the middle of the PI stem), or +8 (at the 3'end of the PI stem) were used to 

determine the position of the binding domain of the substrate within the catalytic 

center of an antigenomic, /ram-acting, HDV ribozyme (Quellet and Perreault, 2004). 

In this report, we employ the same strategy in order to gain further insight into the 

interactions that lead to the formation of active RzS complexes. Results from the 

cross-linking experiments performed with s4U residues introduced in either position 

-2 of the substrate are presented. Cross-linking experiments using mixed RNA-DNA 

substrates including an s4U deoxyribonucleotide in position -2 have been reported 

previously, but using an HDV ribozyme of different sequence that can favor the 

formation of an alternative conformation and which exhibited significantly less 

catalytic activity (Bravo et al., 1996). Additionally, we use s4U ribonucleotides under 

several different conditions in order to gain insights into the HDV ribozyme's 

folding pathway. Lastly, we introduce the thiouridine residue into several positions 

of the ribozyme as well as examining various conditions with a number of different 

mutants, in order to unravel the role of the L3 loop in HDV ribozyme folding. 
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Results and Discussion 

This study was performed using an antigenomic derived fram-acting HDV ribozyme 

for which the kinetic and thermodynamic behavior has been extensively 

characterized under both single- and multiple-turnover conditions (Ananvoranich et 

al., 1999; Mercure et al., 1998). This version of the ribozyme is composed of 57 nt, 

and cleaves a model substrate of 11 nt into products of 4 and 7 nt (see Fig. 1). 

Cross-linking of the 5 '-end portion of the substrate 

In order to gain more information from the position of the 5'-end portion of the 

substrate during the folding pathway, a 4-thiouridine residue was introduced in 

position -2. Since a substrate that includes two consecutive pyrimidines in positions 

-1 and -2 is not efficiently cleaved by HDV ribozyme (Deschenes et al., 2000), the 

cytosine in -1 was replaced by an adenosine. The integrity of the resulting substrate 

(i.e. Ss4U-2) was assessed for cleavage activity in comparison to that of the wild type 

substrate (i.e. Swt) under single turnover conditions (Fig. 2). Plotting of the rate 

constants (kobs) as a function of the ribozyme concentrations demonstrated that the 

introduction of the s4U in position -2 did not modify the ability of the ribozyme to 

efficiently cleave the substrate. 
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positions of the guanosines are indicated on the left, while those of the cross-links 

are indicated on the right. 

RNA species with slower electrophoretic migration, which correspond to cross-

linked ribozyme-analog complexes, were observed regardless of the presence or 

absence of magnesium. A longer migration permitted a better resolution of the four 

different species (see inset Fig. 3A, XI to X4). The XI species was the most 

abundant cross-linked species produced in the absence of magnesium; however, it 

became a minor RzS complex upon the addition of magnesium. The X4 species was 

obtained in trace amounts under both conditions. In the absence of magnesium, both 

the X2 and X3 species were found in trace amounts. Upon the addition of 

magnesium, the yields of both species increased dramatically, resulting in the X2 

species being the most abundant. Similar results were obtained when the experiment 

was repeated using a trace amount of 5'-end labeled 32P-ribozyme and an excess of 

non-radioactive SdA-ls4U-2 analog (data not shown). The gel bands of each lane 

were cut out, and the cross-linked species extracted and subsequently subjected to a 

partial alkaline hydrolysis and analysis on 8% sequencing gels. A typical 

autoradiogram for the analysis of both the XI and X2 species obtained in the absence 

of magnesium is illustrated in figure 3B. At the cross-linking site, a tri-branched 

structure is formed; consequently, alkaline hydrolysis of the phosphodiester bonds 

releases a branched RNA species that possesses a slower electrophoretic mobility in 

denaturing PAGE (i.e. causes a shift of all bands corresponding to the hydrolysis 

products generated over the cross-link sites). 
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of the relative abundances of the cross-linked species. (C) Autoradiogram of a 

denaturing PAGE gels of the self-cleavage of the cross-linked RzS complexes. 

Cleavages of the XI, X2 and X3 cross-linked complexes were performed in the 

presence of urea either with (+) or without (-) magnesium. The positions of the 

xylene cyanol (XC), bromophenol blue (BPB), the cross-linked complexes (RzS) and 

the 3'-product (PII) are indicated. 

For example, this indicated that the XI and X2 species resulted from cross-linking 

that occurred at positions G40 and C76, respectively. Similar analyses were 

performed with all species, and the data are reported on the HDV ribozyme's 

secondary structure (Fig. 4). In the absence of magnesium, a condition that permits 

formation of the PI stem between the substrate and the ribozyme, but no further 

progress along the folding pathway, the s4U in position -2 cross-linked with G40 

(XI, predominant), C76 (X2; i.e. the catalytic cytosine) and either G49 or C50 (X4) 

(Fig. 4A). The last cross-link with the L4 loop was not consistently observed and was 

always found in a relatively small amount. The determination was not possible for 

X3 in the absence of magnesium, most likely because the species was not sufficiently 

abundant. The positions of the cross-links of the species isolated in the presence of 

the magnesium were also determined (Fig. 4B). The XI and X4 species that were 

minor RzS complexes corresponded to cross-linking with G40 and G49/C50, 

respectively. The most abundant X2 species corresponded to cross-linking with C76, 

while the X3 species corresponded to cross-linking withlG28. 
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A cross-linked species could correspond to the formation of either a productive 

ribozyme-substrate complex along the folding pathway (i.e. "on" folding pathway), 

or of a misfolded ribozyme-substrate complex. In order to verify whether or not the 

cross-linked complexes correspond to structures that include an RzS conformation 

compatible with being an active intermediate in the reaction pathway, each one was 

isolated and incubated under self-cleavage conditions. This type of approach was 

developed for the characterization of the cross-linked RNA species derived from the 

hairpin ribozyme (Pinard et al., 2001). The cross-linking experiments were repeated 

using a thiolated 3'-end 32pCp-labeled substrate. The radioactive 3'-end labeled 

product was released in the cleavage reaction, while the 5'-end portion remained 

linked to the ribozyme. The patterns of cross-linked species obtained were virtually 

identical to those obtained above except, that all species were detected in smaller 

amounts because cleavage had occurred. The species XI, X2 and X3 (X4 was not 

abundant enough) were extracted from the gels and, initially, the self-cleavage 

reactions were performed in the absence of magnesium (i.e. Tris-HCl, pH 8,0, for 60 

min at 37°C). Under these conditions, no self-cleavage product was detected, 

indicating that the cross-linked bonds were stable. The incubations were then 

repeated under optimal reaction conditions (i.e. plus 10 mM MgCb). Only the X3 

species exhibited self-cleavage, and even then only at a low level (data not shown). 

When the experiment was repeated with the prior addition of 2M urea, the XI 

species did not any exhibit self-cleavage, while both the X2 and X3 species self-

cleaved at levels of 2-3% and more than 10%, respectively (Fig. 4C). Most likely, the 

XI species did not self-cleave because the cross-link with G40 appears very early 
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during the folding pathway, thereby preventing any further movement of the 

substrate within the complex. The X2 species exhibited self-cleavage in only a small 

proportion of the cross-linked species as the presence of a cross-link between U-2 

and C76 must limit the movement required for the correct positioning of the scissile 

phosphate located in position - 1 . As a putative kinetic trap, it is likely that this 

intermediate is the reason why it accumulated in larger quantities. Conversely, the 

X3 species self-cleaved more efficiently, suggesting the presence of an RzS complex 

from the "on" folding pathway. 

Elucidating the folding pathway 

In order to gain more information on the precise time that the cross-links occurred 

during the folding pathway, experiments were performed using mutated ribozymes. 

Initially, cross-linking was performed with a mutant that did not permit the docking 

of the PI stem into the catalytic center. This step is magnesium-dependent and 

occurs after the formation of the PI stem, but before the formation of the Pl.l 

pseudoknot. In this mutant, the uridine in position 23 was mutated to an adenosine 

(U23A) (Fig. 5 A). In the presence of magnesium, the SdA-ls4U-2 was shown to 

cross-link with both the G41 and C76 residues (i.e. forming the XI and X2 species). 

A simple U to A substitution in the L3 loop did alter the early SU-2-G40 interaction, 

with G40 being now replaced by G41, demonstrating that the ribozyme's folding 

pathway is very sensitive to L3 identity. No cross-linking was observed with G28, as 

was the case with the wild-type ribozyme in the absence of magnesium. 
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Chapitre 1, figure 5: Schematic representation of the cross-linking experiments 

performed using various mutated and modified ribozymes. 

(A) Cross-link experiments were performed using the SdA-ls4U-2 substrate and 

either the U23A, disrupted P1.1 (i.e. possesses four U instead of two GC bp), G28A, 

G28C or the C76A mutant ribozymes. The cross-linked species (XI to X4) are 

identified adjacent to the mutations that are boxed. The most abundant species are 

underlined. (B) Identification of the seven positions where s4U residues were 

introduced in the RNA-DNA mixed ribozymes. The positions are identified by the 
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circles. The deoxyribonucleotide regions are boxed. The cross-link between the 

positions U23 of the ribozyme and C+5 (circled) of the substrate is identified by the 

dotted line. 

Similar results were obtained when the experiment was repeated with a mutant that 

prevents the formation of the P 1.1 pseudoknot. In this case, all four of the residues 

that form the pseudoknot (2 GC base pairs) where substituted by four uridines (Fig. 

5A). The formation of the pseudoknot has been shown to take place after PI stem 

docking, and is essential for cleavage (Deschenes et al., 2003; Nishikawa and 

Nishikawa, 2000; Wadkins et al., 1999). Clearly, these results suggest that the cross-

linking between the s4U in position -2 and G28 occurs very late in the folding 

process. Conversely, the cross-linking with both G41 and C76 occurred at an early 

stage, when only the PI stem is formed, but before the conformational transition 

requiring the presence of magnesium. Additionally, the experiments were performed 

with a C76A mutant, a mutation which completely abolishes the catalytic activity, 

but supports both the docking of the substrate and the formation of the Pl. l 

pseudoknot. In this case, the most abundant cross-linked species was X2 (i.e. the 

A76 cross-link), as was the case for the RzS" complex. This result supports the idea 

that the cross-linking of catalytic cytosine occurred late in the folding of the active 

structure. Finally, the experiments were performed with G28A and G28C mutants 

that are completely deprived of catalytic activity. In both cases, the most abundant 

cross-linked species was the X2, indicating that the implication of the G28 occurred 

lately along the folding pathway. The intensity of the different bands was identical 
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for the G28A and C76A while it was significantly reduced for the C28G mutant. 

This difference suggests that the presence of a pyrimidine in position 28 alters more 

the structure compared to a purine. 

Subsequently, a 4-thiouridine was introduced at seven strategic positions 

within an RNA-DNA mixed ribozyme composed of 26 deoxyribonucleotides 

(specifically the nucleotides forming the P2 stem and the P4-L4 stem-loop) and 31 

ribonucleotides (those forming the catalytic center) (Fig. 5B). This mixed ribozyme 

catalyzed the cleavage of a small substrate with kinetic parameters virtually identical 

to those of the all-RNA ribozyme, and permitted chemical synthesis of the ribozyme 

(Fiola and Perreault, 2002). All s4U-modified ribozymes exhibited significant 

cleavage activity, although at different levels. The cross-linking experiments were 

performed using either 5'-end labeled ribozymes, or labelled SdC-1 analog (a 

substrate that includes a deoxyribocytosine at the cleavage site). In the absence of 

magnesium, neither the ribozyme alone, nor the ribozyme and substrate incubated 

together, resulted in the detection of species possessing a slower electrophoretic 

mobility upon PAGE analysis. The experiments were then repeated in the presence 

of magnesium. When performed in the presence of the substrate alone no cross-

linked species was detected, whereas one was detected when the experiment was 

performed in the presence of the ribozymes. This cross-link was formed between the 

ribozyme possessing the s4U at position 23 of the L3 loop and the cytosine located in 

position +5 of the substrate (Fig. 5B). The latter result is in agreement with the 

previously reported cross-link between the s4U located in position +4 of the substrate 

and U23 of the ribozyme. Importantly, these data confirmed that the presence of the 
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magnesium is absolutely required for the formation of a compact tertiary structure. 

Moreover, the fact that most of the s4U introduced within the ribozymes were not 

productive is an indication that cross-linking has several requirements (e.g. distance 

and base stacking). 

Position of the substrate's 5 '-end domain 

At least two different conformations have been proposed for the 5'-end portion of the 

substrate. According to the X-ray data, the 5'-end of the substrate makes a sharp 

(-180°) turn of the backbone (at position -2) and the upstream domain extends at an 

angle of-30° to the PI stem (Ke et al., 2004). Alternatively, MC-SYM modeling 

indicates that the 5'-end portion of the substrate extends outside of the catalytic site 

without performing a sharp turn. In this study, the formation of U-2-G40/41 cross-

link supports the idea that the 5'-end portion of the substrate does not possess the 

backbone reversal. According to the latter structure, it should be possible to increase 

the space occupied be the 5'-end of the substrate without affecting the cleavage 

activity, while in the case of the former this should be more limiting for the 

formation of a backbone reversal. In other words, in the case of the crystal structure 

model increasing the diameter of the substrate at the 5'-end should lead to steric 

hindrance that would affect the cleavage activity; whereas in the other model the 

same modification should have no effect. In order to verify this hypothesis, 3'-end 

labeled substrates, both with and without a hairpin at 5'-end (a structure which 

occupies more space than its single-stranded homologue), were synthesized and their 

abilities to be cleaved by the ribozyme assessed (Fig. 6). 
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5'-end does not form a sharp turn. Virtually identical results were obtained when the 

experiment was repeated with substrates that included the inversion of either 1 or 2 

more adenosines between positions -1 and -2 (i.e. serving as a spacer pushing the 

hairpin, which might potentially create steric hindrance, further away). Conversely, 

when the hairpin started with a base pair involving the adenosine located in position 

- 1 , the level of cleavage was significantly lower (data not shown). Most likely this 

occurs because this situation restricts the flexibility required for the correct 

positioning of the adenosine with respect to the catalytic C76 for the in-line 

nucleophile attack. 

Steered, targeted dynamic molecular simulation of the folding pathway 

In order to improve the visualization of the tertiary structure's transformation, we 

subsequently undertook to develop an in silico animation of the "on" folding 

pathway of the HDV ribozyme. As a "pure" dynamic molecular simulation of the 

complete folding pathway would necessitate a huge time scale, and given that we are 

primarily interested in one-way conformational changes between two intermediates, 

a steered, targeted dynamic molecular simulation was performed using the NAMD 

and VMD software packages. Due to a lack of high-resolution structures of the many 

conformational intermediates occurring along the folding pathway of the ribozyme, 

each of the five transitions was manually modeled. An initial RzS complex was 

modeled using MC-SYM. This initial structure was then modified by steered 

molecular dynamics using NAMD and VMD in order to obtain structures for the four 

other conformational intermediates (Fig. 7). The presence of monovalent ions is 
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sufficient for this RzS complex to occur. Then, in the presence of magnesium, a 

short-lived intermediate, RzS', has been identified in cross-linking experiments 

(Ouellet and Perreault, 2004). The next intermediate, RzS", includes the Pl.l 

pseudoknot, either followed by or concomitent with the cleavage reaction, resulting 

in the complex RzPII and a fast release of the 5'-end free product PI. Then, if 

sufficient amounts of substrate are present, the PII product can dissociate from the 

ribozyme and the free ribozyme (Rz) can bind a new substrate. There is no explicit 

chemistry reaction into this model, thereby avoiding the complexity of the acid-base 

catalysis as well as the dynamic locations of the magnesium ions closed to the 

cleavage site. Using VMD and NAMD together, interactive and targeted molecular 

dynamic simulations were performed in order to generate conformations missing 

between two discrete structures (Humphrey et al., 1996; Kale et al., 1999). In other 

words, the RzS' conformation was driven toward the RzS" conformation artificially. 

Selective external forces can be applied to the molecules under a controlled 

environment, and the simulation can be visualized via the VMD software. For 

example, using the information that U+4 and C+5 stacked together with C22 and 

U23, a structure was obtained for the RzS' complex. Subsequently, starting from the 

RzS' complex and considering the formation of the Pl . l pseudoknot, yielded a 

structure for the RzS" complex. The NAMD package was then used to record the 

coordinates of each frame while applying harmonic restraints from one structure to 

another (e.g. RzS' to RzS"). Representations of each complex are shown in figure 7, 

while the animations, viewed from three different angles, are available online at 

http://132.210.163.235/jo/Delta_Movie.html. 
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pink: SC-1 (scissile phosphate) and U77); brown: SG-2 and G28; and, C76 

(catalytic cytosine) and the nucleotides involved in the PI. 1 stem are white (in black 

in the 2D scheme). All water atoms were removed for clarity. 

These intermediates, although not at an atomic resolution, can be seen as being more 

than just a plausible set of conformations along the folding pathway as they represent 

key interactions and structural features reported by various laboratories (e.g. see Ke 

et al., 2004; Ouellet and Perreault, 2004; Tanaka et al., 2002; Pereira et al., 2002; 

Nishikawa and Nishikawa, 2000). Moreover, this animation provides the opportunity 

to locate the most probable places of these structural features along the folding 

pathway. As the use of a force field cannot accurately represents the strong (and 

polarizing) interaction of metal ions with RNA, and given that a recent 200 ns 

explicit solvent dynamic molecular simulation of the binding of both monovalent and 

divalent ions to both precursor and product forms of genomic HDV ribozyme 

(Krasovska et al. 2006), they were not included into this short-sampling steered 

targeted molecular dynamic simulation. The aim of this animation is clearly not to 

reproduce the precise energy landscape of the folding transitions, but rather to 

demonstrate stereochemically feasible pathways that can generate hypotheses, which 

can then be tested experimentally. Thus, several assumptions can be taken, including: 

i) starting the simulation with a ribozyme pre-folded into its proper secondary 

structure, thereby avoiding the topological dilemma that the molecule may encounter 

during the folding that accompanies its transition from its primary to the secondary 

structure; ii) substrate approach and its nucleation to the ribozyme; iii) a forced linear 
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pathway preventing the bouncing back and forth between intermediates; and, 4) the 

time-scales between any of the transitions are not proportional to the real time-scale 

of folding. Previously, a "pure" two-step movie of the hammerhead ribozyme-

catalyzed cleavage reaction, based on the morphing of the pre- and post crystal 

structure conformations, had been reported (Dunham et al., 2003). More recently, a 

huge amount of computer power has been used to animate the accommodation of 

tRNA into the 70S ribosome in explicit solvent using NAME) software 

(Sanbonmatsu et al, 2005). In the present case, as little information on the high-

resolution structure of the different intermediates was available, such a precise and 

highly computational effort was not necessary, based on our predefined assumptions 

(i.e. resulting in a non-atomic resolution). 

The animation shows that the ribozyme goes through important 

conformational changes, supporting the idea that RNA is highly dynamic (Pereira, et 

al., 2002). As a result, the ribozyme initially has a relatively relaxed structure, but 

becomes more compact as it proceeds along the folding pathway due mainly to the 

formation of additional interactions within the catalytic core (Shih and Been, 2002). 

This animation supports the appearance of the various cross-links as the ribozyme 

proceeds along the folding pathway. For example, the residue in position -2 of the 

substrate comes in close proximity to G28 only within the RzS" complex. Within 

this RzS" complex, the C- 1 of the substrate is in close proximity to the catalytic 

C76, but not in the case of the RzS' complex. The cross-linking observed between 

position -2 of the substrate and the L4 loop (i.e. the X4 species, G49/C50), which 

was detected only in small amounts, is incompatible with the model structure, 
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suggesting that it came from a misfolded RzS complex. Finally, in all of the 

complexes, the 5'-end of the substrate is located outside of the catalytic center in the 

absence of folding into a sharp turn. Moreover, the current position of the 5'-end 

substrate in the movie allows for a P 1.1 base-pairing competition (Deschenes et al., 

2003), while the sharp turn seen in the crystal structure does not allow for the 

possibility of base pairing with Jl/4. 

Conclusion and Perspectives 

The cross-linking experiments, in combination with the cleavage assays of structured 

substrates and the RNase H accessibility assays, provided evidence of the putative 

contributions of the L3 loop to the folding of the ribozyme into an active tertiary 

complex. The s4U located in position 23 of this loop was found to cross-link with the 

middle of the PI stem (C+5), which correlates with the docking within the catalytic 

center. Residues C24 and C25 are involved in the formation of the P 1.1 pseudoknot, 

a step that occurs late along the folding pathway, most likely just before, or 

concomitant with, the chemical attack. Based on both the structural modeling and 

RNase H accessibility experiments, we suggest that the formation of the Pl. l 

pseudoknot directly contributes to the molecular mechanism of cleavage by HDV 

ribozyme by trapping the region of the substrate to be cleaved within the catalytic 

center. Finally, the experiment performed with the s4U located in position -2 of the 

substrate shows that G28 was cross-linked only in the active RzS" complex (i.e. 

after Pl.l formation), a late event that occurs exclusively in the "on" the folding 

pathway. Together, these experiments implicate four of the seven nucleotides of the 
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L3 loop. It is important to note that U23 and G28, along with the catalytic C76, are 

the most conserved nucleotides in the HDV ribozyme (Nehdi and Perreault, 2006). 

Clearly, they must play an important role. Although it is tempting to propose that, 

together, these results shed light on the contribution of the L3 loop, it is important to 

remember that cross-linking data provides only an indication of the proximity of 

pairs of nucleotides and does not indicate a formal interaction between the residues 

in question. 

In general, cross-linking experiments are performed to map catalytic centers. 

For example, the recent cross-link mapping of the native hammerhead ribozyme that 

permitted the loop-loop interaction suggests a different structure from the crystal one 

(Lambert et al., 2006). Using mutants representative of various steps along the 

kinetic pathway of the HDV ribozyme, information on the folding process that leads 

to the formation of an active RzS" complex was obtained. The modeling and 

animation provide a molecular "view" of the different conformational transitions that 

might occur in solution. Although it does not provide any information on the time-

scale of each transition, nor does it present any multichannel and "off folding 

pathways (i.e. including temporarily misfolded RNA), RNA dynamic design can be 

applied to many other RNA species, and, consequently, contributes to the emergence 

of guidelines and parameters for RNA folding. 
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Materials and Methods 

Ribozyme and substrate synthesis 

Most of the ribozymes and substrates were synthesized by in vitro transcription as 

described previously (Mercure at al. 1998). Briefly, RNA molecules were prepared 

by annealing two pairs of complementary oligonucleotides that included the T7 RNA 

promoter followed by the full-length sequence of the desired ribozyme or substrate. 

Using the resulting partial duplex as template (500 pmol), in vitro transcription 

reactions were carried out in a final volume of 100 \i\ containing 15 units of RNA 

Guard (Amersham Biosciences), 80 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 24 mM MgCl2, 2 

mM spermidine, 40 mM DTT, 5 mM of each NTP, 0.01 unit yeast pyrophosphatase 

(Roche Diagnostic) and 10 ng of purified T7 RNA polymerase. The samples were 

DNase treated, and the transcripts were purified on either 8 or 20% denaturing PAGE 

gels (7 M urea, 19:1 ratio of acrylamide to bisacrylamide) using 50 mM Tris-borate 

pH 7.5, 7 M urea and ImM EDTA solution as running buffer. The reaction products 

were visualized by UV shadowing, and the bands corresponding to the to the correct 

sizes were cut out. The transcripts were eluted from the gel slices, passed through G-

25 Sephadex spun columns (Amersham Biosciences), the RNA was ethanol 

precipitated and the quantity of nucleic acid determined by spectroscopy at 260 nm. 

Substrates, analogues and RNA-DNA ribozymes including s4U residues were 

purchased from Dharmacon, deprotected, and purified on PAGE gels as described 

above. 
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Radioactive labeling ofRNA species 

Purified substrates or ribozymes (40 pmoles) were dephosphorylated using 5 units of 

Antartic phosphatase as described by the manufacturer (New England BioLabs). 

After ethanol precipitation, the dephosphorylated RNA (5 pmole) was 5'-end-labeled 

by incubation with 5 units T4 polynucleotide kinase (Amersham Biosciences) in a 

final volume of 10 ul containing 1.6 pmole [Y-3 2P]-ATP (6000 Ci/mmole, Amersham 

Biosciences), 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM KC1 and 5 units of T4 

polynucleotide kinase (Amersham Biosciences) at 37°C for 2 h. The reactions were 

stopped by adding formamide dye (95% formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 0.025% 

bromophenol blue and 0.025% xylene cyanol), and the RNA purified by denaturing 

PAGE. The bands of the correct sizes containing the 5'-end-labeled RNAs were 

excised, and the RNA recovered as described above. 

For 3'-end-labeling, the substrates (15 pmole) were incubated for 2 h at 37°C 

in a final volume of 10 ul containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 

mM DTT, 1 mM ATP, 10% dimethylsulfoxide, 10 pmole [32P]Cp (3000 Ci/mmole, 

Amersham Biosciences) and 10 units of T4 RNA ligase (New England Biolabs). The 

transcripts were then purified on denaturing 20% PAGE gels and recovered as 

described above. 

Cleavage reactions 

Cleavage reactions were carried out in 20 ul reaction mixtures containing 50 mM 

Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 10 mM MgCl2 at 37°C under single turnover conditions 

([Rz]»[S]). Prior to the reaction, trace amounts of either 5'- or 3'-end-labeled 
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substrates (<1 nM) and nonradioactive ribozymes were mixed together, heated at 

70°C for 1 min, snap-cooled on ice for 3 min and then incubated at 37°C for 5 min. 

The cleavage reactions were initiated by the addition of MgCb. Aliquots (2-3 ul) 

were removed at various times up to 1 h, and were quenched by the addition of ice-

cold formamide dye buffer (10 ^1). The mixtures were fractionated on denaturing 

20% PAGE gels and exposed to Phosphorlmager screens (Molecular Dynamics). 

The extent of cleavage was determined from measurements of the radioactivity 

present both in the substrate and in either the 5'- or 3'-product bands at each time 

point using the ImageQuant software. The fractions of cleaved substrate were 

determined, and the rate of cleavage (&0bS) obtained by fitting the data to the equation 

At = Ao(l-e"kt), where At is the percentage of cleavage at time t, Ao is the maximum 

percent cleavage (end point) and k is the rate constant (£0bS). Each rate constant was 

calculated from at least two independent measurements. 

Cross-linking experiments 

Cross-linking experiments were performed in a final volume of 20 \i\ containing 50 

mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.2 pmole ribozyme and a trace amount of 5'-end-labeled 

substrate (single turnover conditions). Once the ribozyme and substrate were mixed 

together, but prior to the addition of magnesium (10 mM MgCh, see below), they 

were heat denatured, snap-cooled and then preincubated at 37°C. The reactions were 

then chilled on ice for 15 min in a 96-well plate cover. Following the addition of 

MgCb to a final concentration of 10 mM, the samples were rapidly irradiated in a 

UV cross-linker (UV Stratalink 2400, Stratagene) equipped with 15 W (366 nm) 
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bulbs for 20 min on ice. Formamide dye buffer (5 ul) was then added to each sample 

prior to fractionation by denaturing 8% PAGE. The resulting bands were visualized 

using a Phosphorlmager screen. With the purpose of performing self-cleavage 

experiments, the 5'-end-labeled S-2s4U substrates (~5 pmole) were cross-linked to 

the ribozyme (15 pmole) and the resulting complexes then cut out of the gel and 

eluted as described above. The purified complexes were snap-cooled, subjected to 

self-cleavage in the presence of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 10 mM MgCb for 60 

min at 37°C, and fractionated on 20% denaturing PAGE gels. The experiments with 

mixed RNA-DNA ribozymes including s4U residues were performed either in the 

absence (using 5 pmole of 5'-end labeled ribozymes) or the presence (using 15 

pmole of non-radioactive ribozymes and 1 pmole of 5'-end SdC-1 analog) of 

substrate. 

Mapping of the cross-links 

In order to map the sites of the cross-links, the experiments were performed under 

multiple turnover conditions ([S]>[Rz]) using non-radioactive analogs (15 pmole 

SdA-ls4U-2) and 5'-end-labeled ribozymes (5 pmole). After a long electrophoretic 

migration, the bands corresponding to the RzS complexes were cut out and the RNA 

species recovered. The resulting RNA species were subjected to alkaline hydrolysis 

(NaOH) for 1 min, the reactions quenched on ice by the addition of 10 uL of 1 M 

Tris-HCl pH 7.5, the nucleic acids precipitated and then analyzed on sequencing 

10% PAGE gels. The gels were prerun for 1 h at 60 W with IX TBE buffer in both 

chambers, then the buffer in the lower chamber was changed to 1 M NaOAc and the 
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gel prerun for a further 30-60 min before loading the samples. In order to permit the 

localization of the cross-linking sites, partial alkaline and ribonuclease Tl hydrolyses 

of noncross-linked, labeled ribozymes were performed and analyzed on the same 

gels. 

RNase H hydrolysis assays 

The mutated ribozymes (5 nM of either Pl.l mutant or C76G), a trace amount of 5'-

end 32P-labeled substrate and the 6-mer DNA oligonucleotide (5uM) were annealed 

in a final volume of 10 \n\ containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 20 mM KC1, 10 mM 

MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA and 0.1 mM DTT for 15 min at 16°C. RNase H (1 unit, 

Ambion) was then added and the reaction incubated at the same temperature. 

Aliquots (2-3 \i\) were removed at various times, quenched by the addition of ice-

cold formamide dye buffer and analyzed on 10% PAGE gels. 

Molecular modeling 

The model of the RzS complex was generated using the constraint-satisfaction 

program MC-Sym 3.3.2 (Major et al., 1991). A selected structure was subsequently 

modified by Streered Molecular Dynamics (SMD) with VMD 1.8.4 and NAMD 2.6 

(Humphrey et al., 1996; Kale et al., 1991) in order to obtain models of the Rz, RzS', 

RzS" and RzPII complexes. The simulations were performed in a common solvated 

environment (water sphere 52 A in diameter) with basic dynamics and space 

partitioning default NAMD parameters and using the CHARMM27 nucleic acid 
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parameters (MacKerell et al., 2000). Figures were prepared using PyMOL 0.99 

software (http://pymol.sourceforge.net). 
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Resume 

La calorimetrie isothermale a ete utilisee pour suivre le profil energetique d'un ARN 

catalytique et plus particulierement le ribozyme du virus de l'hepatite delta. En 

utilisant des mutants capables de bloquer la formation d'interactions tertiaires, les 

parametres thermodynamiques de plusieurs intermediaires ribozyme-substrat ont ete 

determines. Les resultats montrent 1'impact de plusieurs interactions tertiaires sur la 

structure globale du ribozyme et que la formation du pseudonoeud Pl. l est l'etape 

limitante de ce mecanisme moleculaire. Finalement, comme nous avons pu le 

montrer dans ce travail, la titration par calorimetrie isothermale apparait comme une 

methode de choix pour elucider le chemin reactionnel d'un ARN. 
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Abstract 

Isothermal titration calorimetry was used to monitor the energetic landscape of a 

catalytic RNA, specifically that of the hepatitis delta virus ribozyme. Using mutants 

that isolated various tertiary interactions, the thermodynamic parameters of several 

ribozyme-substrate intermediates were determined. The results shed light on the 

impact of several tertiary interactions on the global structure of the ribozyme. In 

addition, the data indicate that the formation of the P 1.1 pseudoknot is the limiting 

step of the molecular mechanism. Lastly, as illustrated here, isothermal titration 

calorimetry appears to be a method of choice for the elucidation of an RNA's folding 

pathway. 

Introduction 

An RNA molecule possesses a hierarchical structure in which the primary sequence 

determines the secondary structure which, in turn, determines the tertiary folding in a 

process that only minimally alters the secondary structure but is essential in the 

formation of an active three-dimensional structure. Several approaches permit the 

identification of the tertiary interactions within an RNA molecule (1); however, their 

contribution, in terms of energy, to the global structure remains unknown. Isothermal 

titration calorimetry (ITC) is a powerful technique for studying the thermodynamics 

of bimolecular interactions (2). When substances bind, heat is either generated or 

absorbed. Measurement of this heat leads to a complete inventory of the energetic 

parameters of the molecular interaction in a single experiment (i.e. AH, AS and AG). 
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ITC offers the advantage of being a true "in-solution" method as there is no chemical 

tagging or immobilization of binding components. It is widely used in the field of 

protein science, but its application in RNA science remains in its infancy (3): to date 

only simple RNA duplexes and helical junction formation have been studied using 

this technique (4-7). In the present work, ITC was extensively applied to the analysis 

of the tertiary interactions taking place within the catalytic center of an RNA 

enzyme. 

Both the genomic and antigenomic hepatitis delta virus (HDV) RNA strands 

include a self-cleaving RNA motif that generates 2'-3'-cyclic phosphate and 5'-

hydroxyl termini (for reviews see Refs. 8,9). According to the pseudoknot model 

secondary structure, which is well supported by experimental data, the self-cleaving 

RNA strands are composed of one stem (the PI stem), one pseudoknot (the P2 stem), 

two stem-loops (P3-L3 and P4-L4) and three single-stranded junctions (Jl/2, Jl/4 

and J4/2; see Fig. 1). Both the Jl/4 junction and the L3 loop are single-stranded in 

the initial stages of folding, but are subsequently involved in the formation of a 

pseudoknot that consists of two Watson-Crick base pairs involving pairing between 

the cytosines located in positions 24 and 25 and the guanosines located in positions 

40 and 41 (10). The P2 and P4 stems are located on each side of the catalytic center 

and only play a structural role (8,9). The catalytic center is formed by the PI stem, 

the Pl.l pseudoknot, P3-L3 stem loop and the J4/2 junction that includes the 

catalytic cytosine (i.e. C76). Both X-ray diffraction and nuclear magnetic resonance 

experiments have provided high resolution information on the tertiary structure of 

the HDV catalytic RNA (11-13). 
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Briefly, the catalytic core is formed by two coaxial helices resulting from the 

stacking of the P1/P1.1/P4 stems and of the P2/P3 stems (Fig.lA). Several other 

biochemical approaches, including chemically synthesized ribozymes and substrates 

with site-specific functional modifications, cross-linking experiments and 

fluorescence spectroscopy, to name only a few examples, have been used to identify 

the important chemical groups within the catalytic center as well as to reveal the 

interactions that are taking place during folding (14-19). 

The self-cleaving sequence has been divided into two molecules, one of 

which is a ribozyme (HDV Rz) that possesses the catalytic properties required to 

successively cleave several molecules of substrate (S) (see Fig. 1). In most cases, this 

was achieved by removing the Jl/2 junction, although other versions of the ribozyme 

have also been reported. The use of the trans-acting version has facilitated the study 

of the molecular mechanism of the HDV ribozyme, as twell as permitted the 

elucidation of its complex kinetic pathway. Briefly, the ribozyme binds its substrate 

through the formation of the PI stem, producing a ribozyme-substrate complex 

(RzS). This step is magnesium independent, and requires at the very least the 

presence of monovalent ions (20). Next, upon the addition of magnesium ions, 

several structural transitions that have been shown to be essential for the formation 

of an active RzS ternary complex, occur (21; see also Results and Discussion 

section). Finally, once the C76 is positioned near the scissile phosphate, an acid-base 

catalysis takes place (22). 

Importantly, the network of interactions that evolve along the folding 

pathway of the HDV ribozyme provides a highly ordered catalytic center, as is 
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revealed by the crystal structure (11,12). This conclusion receives physical support 

from several unusual properties of the self-cleaving RNA motifs (23). For example, 

it is extremely stable, possessing an optimal reaction temperature of about 65°C, and 

retains activity at temperatures as high as 80°C and in buffers containing 5 M urea. 

Unlike the hammerhead ribozyme, the HDV ribozyme does not appear able to easily 

access alternative folding pathways. Most likely this is due to the comparatively 

limited flexibility of the HDV ribozyme's tightly packed tertiary structure. Clearly, 

this makes HDV ribozyme an ideal candidate with which to investigate the potential 

of ITC to document the folding pathway of an RNA molecule. 

Materials and Methods 

Ribozyme and substrate synthesis 

The ribozymes were synthesized by in vitro transcription. Briefly, the trans-acting 

ribozymes' DNA templates were prepared by PCR using Pwo DNA polymerase 

(Roche Diagnostic), an oligonucleotide that included the T7 RNA promoter followed 

by the full-length sequence of the desired ribozyme and an oligonucleotide 

complementary to the T7 RNA promoter. In vitro transcription reactions were carried 

out at 37°C for 2 h in a final volume of 100 jxl containing 200 pmol of DNA 

template, 15 units of RNA Guard (Amersham Biosciences), 80 mM HEPES-KOH 

(pH 7.5), 24 mM MgCl2, 2 mM spermidine, 40 mM DTT, 5 mM of each NTP, 0.01 

units of yeast pyrophosphatase (Roche Diagnostic) and 10 ^g of purified T7 RNA 

polymerase. The transcripts were then DNase treated, ethanol precipitated, ethanol 
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washed, dissolved in water and purified on denaturing 8% polyacrylamide gels (19:1 

ratio of acrylamide to bisacrylamide) using 50 raM Tris-borate (pH 7.5), 8 M urea 

and 1 mM EDTA solution as running buffer and formamide dye (95% formamide, 10 

raM EDTA, 0.025% bromophenol blue and 0.025% xylene cyanol) as loading buffer. 

The reaction products were visualized by UV shadowing, and the bands 

corresponding to the correct sizes excised. The transcripts were eluted from the gel 

slices, the RNA ethanol precipitated and the quantity of nucleic acid determined by 

spectroscopy at 260 nm. Substrate and the SdC4 analog were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technologies, and were purified by PAGE as described above. 

RNA radioactive labeling 

Purified substrates were dephosphorylated using 5 units of Antartic phosphatase as 

described by the manufacturer (New England BioLabs). The dephosphorylated RNA 

(5 pmole) was 5'-end-labeled by incubation with 5 units of T4 polynucleotide kinase 

(Amersham Biosciences) in a final volume of 10 \il containing 1.6 pmole [y-32P]-

ATP (6000 Ci/mmole, Amersham Biosciences), 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM 

MgCb, 50 mM KC1 at 37°C for 2 h. The reactions were stopped by adding 

formamide dye, and the RNA purified by denaturing PAGE electrophoresis. The 

bands of the correct sizes containing the 5'-end-labeled RNAs were excised, and the 

RNA recovered as described above. 
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Cleavage assays 

Cleavage reactions were carried out in 20 [xl reaction mixtures containing 50 mM 

Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 10 mM MgCb at 37°C under single turnover conditions 

([Rz]»[S]). Prior to the reaction, trace amounts of 5'-end labeled substrates (<1 nM) 

and non-radioactive ribozymes (100 nM) were mixed together, heated at 80° C for 1 

min, snap-cooled on ice for 2 min and then incubated at 37°C for 5 min (except in the 

case of the temperature dependence experiment). The cleavage reactions were 

initiated by the addition of MgCb. Aliquots (2 ul) were removed at various times up 

to 1 h, and were quenched by the addition of 10 \x\ of formamide dye buffer. The 

mixtures were fractionated on denaturing 20% PAGE gels and exposed to 

Phosphorlmager screens (Molecular Dynamics). The extent of cleavage was 

determined from measurements of the radioactivity present both in the substrate and 

in the 5'-product bands at each time point using the ImageQuant software. The 

fractions of cleaved substrate were determined, and the rate of cleavage (Abbs) 

obtained by fitting the data to the equation At = Ao(l-e"kt), where At is the percentage 

of cleavage at time t, Ao is the maximum percent cleavage (end point) and k is the 

rate constant (&0bs)- Each rate constant was calculated from at least two independent 

measurements. Kinetics assays were performed using various ribozyme 

concentrations (5 nM to 400 nM). The values of £0bs obtained were plotted as a 

function of the ribozyme concentration in order to determine the other kinetic 

constants (ki and KM')- Under multiple turnover conditions, the ribozyme (50 nM) 

was incubated in the presence of various concentrations of substrate (50 nM to 5 
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uM). The values of tabs obtained were plotted as a function of the substrate 

concentration. 

Isothermal titration calorimetry 

All ITC experiments were performed at 25 °C (except in the case of the temperature 

dependence experiment) with a reference power of 15 ucal s"1 (the VP-ITC from 

MicroCal can measure energies ranging from 0 to 35 ucal s"1). Both the lyophylized 

substrate and the ribozyme were dissolved in buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

7.5) and 10 mM MgCb. Prior to the titration, the RNA samples were degassed for 10 

min at 20°C. Exact RNA concentrations were verified using spectrophotometer 

readings at 260 nm on extra RNA solution that remained after both syringe and 

experimental cell filling. Substrates at a concentration of 50 uM were used to titrate 

mutant ribozymes at a concentration of 5 uM. The c values, which are the ratios of 

the concentrations of the reactants in the sample cell to the dissociation constants, 

were between 0.5 and 500 for each experiment (representing the range in which 

useful data can be obtained (24,25)). Prior to the initiation of an experiment, a short 

heat pulse was performed for internal calibration of the apparatus. An initial delay of 

60 s prior to the first injection was used, then 29 injections of 10 ul each at an 

injection rate of 0.5 ul s"1 (290 ul final injecting volume), with the individual 

injections spaced 240 s apart, were performed and the spectra were recorded. 

Data from each experiment were analyzed using the single set of identical 

sites model from Origin ITC software (MicroCal Software Inc.). The point 

corresponding to the first injection was not considered because of the mechanical 
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backlash in the screw that drives the syringe plunger and altered the volume of the 

injection. After correcting the raw data for the dilution factor due to each injection, 

the integration of the resulting data provided the heat AQ(i) that had to be added or 

removed in order to restore the thermal equilibrium between the experimental and 

reference cells after each injection of substrate. The binding affinity KA (1/mol), the 

stoichiometry (n), the enthalpy AH (cal/mol) and the entropy AS (cal/mol K) were 

calculated using the equation: 

r J KA\LV KA[L\" ) 
q-v(AH)\RNA] ±±-J» Al J - ' 

where q is the heat released, v is the known volume of the reaction, KA is the 

association constant and Lj is the ligand concentration at the ith injection (2). 

Relative Gibbs free energy (AG) was derived using the relation: 

AG-AH-TAS 

All experiments were minimally performed twice, and average values are reported 

with errors. In order to compare changes in the substrate binding to the different 

mutated ribozymes, the differences in free energy values (AAG) were calculated. 

Finally, the determination of the heat capacity (ACp) experiment was performed 

using the Rz-A78U/A79U mutant and experimental temperatures ranging between 

20°C and 35°C. 
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Results and Discussion 

HDV ribozyme folds into a tight structure that limits alternative folding pathways 

(23). This fact was nicely illustrated by preliminary experiments that showed that a 

version of the trans-acting HDV ribozyme exhibited efficient cleavage of a small 

substrate under single-turnover conditions ([Rz]»[S]; Fig. 1). Trace amounts of 32P-

5'-end labelled substrate (<1 nM) were incubated in the presence of an excess of 

ribozyme (100 nM) and the cleavage monitored at 25°C. The 95% cleavage level was 

reached after less than 10 min of reaction time, while the maximum cleavage level 

reached up to 97-98%. Identification of such an HDV ribozyme, specifically one that 

showed almost complete cleavage, was a prerequisite in order to be able to 

subsequently perform ITC experiments. 

In order to further characterize this new version of the HDV ribozyme, 

kinetic analyses were performed using 5 to 400 nM of ribozyme and the pseudo first-

order constants were determined at 25°C. Catalytic constant (ki) and apparent 

Michaelis-Menten (KM-) values of 0.63 +/- 0.03 min"1 and 18.7 +/- 2.2 nM, 

respectively, were calculated. Kinetic analyses were also performed under multiple 

turnover conditions ([S]»[Rz]), conditions more relevant to those of the ITC 

experiments. In this case, the ribozyme (50 nM) was incubated in the presence of 

various concentrations of a mixture of 32P-end labeled radioactive and non-

radioactive substrates (50 nM to 5 uM). This led to the determination of a catalytic 

constant (kcat) of 0.79 +/- 0.06 min"1 and a KM- of 163 +/- 35 nM at 25°C. The 

catalytic constants k2 and kcat in both conditions were almost identical, while the KM-

under single turnover conditions was 10-fold less than that observed under multiple 
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turnover conditions (i.e. 18.7 nM compared to 163 nM, respectively). Similar 

catalytic constants and different binding constant have been previously reported for 

another version of HDV ribozyme at both 37°C and 56°C (26). Under single turnover 

conditions the KM', which is the concentration of Rz at half-maximum rate, 

represents the apparent dissociation constant of the RzS* complex (transition 

complex) (26). Conversely, under multiple turnover conditions, the apparent KM is a 

measure of the ribozyme bound in any form to the substrate (RzS, RzS', etc). The 

difference in KM' between both conditions suggests that the RzS complex is 

undergoing a slow internal conformational rearrangement that yields an RzS' 

complex. Finally, the similarities of the catalytic constant obtained are an indication 

that the rate-limiting step was identical regardless of the conditions. 

ITC monitoring of the ribozyme-substrate complex formation 

Analyses were performed by incubating the ribozyme (Rz) in the ITC experimental 

cell and then injecting the substrate (S) every 4 min for period of 2 h (see Material 

and Methods section). Both samples were in the same reaction buffer containing 50 

mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 10 mM MgCl2, thereby avoiding any mismatch buffer 

effect. Several other buffers were tested and similar results were obtained under the 

conditions used in this study. The heat energy changes accompanying both the RzS 

complex formation and the induced RNA folding processes were detected for each 

peak as the power {dqldt, .^cal's"1) required to maintain a zero temperature difference 

between the experimental and reference cells (24, 25). The heat energy change is 

dependent on the values of the association constant (KA) for the RzS complex, the 
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enthalpy (AH), the entropy (AS) and the stoichiometry of the reaction (n). These 

parameters can be determined by fitting the titration results to predetermined binding 

models and then evaluating the relative Gibbs free energy (AG) (25). 

Initially, we focused on the formation of the RzS complex, that is to say the 

formation of the PI stem, in order to simplify the situation. Figure 2 illustrates a 

typical example of ITC analysis using the mutant Rz-U23A that prevents PI stem 

docking, thereby isolating the formation of the PI stem (Fig. 2A). Panel B of this 

figure shows the raw ITC data for the sequential injection of substrate into Rz-U23A 

ribozyme at 25°C, while the inset illustrates the integration of each injection as a 

function of the molar ratio of substrate. Using these data, the stoichiometry (n) was 

calculated to be 0.89 +/- 0.04, suggesting that, although the folding process is 

interrupted at the first step, almost all of the ribozyme molecules still bound a 

substrate molecule. In other words, a single molecule of substrate bound to one 

molecule of ribozyme. The KA for this RzS complex was determined to be 1.04 x 10 

+/- 0.05 x 107 M"1 (see Table 1). The inverse constant (1/KA or KD), 9.6 x 10"8 M (i.e. 

96 nM), is in the same range as the KM determined under multiple turnover 

conditions. However, it is important to note that the significances of the binding 

constants are not identical. The KM' includes all of the steps involved along the 

folding pathway, although the most important, in terms of energy, is the formation of 

the 7 bp PI stem. 
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value of 0 kcal/mol. In order to corroborate the results obtained with the Rz-U23A 

mutant, an experiment using the active ribozyme in the presence of NaCl (i.e. in the 

absence of any MgCb), conditions which also stop the folding after the formation of 

the PI stem, was shown to yield identical data (data not shown). 

Chapitre 2, table 1: Thermodynamic data for the mutated ribozymes. 

Mutant 
Rz-U23A 
RZ-G40A/G41A 
RZ-A78U/A79U 
RZ-AU77 
RZ-C76A 

n 
0.89 
0.93 
0.91 
0.88 
1.04 

KA[M] 

1.04 107 

1.18 107 

3.14 106 

3.91 106 

2.53 107 

AH [kcal • mol1] 
-60.1 ± 0.9 
-54.3 ± 0.6 
-50.9 ± 0.2 
-69.7 ± 2.4 
-40.7 ± 0.6 

TAS [kcal • mol1] 
-50.4 ± 0.9 
-44.6 ± 0.5 
-42.0 ± 0.2 
-60.7 ± 2.2 
-30.4 ± 0.6 

AG [kcal • m< 
-9.7 ±0.1 
-9.7 ± 0.1 
-8.9 ± 0.2 
-9.0 + 0.1 
-10.3 ±0.1 

ITC experiments monitoring the formation of the tertiary interactions 

The folding pathway of HDV ribozyme has been divided into discrete steps using 

mutants that halt the folding process in intermediate conformations (see below), 

These stalled intermediates provide a means with which to measure the 

thermodynamic contributions of specific tertiary interactions to the overall global 

folding, using ITC. 
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precisely how each interaction contributes to the formation of the complete, folded 

ribozyme. Consequently, ITC monitoring was then performed with all of the 

available mutants. 

Following the formation of the PI stem in the RzS complex (named RzS1 for 

convenience), there are four subsequent steps that have been identified along the 

folding pathway (for a review see Ref. 21). Cross-linking experiments demonstrated 

that the substrate is docked within the catalytic center of the ribozyme (17). 

Specifically, it has been shown that UV irradiation of a substrate including a 4-

thiourdine led to the isolation of a subsequent ribozyme-substrate complex (RzS ) 

possessing a novel covalent bond between the substrate U4 and either C22 or U23 of 

the ribozyme. It is because of this that the Rz-U23A mutant permits the trapping of 

the RzS1 complex, isolating the formation of the PI stem (Fig. 3A). The docking of 

the PI stem is followed by the formation of the P 1.1 pseudoknot that involves two 

guanosines from the Jl/2 junction and two cytosines from the L3 loop (10,11). This 

new conformational transition leads to the formation of the RzS3 complex. Mutating 

the two guanosines of the Jl/2 junction to adenosines prevents the formation of the 

Pl. l pseudoknot, and, consequently, isolates the RzS2 complex (Rz-G40A/G41A) 

(10,21). After the formation of the Pl.l pseudoknot, an A-minor motif (also called 

ribose zipper) forms between the adenosine residues of the J4/2 junction and residues 

from the P3 stem, yielding the RzS4 complex. More specifically, according to the 

crystal structure established using the'genomic version of the HDV ribozyme (11), 

A78 and A79 of the J4/2 junction form a base-triplet interaction in the P3-P1 

junction and are also involved in a two-tiered ribose-zipper interaction with C21 and 
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C22. Mutating the two adenosines from the J4/2 junction to uridines traps the RzS 

complex that includes the P 1.1 pseudoknot (Rz-A78U/A79U) (21). Subsequent to the 

formation of the RzS3 there is formation of the A minor motif within the RzS4 

(11,21). Deletion of U77 led to the formation of an inactive ribozyme that isolated a 

RzS4 that included this motif (Rz-AU77) (21). Finally, there is the formation of a 

trefoil turn at position U77 that positions the C76 deeper inside the catalytic site (11). 

It has also been suggested that this step may be accompanied by base pair switching 

at the bottom of the P2 stem (also see below). The RzS5 complex that should include 

both conformation transitions can be isolated using a mutation of the catalytic 

cytosine that prevents the chemical step from occurring (Rz-C76A) (26). 

ITC monitoring was performed with all of the mutants (i.e. RzS1 to RzS5), 

and the results are presented in Table 1. The average stoichiometry between the Rz 

and the S was found to be 0.93 +/- 0.11, supporting the notion of structural 

homogeneity and the presence of a single binding site for the substrate regardless of 

the intermediate in question. The KA varied from 3.14 x 106 M to 2.53 x 107 M. This 

corresponds to KD values of 300 to 40 nM, respectively, near the KM value of 163 +/-

35 nM determined for the ribozyme at 25°C. In general, repetition of these 

experiments led to values that varied by less than 10%. More importantly, for an 

experiment in which several mutants were synthesized at the same time, the small 

differences were always consistently observed. Analysis of both AH and TAS clearly 

illustrates that the folding pathway of HDV ribozyme is enthalpy-driven (Table 1). 

Specifically, the enthalpy value determined for each ribozyme-substrate complex is 

always larger than the corresponding entropy value. 
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More interesting is the analysis of the AG values (Table 1). The AG values of the 

different complexes are in the same order as the intermediates along the folding 

pathway, thus essentially providing a representation equivalent to the progress of AG 

in time (Fig. 3B). Alternatively, the AAG (i.e. the difference between the AG value of 

a particular complex and that of the preceding one), were illustrated in order to 

isolate the contribution of a specific interaction in terms of free energy (Fig. 3C). 

Together, these illustrations led to several observations. First, as expected, the 

formation of the PI stem, a secondary structure motif, is clearly more energetically 

favored than is any tertiary interaction along the folding pathway. Secondly, the 

overall AG tends to a net stabilization of 10.3 kcal/mol, but the contribution that 

occurs after PI stem formation is limited to only 0.5 kcal/mol indicating that after the 

formation of the PI stem the folding pathway is a succession of small 

rearrangements. For example, the docking of the PI stem, which was isolated using 

the Rz-G40A/G41A mutant that prevents the formation of the Pl . l pseudoknot, 

gives a AG stabilization of only 0.08 kcal/mol (i.e. RzS2). Thirdly, the formation of 

the two GC base pairs of the Pl.l pseudoknot, which traps the substrate inside of the 

catalytic center, appears to be a process that requires energy even though a new stem 

is formed (RzS3). In this case, the increase in order over compensates for the 

exothermicity of the new interactions. However, all subsequent conformational 

transitions favor AG. Fourthly, it is surprising that the Rz-C76A mutant produced a 

significant reduction in AG even though no interaction is known to occur inside of 

the catalytic center. This important reduction was confirmed by the identical values 

obtained using the original ribozyme in the presence of an uncleavable substrate 
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analog containing a deoxyribonucleotide located at the cleavage site (SdC4; data not 

shown). The last step includes both the base pair switch at the bottom of the P2 stem 

and the formation of the trefoil turn next to the catalytic cytosine. These two 

conformational transitions are probably accompanied by extrusion of both G80 and 

U77 outside of the catalytic core (21). Most likely moving these two nucleotides out 

of the catalytic center reduces the tension within the structure, thereby lowering the 

AG of the system. 

It should be noted that a possible explanation for the difference of the AG 

values might be if the ground states of the free mutant ribozymes (i.e. in absence of 

substrate) are not similar. In order to verify this hypothesis, ITC analyses were 

performed for each mutant ribozyme in the presence of both the substrate and 100 

mM NaCl (no MgC^), conditions which also stop the folding after the formation of 

the PI stem as mentioned previously. If the ground states of the mutants are 

different, we should observe differences between the AG values, while if this is not 

the case the AG values should be virtually identical. Our experiments provided AG 

values that shown differences that vary by less than 1%. These small differences are 

within the error of the AG values. This indicates that the differences in AG values 

observed previously were not the result of different ground states for the various 

mutant ribozymes (data not shown). In any case, if differences in the ground state 

existed, they minimally alter the AG values. 

Altogether, these results show that the binding of the substrate is affected by 

the tertiary interactions that take place within the ribozyme. Finally, the analysis of 

both the AG and A AG values also revealed that the limiting step of the folding 
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pathway is the formation of the Pl.l pseudoknot, which is the only endothermic step 

of the pathway (Fig 3B and C, RzS3 complex). This finding identifies the rate 

limiting step that was previously suggested, but not confirmed, to be a 

conformational transition that takes place prior to the chemical step (11,18,20). 

It should be noted that instead of using the ITC results, the AG values can be 

calculated from the equilibrium constants (KD) obtained from the binding shift assays 

using the substrate and the multiple mutated ribozymes. This technique yielded 

values of KD with an average error of ± 20%. Clearly these results have the potential 

of prompting false conclusions when they are used to determine the AG values (see 

Table 2 and Fig. 1). Thus, binding shift assays appear to be insufficiently precise in 

order to document a ribozyme's folding pathway. 

Chapitre 2, table 2: Thermodynamic data from binding shift assays. 

Mutant 
RZ-U23A 
RZ-G40A/G41A 
RZ-A78U/A79U 
RZ-AU77 
RZ-C76A 

Ke„ [nM] 
1.69 ±0.21 

1.93 ±0.43 
3.98 ±0.66 
3.89 ± 0.63 
1.31 ±0.52 

AG [kcal • mol1] 
-11.96 ±0.08 
-11.88 ±0.14 
-11.45 ±0.11 
-11.46 ±0.10 
-12.11 ±0.28 

Temperature dependence 

In order to further characterize the limiting step, mainly the formation of the RzS3 

complex, experiments were performed using the Rz-A78U/A79U mutant at various 

temperatures. 
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Chapitre 2, figure 4: Characterization of the temperature dependence of 

cleavage's kinetic parameters. 

(A) Temperature dependence of the rate constant (k0bn)- The reactions were 

performed under single turnover conditions at the indicated temperatures. (B) 

Temperature dependence of the enthalpy (AH). ITC experiments were performed as 

described previously using Rz-A78U/A79U at the indicated temperatures. The AH 

values were plotted as a function of the temperature. 
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These experiments also aimed to verify whether or not the enthalpy is temperature-

dependent since the driving force could be different due to the fact that the 

temperature changes. Initially, cleavage activity experiments were performed at 

different temperatures under single turnover conditions (i.e. [Rz] = 100 nM and [S] < 

1 nM). The values of the rate constants (kobS) were determined at several 

temperatures between 15°C and 50°C, and an Arrhenius plot was drawn (Fig. 4A). 

The optimal temperature of the ribozyme was estimated to be 44°C, is in good 

agreement with data reported for other versions of the HDV ribozyme (27). This 

optimal temperature is relatively low compared to those determined for the 

hammerhead ribozyme (55°C; ref. 27). The relatively low optimal temperature is 

most likely an indication that the inactivation of the ribozyme is dependent on 

tertiary interactions rather than secondary structure unfolding as would suggest a 

higher temperature. The slope of the linear portion of the curve was then used to 

estimate the activation energy (14.9 kcal/mol). 

Subsequently, ITC experiments were performed at different temperatures 

using the Rz-A78U/A79U mutant, which isolates Pl.l pseudoknot formation, in the 

presence of 10 mM MgCb. Specifically, the formation of the RzS3 complex was 

monitored at temperatures between 20°C and 35°C. Both the enthalpy and entropy 

values are reported in Table 2. Clearly, the AH value is larger than the TAS value at 

all temperatures, showing that the limiting step of the folding pathway is always 

enthalpy-driven. In fact, both parameters vary proportionally as a function of the 

temperature. 
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Chapitre 2, table 3: Thermodynamic data for the Rz-A78U/A79U mutant at 

various temperatures 

T[K] 
293.2 
298.2 
303.2 
308.2 

AH [kcal / mol] 
•30.8 ±2.1 
•50.9 ±2.6 
•59.2 ±4.2 
-79.3 ± 3.1 

TAS [kcal / mol] 
-21.5 ±2.2 
-42.0 ± 2.7 
•50.0 ± 3.9 
-69.3 ± 2.8 

AG [kcal / mol] 
-9.3 ± 0.2 
-8.9 ± 0.3 
-9.1 ± 0.4 
-10.0 ±0.2 

Plotting the AH values at different temperatures yielded a linear dependence with a 

slope of -3.1 +/- 0.3 kcal/mol K (Fig. 4B). This value corresponds to the heat 

capacity (ACp), a measure of the enthalpy as a function of the temperature (28). In 

order to determine if this heat capacity is dominated by either the PI formation or the 

tertiary interactions, the heat capacity was also determined for the Rz-U23A. A ACp 

of -2.5 +/- 0.2 kcal/molK was evaluated for this mutant. This indicates that the heat 

capacity is dominated by the PI formation. Each base pair has an average 

contribution of -0.36 kcal/mol K, which is in good agreement with data reported for 

base pairs of multi-branched RNA motifs (29). Clearly, these data show that the 

limiting step is enthalpy-driven regardless of the incubation temperature, at least for 

temperatures in the range where the HDV ribozyme is active. 

It might appear unexpected that the formation of the P 1.1 pseudoknot is the 

limiting step because it involves the formation of two GC base pairs (i.e. 6 H-bonds), 

that is of basepairs that are more stabilizing than the other tertiary interactions. 

However, the formation of the pseudoknot may require the disruption of several 

interactions between water molecules and the RNA bases, which, on the surface, 

would appear to be more important than the gain obtained from the formation of the 
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GC base pairs. Based on what is known for proteins, the physical origin of the RNA 

heat capacity is mainly attributed to the water molecules release from aromatic 

surfaces during folding (30). This phenomenon occurs when duplexes are formed, or 

stacked on top of each other, and when single stranded regions are involved in 

specific motifs such as the Pl. l pseudoknot. In that sense, heat capacity can be 

understood as an approximation of the extent of the interaction network formed 

during the folding of an RNA species. 

Refinement of the folding pathway using ITC 

Between the formation of the ribose zipper motif and the final positioning of the 

catalytic cytosine (C76), two conformational transitions occur, specifically the trefoil 

turn of the uridine located at position 77 (U77) and the switch of the C19-G81 base 

pair to the C19-G80 base pair at the bottom of the P2 stem. In order to evaluate the 

energetic contributions of these two transitions, several mutations that prevent the 

formation of the C19-G80 base pair were examined (data not shown). One of these 

mutants resulted from the substitution of U80 for G80 (Rz-G80U; Fig. 5A). This 

mutant exhibited only a residual cleavage activity (~4 %; Fig. 5B). Since cleavage 

occurred, this mutant could not be analyzed using ITC because the release of the 5'-

product significantly influences the data, specifically the entropy. Consequently, a 

double mutant including the G80U substitution as well as the C76A substitution was 

synthesized (Fig. 5 A). We rationalized that 96% of the RzS complex will be trapped 

at the base pair switch step by the presence of the G80U mutation, and that the other 

4% will be trapped at the subsequent step by the C76A mutation. 
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after 1 h and analyzed on the gel. The positions of both the substrate (S) and the 

product (P) are indicated. (C) Revised evolution of the Gibbs free energy (AG) 

including the value for the R.Z-G80U/C76A mutant (in light blue). 

This Rz-G80U/C76A mutant was completely deprived of any cleavage activity. ITC 

analysis of this mutant led to a AG value that was intermediate between that of the 

Rz-AU77 mutant, which was proposed to trap the RzS complex after the formation of 

the A-minor motif, and the Rz-C76A mutant (see Fig. 5C), but was closer to the 

latter. Since the Rz-G80U/C76A mutant should permit the formation of the trefoil 

turn, we suggest that this tertiary motif has an important contribution in reducing the 

AG value. However, this does not imply that the base pair switching is less important 

in terms of AG stabilization. We hypothesized that, following the formation of the A-

minor motif, the more important issue is that both the trefoil turn and the base pair 

switching are required in order to relax the catalytic center, as well as in positioning 

the catalytic cytosine. 

Conclusions 

This study shows that ITC permits documentation of the energetic landscape of the 

tertiary interactions taking place along the folding pathway of a catalytic RNA 

species. Specifically, it provides the thermodynamic parameters for the complete 

system, and, consequently, the impact of a given tertiary interaction on the global 

structure. Therefore, these values cannot be used directly for RNA structure 

prediction. More importantly, ITC appears to be a method of choice with which to 
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characterize the bimolecular interactions of RNA molecules, just as it is for proteins. 

In both cases the limiting factor is the homogeneity of the complexes analyzed. HDV 

ribozyme, which adopts a tightly packed tertiary structure, appears suitable for ITC 

analysis. The formation of the network of interactions within its catalytic center most 

likely drives the folding pathway yielding homogeneous, or almost homogeneous, 

populations of RzS complexes (23). This hypothesis received support from several 

physical evidences from the present study including that the ribozyme exhibited 

cleavage at almost completion, and that all ITC curves were well-fitted using single 

site binding model. However, it is an important assumption that needs to be verified 

for any other RNA species subject to ITC analysis. 

In the case of the HDV ribozyme, ITC shows that its folding pathway is 

enthalpy-driven, and that it produces a more ordered system. The substrate is trapped 

in the catalytic center by the formation of the P 1.1 pseudoknot, which is the limiting 

step of the process. The Pl. l pseudoknot required some energy to be formed most 

likely to undergo the important conformational change that stack together Pl-Pl . l -

P4 burying aromatic moieties. Structural rearrangements then successively occur, 

contributing to the correct positioning of the catalytic cytosine near the scissile 

phosphate within the ribozyme-substrate transition complex. Clearly, ITC provides a 

new dimension in the study of the molecular mechanism of HDV ribozyme, and has 

great potential in the study of many more RNA species. 
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Resume 

Le role ainsi que les partenaires d'interaction d'une molecule d'ARN peuvent 

changer en fonction de la structure tertiaire de celle-ci. II est done primordial de 

pouvoir predire de facon precise le chemin complet de repliement d'une molecule 

d'ARN. Le ribozyme de l'hepatite D humaine est le ribozyme de la famille des petits 

ARN catalytiques pour lequel le plus grand nombre d'intermediaires stables ont ete 

decouverts, faisant de lui le modele ideal pour adresser ce probleme. Les structures 

tertiaires des intermediaries connus le long du chemin de repliement du ribozyme 

HDV ont ete predites en utilisant le programme MC-Sym (Macromolecular 

Conformations SYMbolic programming). Les structures obtenues par cette methode 

ont ete verifiees par la methode d'analyse de la structure en solution SHAPE (from 

Selective 2'-Hydroxy 1 Acylation analyzed by Primer Extension). L'analyse des 

structures predites et verifiees ont permis d'elucider plusieurs caracteristiques du 

ribozyme HDV. En plus, ce travail represente une nouvelle facon d'utiliser le 

programme MC-Sym qui a permis d'avancer en direction de la prediction 

automatisee du chemin de repliement d'une molecule d'ARN. 
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Abstract 

Both the role and the interacting partners of an RNA molecule can change depending 

on its tertiary structure. Consequently, it is primordial to be able to accurately predict 

the complete folding pathway of an RNA molecule. The hepatitis delta virus 

ribozyme (HDV) is a small catalytic RNA with the greatest number of known stable 

intermediates, making it the model of choice with which to address this problem. The 

tertiary structures of the known intermediates along the folding pathway of the HDV 

ribozyme were predicted using the Macromolecular Conformations SYMbolic 

programming software (MC-Sym software). The structures obtained by this method 

received physical support from Selective 2'-Hydroxyl Acylation analyzed by Primer 

Extension (SHAPE). The analysis of these structures elucidated several features of 

the HDV ribozyme. In addition, this report represents a new application for MC-Sym 

that permits progression one step further towards the computer prediction of an RNA 

molecule folding pathway. 

Introduction 

Understanding the RNA structure-function relationship is crucial in molecular 

biology, and the ability to accurately predict both the folding pathway and the active 

tertiary structure of RNA molecules from their primary sequences could have a 

major impact on human health. In the absence of specific chaperones, an RNA 

molecule folds sequentially from 5' to 3', and possesses a hierarchical structure in 

which the primary sequence determines the secondary structure which, in turn, 
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determines the tertiary folding in a process that only minimally alters the secondary 

structure (Onoa and Tinoco 2004; Zhuang et al. 2007; Greenleaf et al. 2008). The 

RNA folding pathway is typically enthalpy driven, and the formation of numerous 

tertiary interactions appears to be crucial in obtaining increasingly stable 

intermediates. However, our understanding of how these interactions take place 

remains scanty (Moody and Bevilacqua 2003; Reymond et al. 2009a; Fiore et al. 

2009). Due to the energies involved in the formation of RNA helices, the secondary 

structure is formed significantly faster than the tertiary structure (Sosnick and Pan 

2004). During the formation of the tertiary structure, the partially folded RNA 

molecules explore many structures with approximately similar energies until they 

find a transition structure that will allow them to proceed along the folding pathway 

(Cruz and Westhof 2009). There are some exceptions to this rule where the tertiary 

interactions can induce a secondary structure rearrangement, but even so the 

resulting structure possesses a similar energy. In general, the overall shape of the 

molecule is conserved, and this kind of rearrangement usually leads to further 

stabilization through the formation of new tertiary interactions (Baird et al. 2005; 

Chauhan and Woodson 2008). 

Small catalytic RNAs are the models of choice with which to study RNA 

folding because modifications of their tertiary structure are reflected in their catalytic 

properties (Lilley 2005; Cochrane and Strobel 2008). This phenomenon is well-

illustrated by the shortened antigenomic m-acting hepatitis delta virus (HDV) RNA 

motif, and by the corresponding trans-acting ribozyme, both of which possess the 

most complex folding pathway elucidated to date among the catalytic RNAs 
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This structure is composed of two stems (stem I, which permits binding of the 

substrate to the ribozyme in the trans-acting version; and stem II, which forms a 

pseudoknot in the cw-acting version), two stem-loops (III and IV) and three single-

stranded junctions (I/II, I/IV, and IV/II). Both the junction I/IV and the loop III are 

single-stranded in the initial stages of folding, but are subsequently involved in the 

formation of the pseudoknot I.I. Both X-ray diffraction and NMR spectroscopy data 

have provided good pictures of the architecture of the catalytic core in both the pre-

and the post-cleavage complexes. The stem I, the pseudoknot I.I, the stem-loop III 

and the junction IV/II form the catalytic center, while the stems II and IV stabilize 

the structure. Previous experiments demonstrated that, after the formation of the 

secondary structure (Rz1), five conformational steps occur along the folding pathway 

(Fig. 2A). The first conformational step is the docking of stem I within the catalytic 

core, which results in the production of the second stable intermediate (Rz2). The 

second conformational step is the formation of the pseudoknot I.I that includes two 

GC base pairs, which results in the production of the third stable intermediate (Rz3). 

The third conformational step is the formation of the A-minor motif between the two 

consecutive adenosines of the junction IV/II and the minor groove of the stem III, 

more specifically with the two GC base pairs of the latter, which results in the 

production of the fourth stable intermediate (Rz4). The fourth conformational step is 

a base pair switch at the bottom of stem II, which results in the production of the fifth 

intermediate (Rz5). Finally, the fifth conformational step is the formation of the 

trefoil turn motif involving the catalytically active cytosine and its two flanking 

nucleotides, which results in the production of the catalytically active structure (Rz6) 
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In order to fully understand an RNA folding pathway, it is preferable to visualize it 

in three-dimensions. However, using the current computational tools, molecular 

dynamic simulations are not possible due to the calculation time involved for 

simulations covering the RNA folding timescale, unless drastic approximations are 

made in the structure (Ding et al. 2008). It is for this reason that bioinformatic RNA 

tertiary structure prediction tools have been developed (e.g. Das and Baker 2007; 

Parisien and Major 2008; Shapiro et al. 2007). These prediction tools use many 

different approaches to build tertiary structures; however, for a highly structured 

RNA molecule of the length of the HDV motif, the only approach to date that has 

yielded interesting results was Macromolecular Conformation Symbolic 

programming (MC-Sym) (Parisien and Major 2008). This program uses cyclic 

building blocks extracted from crystallographic data to solve a constraint satisfaction 

problem based on the secondary structure. The input is the nucleotide sequence and 

the secondary structure, while the output is a pool of the different tertiary structures 

that fulfill both the secondary structure constraints and take into account the steric 

repulsions. This pool of structures contains, at least theoretically, all of the potential 

tertiary structures that can be adopted by an RNA molecule. With the goal of 

visualizing the folding pathway of the HDV cz's-acting RNA motif, we have 

undertaken the prediction of the tertiary structure of each known intermediate along 

this folding pathway. The structures predicted for each intermediate received 

physical support from chemical probing data. Detailed analysis of the predicted 

structures revealed several interesting details of HDV structure, and permitted the 

generation of a new working hypothesis of the folding pathway. 
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Methods 

MC-Sym 

All of the information required to generate, edit and optimize the scripts used in the 

MC-Sym program can be found on the MC-Pipeline webpage 

(http://www.major.iric.ca/MC-Pipeline). Three basic templates were used to fold 

HDV ribozyme: one template for the secondary structure, one for the secondary 

structure including the pseudoknot I.I and one for the secondary structure including 

both the pseudoknot I.I and the GC base pair switch. In all of these templates the 

specific order used to build the tertiary structures started with stem I (from the 

bottom to the top), stem III (from the top to the bottom), loop III and the pseudoknot 

I.I (if present), followed by the bottom of stem II, junction IV/ II, the top of stem IV, 

junction I/IV (if the pseudoknot I.I is not present), stem II (from the bottom to the 

top), junction I/II, stem IV (from the top to the loop) and finally the 5' end of the 

ribozyme. At each position, 25% of the cyclic building blocks were tried, the 

backtrack was 25% of the structure and the method was probabilistic. The maximum 

number of structures was fixed to 100, the computation time to 144 hours and the 

minimal difference between two structures to 1 A. The energies of the structures 

were minimized until the root mean square of the gradient (GRMS) < 5 Kcal/mol/A 

directly on the web server. Upon visual inspection, a portion of the structures 

obtained for each intermediate was manually discarded because they were irrelevant 

in the context of RNA transcription. 

Ribozyme DNA templates 
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DNA template production for each ribozyme was achieved by using two overlapping 

DNA oligonucleotides: a forward oligonucleotide containing the T7 promoter 

sequence in order to allow for RNA transcription, and a reverse oligonucleotide that 

introduces extra sequence in the 3' region of the ribozyme in order to be able to 

anneal a DNA oligonucleotide during reverse transcription (5'-

GTTTGTTTGTTTGTTGAGG-3'). The filling reaction was performed in a final 

volume of 100 uL containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 10 mM KC1, 10 mM 

(NH4)2S04, 2 mM MgS04, 0.1% Triton X-100, 2 uM of each dNTP, l uM of each 

DNA oligonucleotide and 5 U of Pwo DNA polymerase (Roche Diagnostics). The 

reaction products were ethanol precipitated, washed and the resulting DNA pellets 

dissolved in 56 uL of deionized water. 

RNA synthesis 

RNA transcriptions were performed as described previously (Reymond et al. 2009a). 

The dissolved DNA pellets (56 uL) were used in 100 uL transcription reactions 

containing 80 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.5), 24 mM MgCl2, 2 mM spermidine, 40 mM 

DTT, 5 mM of each rNTP, 0.01 U of pyrophosphatase (Roche Diagnostics), 20 U of 

RNaseOUT RNase inhibitor (Invitrogen) and 10 ug of purified T7 RNA polymerase, 

and the reactions allowed to proceed for 3 h at 37°C. The reactions were then treated 

with 4 U of RQ1 DNase (Promega), phenol-chloroform extracted, the RNA ethanol 

precipitated, washed and finally dissolved in 40 uL of deionized water. One volume 

of loading buffer (97.5% formamide, 0.05% bromophenol blue, 0.05% xylene 

cyanol, 10 mM EDTA) was added and the samples were then fractionated on 8% 
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denaturing (8 M urea) polyacrylamide gels (PAGE, 19:1 ratio of acrylamide to 

bisacrylamide) using 45 mM Tris-borate (pH 7.5) and 1 mM EDTA solution as 

running buffer. The RNA was visualized by UV shadowing, the gel slices cut out 

and eluted overnight using 500 mM ammonium acetate, 1 mM EDTA and 0.1% SDS 

solution. After ethanol precipitation, the RNA transcripts were dissolved in deionized 

water and quantified by spectrometry at 260 nm. 

SHAPEprobing 

The selective 2'-hydroxyl acylation reaction has been described previously 

(Mortimer and Weeks, 2008). Briefly, 5 pmol of RNA in 9 uL of water were heated 

at 65°C for 2 min, put on ice for 5 min and then 1 uL of a solution containing 500 

mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), either without or with 100 mM MgCl2, was added and the 

reactions incubated at 37°C for 15 min. In order to start the SHAPE reactions, either 

1 uL of benzoyl cyanide (Sigma) (600 mM in DMSO) or 1 (J.L of DMSO (negative 

control) was added to the RNA solution. Glycogen (20 \xg, Roche Diagnostics) was 

then added and the RNA ethanol precipitated, washed twice with 70% ethanol and 

dissolved in 9 uL of deionized water. For the primer extension reaction, 10 pmol of 

the DNA primer (5'-GTTTGTTTGTTTGTTGAGGGGG-3') was 5'-end labeled 

using 2 uL of [y-32P]-ATP (6000 Ci/mmol, New England Nuclear) and 3 U of T4 

polynucleotide kinase (USB) as recommended by the manufacturer. After 

purification by phenol-chloroform extraction, gel purification and ethanol 

precipitation, the radioactivity was adjusted to 5000 CPM/uL and the concentration 

to 0.3 uM by adding cold primer. The benzoyl cyanide treated RNA and 3 uL of the 
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radioactive primer mix were heated at 65°C for 5 min, then cooled at 37°C for 5 min 

and finally incubated at 4°C for 1 min. Next, 4 uL of 5X first strand buffer 

(Invitrogen), 1 uL of 100 mM DTT, 1 uL of 10 mM dNTP and 2 uL of DMSO were 

added and the reactions preincubated at 61°C for 1 min prior to adding Superscript 

III (100 U, Invitrogen) and incubating for another 10 min at 61°C. In the case of the 

ladder, untreated RNA and an additional 1 uL of 10 mM ddCTP were used in the 

reaction. The reactions were stopped by adding 1 uL of 4 N NaOH and heating at 

95°C for 5 min in order to hydrolyze the RNA. The cDNA was ethanol precipitated, 

dissolved in 10 |j.L of loading buffer and electrophoresed on 8% denaturing PAGE 

gels. The gels were exposed to phosphoscreens, scanned using a Storm apparatus 

(Molecular Dynamics) and the band intensities quantified using the SAFA software 

(Stanford University) (Laederach et al. 2008). The background from the reverse 

transcription was subtracted using the result obtained with DMSO treated RNA. The 

gels were normalized with the band intensity of nucleotide A13. 

Results and discussion 

Building a three-dimension representation of the different intermediates 

In order to model the different known intermediates of the cw-acting self-cleaving 

HDV RNA motif using the MC-Sym program, a standard building order of the 

catalytic RNA motif and harmonized variables were used. The building order 

represents the sequence in which the blocks are assembled in order to build the 

tertiary structures. The harmonized variables are defining important parameters such 

as the method used to build these structures, how the blocks are chosen, or how to 
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deal with steric clashes. Preliminary scripts were run in order to test the building 

order, and to optimize all of the variables so as to be finally able to obtain structures 

for each intermediate along the folding pathway (data not shown). A starting pool of 

structures for the HDV motif was generated by using only the nucleotide sequence 

and the secondary structure. This pool contains structures from the entire folding 

landscape of the cw-acting HDV motif. The subsequent addition of tertiary 

interaction constraints, known from previous biochemical studies, permitted the 

selection of populations of structures for the intermediates from this starting pool. 

Specifically, the tertiary constraints sufficient to define an intermediate in the MC-

Sym software are those that correspond to the interactions that are disrupted in the 

mutants previously used in the analysis of the folding pathway (Reymond et al. 

2009a) (Fig. 2B). In addition, the distances between two nucleotides shown to be in 

close proximity by UV induced covalent bonds in previous crosslinking studies were 

found to be present in these predicted structures (Ouellet et al. 2004; Reymond et al. 

2007). After minimization, all of the structures obtained for a given intermediate 

were visualized using the Visual Molecular Dynamic software (VMD) (Humphrey et 

al. 1996), and the most representative structure was selected based on both its 

stability and the average root mean square deviation (Fig. 2C). It is noteworthy that 

all of the HDV ribozyme regions are required in order to obtain relevant structures, 

and that the removal of the 5'-end nucleotides corresponding to the leaving product 

yielded structures with a slightly different global shape (data not shown). This 

observation is in agreement with the fact that the crystal structures of the pre- and 

post-cleaved ribozymes have been shown to be different (Ke et al. 2004). 
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I.I formation, the geometry of the coaxial helices of the HDV ribozyme was fixed 

and the 5' extremity was docked inside the catalytic core in over 95% of the 

structures obtained (Fig. 3B). This position was in agreement with the data from a 

previous crosslinking analysis (Reymond et al, 2007). In the remaining structures, 

the 5' region was generally positioned outside of the catalytic core, and, in a few 

exceptional cases, positioned through the formation of a kink turn located at the 

scissile phosphate bond. These exceptional cases are in agreement with the initial 

crystallographic data obtained for a genomic version of the HDV ribozyme (Ferre 

D'Amareetal. 1998). 

The current model of the HDV folding pathway is based on the generation of 

an increasingly stable and complex structure through the formation of tertiary 

interactions. This model was verified by plotting the number of structures generated 

by MC-Sym as a function of the calculation time for each intermediate (Fig. 4). The 

general trend observed is that the further advanced an intermediate is along the 

folding pathway, the more its structure is rigid and the lesser the number of 

structures that are retrieved per amount of calculation time. One noticeable exception 

to this rule is the inversion that occurs between the intermediates Rz4 and Rz5. In 

both of these intermediates the A-minor motif is formed, while the only difference is 

either the absence or the presence of the GC base pair switch. The conclusion drawn 

is that the A-minor motif is easier to form if the GC base pair switch is present, thus 

yielding a greater number of structures per amount of calculation time. This 

observation supports the previously published results that suggest the A-minor motif 

introduces backbone tension in the structure and that the GC base pair switch is 
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involved in backbone relaxation (Nehdi et al. 2007). In addition, this observation is 

very interesting because it shows that synergy can be found between constraints. It 

also supports the idea that tertiary constraints can locally change the secondary 

structure, and that the alteration of the latter can be predicted by computational 

approaches. 

0 12 24 48 72 96 120 144 

hours of computation 

Chapitre 3, figure 4: Graphical representation of the number of structures 

obtained as a function of the computation time for the different scripts. 

Each script contains all of the constraints required to form an intermediate along the 

folding pathway (A = Rz', * = Rz2, • = Rz3, + = Rz4, • = Rz5, X = Rz6). 

Finally, we noted that overdefining regions through additional tertiary constraints 

often leads to an absence of results. A good example of this problem was the 

interactions between stem III and junction IV/II. In the crystal structure of the 

genomic HDV ribozyme, the two adenosines of the latter junction interact with the 

minor groove of stem III to form two A-minor motifs of different geometries (Ke et 

al. 2004). Application of the script which tried to reproduce the geometry found in 
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the crystal structure to the antigenomic HDV ribozyme through distance constraints 

did not produce any results. Removal of some of these constraints, and adjusting the 

distances, lead to structures containing two A-minor motifs with the correct 

geometries. This approach raises the question of the objectivity behind the constraint 

choices, not only for MC-Sym, but more generally for any program solving 

constraint satisfaction problems. In order to answer this question, the specific 

distance constraints were replaced by pairing constraints which permitted the 

exploration of all of the possible geometries and distances that support a given 

interaction. The geometries of the A-minor motifs in the resulting structures were 

very similar to those of both the crystal and the scripts, based on specific distance 

constraints. Thus, using pairing constraints is the best approach with which to 

introduce tertiary constraints in a structure, and it avoids, as much as possible, the 

subjectivity inherent in human scripting. 

Validation of the 3D representation 

Even though the MC-Sym building blocks are extracted from crystal structures, and 

the constraints required are known from previous biochemical studies, the tertiary 

structures obtained by this program remain predictions. As such, they have to be 

validated, or at least receive indirect physical support. The correlations between the 

MC-Sym predicted tertiary structures and the tertiary structure of the intermediates 

in solution was assessed by the Selective 2'-Hydroxyl Acylation reactions analyzed 

by Primer Extension (SHAPE) method (Mortimer and Weeks 2008). The SHAPE 

reagents acylate 2'-hydroxyl functional groups based on the local flexibility of the 
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backbone. This flexibility differs depending upon whether or not the nucleotide in 

question is involved in a base pair. In other words, this method permits the 

elucidation of the secondary structure of an RNA molecule. The reaction is almost 

instantaneous, therefore it avoids conformational changes that could lead to 

misfolded HDV ribozyme structures. The acylation reactions were performed at 

37°C, which is the temperature of the HDV ribozyme natural environment. Since 

RNA polymerization stops upon reaching a nucleotide with an acylated 2'-hydroxyl 

group, the modified positions were determined by reverse transcription using a 

radioactive primer. 

As an example, the results for the mutant intermediates U23A (Rz1) and 

G40A/G41A (Rz2) of the cw-acting HDV ribozyme are presented in figure 5A. 

These two consecutive steps, which occur at the beginning of the folding pathway, 

are only separated by the docking of stem I. Semi-automated footprinting analysis 

software (SAFA) was used to extract the information contained in the gels, and 

yielded the corresponding band intensities (Fig. 5B) (Laederach et al. 2008). 

Considering the decreases in the band intensities between those two mutants, the 

docking of stem I appears to contribute to the stabilization of the homopurine base 

pair. SHAPE probings were then performed (in triplicate) on all of the previously 

identified mutants along the HDV folding pathway (Fig. 5C). These experiments 

confirmed the overall secondary structure of the various mutants, and proved that the 

mutants are properly folded in solution. They also showed that both the targeted 

interactions and the local structures around the mutations are disrupted, thus 

explaining the inactivity of the mutants. 
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performed in the absence of magnesium and the last is the SHAPE reaction 

performed in the presence of magnesium. The bands corresponding to the 

homopurine G42-G75 base pair located at the top of stem IV are indicated by the 

arrows. The offset of one nucleotide between the guanosine ladder and the other 

lanes is due to the presence of the acylated nucleotides during the reverse 

transcription reaction. (B) Quantification of the bands in the two gels in panel A) 

using the SAFA software (Laederach et al. 2008). The HDV ribozyme sequence is 

displayed on the X-axis, and the relative accessibility for each position is depicted. 

The quantified bands corresponding to the homopurine G42-G75 base pair located 

at the top of stem TV are indicated by the arrows. (C) Average of SHAPE probing 

triplicates for all of the different intermediates. The sequence is displayed on the X-

axis, the relative accessibility on the Y-axis and the folding pathway on the Z-axis. 

Roman numbers indicate the stems (I, III, IV) and,thepseudoknots (II, IT). 

Globally, the intensities of the bands decrease while the ribozyme progresses along 

the folding pathway and forms the catalytic core tertiary network, supporting the idea 

that the secondary structure becomes increasingly stable. This implies an 

enthalpically driven folding, in agreement with previous experiments performed on 

the HDV ribozyme (Reymond et al. 2009a). At the tertiary interaction level, all of 

the known features of HDV can be seen by SHAPE probing (Fig. 5C). 

Interesting correlations between the SHAPE data and the MC-Sym 

predictions were observed. Most of the structures generated by MC-Sym using only 

the secondary structure information are prefolded, with the substrate located inside 
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the catalytic core and the pseudoknot I.I almost formed. In all of the SHAPE 

experiments, the bands corresponding to both the pseudoknot I.I and the homopurine 

located at the top of stem IV have strong intensities, indicating that these base pairs 

are not always formed and that this region is probably highly dynamic. These data 

support the idea that the main role of both the pseudoknot I.I and the homopurine 

base pair is likely to stabilize the stacking of stem I on stem IV, and would explain 

why mutants possessing only one base pair in the pseudoknot I.I retain some level of 

catalytic activity (Nishikawa and Nishikawa 2000, Deschenes et al. 2003). This weak 

stabilization brought about by the pseudoknot I.I, and the entropic loss involved by 

fixing the loop III position, have been proposed to explain why this conformational 

change is the limiting step of the folding pathway (Reymond et al. 2009a). The two 

last steps of the folding pathway are the formation of the trefoil turn and the base pair 

switch at the bottom of stem II. Both of which involve extruding a nucleotide outside 

of the catalytic center, thereby relaxing the backbone of junction IV/II (Nehdi et al., 

2007). Both of these extruded nucleotides (U77 and G81, respectively) are easily 

detected by both SHAPE experiments and in-line probing assays (Fig. 5C and data 

not shown). It is interesting to note that in the structures obtained by MC-Sym both 

of these nucleotides are bulged out without additional constraints if the A-minor 

motif is formed (Fig. 6A and B), and are located inside if it is not. This provides a 

good indication that both the trefoil turn and the base pair switch are the 

consequences of the formation of the A-minor motif. However, bulging out U77 is 

not sufficient to both fully form the trefoil turn and correctly position the catalytic 

cytosine. Some structure predictions generated by MC-Sym pointed out that this 
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Finally, upon inspecting the A-minor motif region in the SHAPE experiments, it is 

evident that A79 is more protected than is A78. This observation correlates with the 

MC-Sym structures showing that A79 prefers a type I A-minor interaction, while 

A78 prefers a type II A-minor interaction (Fig. 6C and D) as is found in the crystal 

structure of the genomic HDV ribozyme (Ke et al. 2004). Overall, the predicted 

structures generated by the MC-Sym program received strong support from the 

SHAPE data, suggesting that these predicted structures most likely occur in solution. 

Concluding remarks 

This work demonstrates that it is possible to obtain a three-dimensional structure for 

all of the intermediates of a complex folding pathway with the MC-Sym program 

using only the basic secondary structure and carefully selected additional tertiary 

constraints previously known from biochemical experiments. MC-Sym appears to be 

an interesting tool with which to illustrate a folding pathway as it represents a new 

application for this kind of software. The probing results confirmed the predicted 

structures of the intermediates along the folding pathway. This work brings new 

insights into the folding of the HDV ribozyme. More specifically, the structure is 

prefolded, the stacking interactions in the coaxial helices are crucial not only for the 

stability of the pseudoknot, but probably for the positioning of the catalytically active 

cytosine as well, and, lastly, the two final steps of the folding pathway occur as the 

result of the formation of the A-minor motif. Finally, this work demonstrates that it is 

possible to propose secondary structure changes based on their ability to generate 

tertiary structures, and that synergy can happen between constraints. 
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Based on these results, and the fact that the starting pool of structures from the output 

of MC-Sym theoretically contains all of the intermediates' structures, transition 

structures and potential tertiary interactions, the next logical step was to use MC-

Sym to build a complete RNA folding landscape. The purpose of this folding 

landscape is the prediction of the folding pathway based on the evolution of the 

tertiary structure. In order to build this folding landscape, all of the tertiary structures 

have to be compared and classified. The first method that comes to mind in order to 

achieve this is to calculate the root mean square deviation between all of the tertiary 

structures in order to obtain all of the possible folding pathways. The Gibbs free 

energy is then calculated for each structure in order to measure the evolution of the 

energy along each folding pathway. The folding pathway with the lowest energy 

intermediates and transition states will naturally occur most of the time. The problem 

with this method is that the tertiary structures produced by MC-Sym possess very 

high Gibbs free energies due to the manner in which the structures are built and how 

the hydrogen atoms are added afterwards. When a few minimization steps are 

performed in order to relax these structures, the high-energy intermediates and 

transition states are lost, even with the use of carefully chosen force fields and 

specific constraints to conserve the secondary structure. This implies that the 

structures deduced from the MC-Sym output cannot be used directly, and that a 

significant portion of the folding landscape is lost when the minimization is 

performed. This is not an issue for the other applications of MC-Sym, but in this 

specific case all of the structures are equally important in order to obtain the 

complete folding landscape. In order to overcome this problem, the MC-Annotate 
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program has been used to generate a symbolic representation of each tertiary 

structure. These symbolic representations are files listing all of the secondary and 

tertiary interactions present in the tertiary structures, and have been introduced in a 

distance matrix used to calculate the Matthews correlation coefficient between each 

interaction network. Dendogram representations of hierarchical clustering based on 

the value of this coefficient have been used to classify the interaction networks. 

Since RNA folding is enthalpically driven (Moody and Bevilacqua 2003; Reymond 

et al. 2009a; Fiore et al. 2009), the hypothesis used to build the in-silico folding 

pathway of the HDV ribozyme is that its interaction network is evolving toward 

complexity and stability. Sadly, the differences between the clusters consensus 

interaction networks were insufficient to permit the drawing of a clear folding 

pathway. The clusters are built based on the Matthews correlation coefficient, which 

is only one number, therefore two unrelated groups of structures can have the same 

coefficient. This explains why the clusters consensus interaction networks are rather 

small. In order to really classify these structures into a coherent landscape more 

complex methods, such as using graph theory to calculate the distances between 

interaction maps, will have to be used (which goes beyond the scope of this work). 

Nevertheless, the use of the symbolic representations instead of the full tertiary 

structure presents a very powerful approach. The Matthews correlation itself does not 

permit the classification of the structures derived from the output of MC-Sym, but it 

is not far from achieving this goal. In terms of HDV ribozyme, these results showed 

some very interesting interactions, conformations and distance distributions in the 

clusters consensus interaction networks. The HDV ribozyme, with its complex 
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folding pathway, is an ideal model with which to study RNA folding, and hopefully 

the approach presented in this work will be applied to other, less well understood 

RNA molecules. 
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DISCUSSION 

Methode de travail 

Dans ce travail sur le chemin reactionnel du ribozyme HDV, chaque technique 

permet d'attaquer le probleme avec un angle different et donne un autre type 

d'information. Ces informations sont utilisees pour affiner un modele pour le 

repliement de cette molecule d'ARN. Le modele de depart est la structure en deux 

dimensions comportant des regions double-brins et des regions simple-brin. Tres 

vite, le modele est en trois dimensions, ce qui permet de travailler au niveau des 

interactions tertiaires qui forment vraiment le coeur du probleme du repliement de 

TARN. Comme la contribution individuelle des interactions tertiaires a la stabilite 

globale d'une structure est faible, elles sont extremement difficiles a predire. 

Pourtant, ces interactions tertiaires prises ensemble stabilisent significativement une 

molecule d'ARN et sont absolument cruciales pour obtenir une structure precise dans 

l'espace. Cette structure en trois dimensions est un element cle pour le role de 

nombreuses molecules d'ARN, que ce soit purement une question de forme comme 

dans le cas d'un ARN de transfert ou que la structure soit necessaire pour obtenir la 

geometrie d'un site catalytique comme dans le cas d'un ribozyme. 

Construction du chemin reactionnel du ribozyme HDV 

A l'origine de ce travail sur le ribozyme HDV se trouve une etude qui compare les 

parametres cinetiques entre des reactions en exces de substrat et des reactions en 

exces de ribozyme a 37°C et 56°C (Mercure et al., 1998). Cette etude montre 
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clairement que l'etape limitante a 56°C est l'etape chimique mais qu'a 37°C, l'etape 

limitante est un changement conformationnel. Les conditions normales pour 

l'activite du ribozyme etant 37°C, il y a au moins un changement conformationnel 

sur le chemin reactionnel. Cette etude a permis de dessiner un premier chemin 

reactionnel qui a servi de point de depart pour ce travail (figure 1). 

Rz+S ^ RzS ^ RzS' ^ Rz+P1+P2 
reconnaissance changement coupure 

conformationnel 

Discussion, figure 1: Chemin reactionnel original du ribozyme HDV 

Rz, S, PI et P2 sont respectivement le ribozyme, le substrat et les produits de la 

coupure. RzS est le complexe ribozyme-substrat au point de depart alors que RzS est 

I 'intermidiaire de la reaction. Le nom des etapes est indique. 

Les differentes structures du ribozyme HDV genomique de la litterature ont permis 

de proposer un certain nombre d? interactions tertiaires potentielles dans la version 

antigenomique (Ferre-D'Amare et al., 1998; Tanaka et al., 2000). La chronologie de 

la formation des differentes interactions connues a ete etablie par une technique de 

photopontage a l'aide d'une serie de mutants en trans visant specifiquement a 

empecher certaines de ces interactions (chapitre 1). En analysant la localisation des 

liens covalents formes par 1'irradiation aux UV en fonction des interactions 

empechees par les mutations, cette etude du mecanisme du chemin reactionnel a 

permis de definir les differents changements conformationnels et de les mettre dans 

l'ordre (figure 2). 
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Rz+S ̂  RzS1 ̂  RzS2 ̂  RzS3 ̂  RzS4 ̂  RzS5 ̂  Rz+P1+P2 
formation tige I stabilisation tige I pseudonoeud I.I motif A-mineur motif feuille coupure 

de trefie 

Discussion, figure 2: Chemin reactionnel apres 1'etude du mecanisme du 

ribozyme HDV 

Rz, S, PI et P2 sont respectivement le ribozyme, le substrat et les produits de la 

coupure. RzS a RzS5 sont les intermediaries de la reaction. Le nom des etapes est 

indique. 

Pendant cette etude sur le mecanisme du chemin reactionnel, une etude de 

covariation des nucleotides du centre catalytique du ribozyme HDV a montre qu'il y 

avait un changement conformationnel supplementaire dans le bas de la tige II 

necessaire pour obtenir la structure catalytiquement active (Nehdi et al, 2007). La 

position dans le chemin reactionnel de ce nouveau changement conformationnel a ete 

analysee au cours d'une etude sur le profil energetique du chemin reactionnel 

(chapitre 2). Ce travail en profondeur en utilisant une variete de techniques a permis 

d'identifier une serie de mutants capables d'arrdter le chemin reactionnel a chaque 

intermediaire stable. En utilisant ces mutants, il est possible de suivre pas a pas ce 

chemin reactionnel complexe (figure 3). Apres la reconnaissance du substrat par le 

ribozyme pour former la tige I, cinq changements conformationnels subsequents ont 

lieu pour obtenir la structure catalytique active. Le premier changement 

conformationnel est la stabilisation de la tige I dans le centre catalytique. Une 

interaction specifique entre le substrat au milieu de la tige I qui est legerement 
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ouverte a la position +4 et a la fois les nucleotides C22 et U23 de la boucle III est 

probablement responsable pour cette stabilisation. Cette conclusion est supportee par 

une etude anterieure qui montre que remplacer la paire de bases faible UA au milieu 

de la tige I par une paire de bases plus forte comme un GC diminue Pactivite du 

ribozyme (Ananvoranich et al., 1999). La substitution de l'uridine en position 23 par 

une adenosine (mutant U23A) empeche la stabilisation du centre catalytique et arrete 

la progression du chemin reactionnel (chapitre 1; Ouellet et Perreault, 2004). Le 

deuxieme changement conformationnel est la formation du pseudonoeud I.I qui 

comprend deux paires de bases GC (Wadkins et al., 1999). Des experiences 

precedentes montrent d'ailleurs que toutes les mutations affectant la stabilite ou la 

geometrie du pseudonoeud diminuent l'activite du ribozyme (Deschenes et al., 2003; 

Nishikawa et Nishikawa, 2000). La substitution des guanosines de la jonction I/IV en 

position 40 et 41 par des adenosines (mutant G40A/G41 A) empeche la formation du 

pseudonoeud et arrete la progression du chemin reactionnel. Le troisieme 

changement conformationnel est la formation d'interactions entre les deux 

adenosines consecutives de la jonction IV/II et le sillon mineur de la tige III a la 

hauteur des deux paires de bases GC de cette derniere (Ferre-D'Amare et al., 1998). 

Ce changement conformationnel est la formation de deux motifs A-mineur 

decouverts dans la structure cristalline et est l'etape cle du positionnement de la 

jonction IV/II qui est autrement tres flexible. De plus, ce changement conformationel 

initie le positionnement de la cytosine catalytique (C76), qui se trouve aussi dans 

cette jonction. La substitution de ces adenosines en position 78 et 79 par des uridines 
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(mutant A78U/A79U) empeche la formation de ces interactions et arrete la 

progression du chemin reactionnel (chapitre 2). 

Discussion, figure 3: Chemin reactionnel actuel du ribozyme HDV 

A) Rz, S, PI et P2 sont respectivement le ribozyme, le substrat et les produits de la 

coupure. RzS1 a Rztf sont les intermediaires de la reaction. Le nom des etapes est 

indique. B) Representation de la structure secondaire de chaque intermediate avec 

les positions ainsi que I'identite des nucleotides impliques dans les interactions 

importantes pour atteindre lesdits intermediaires. 

Les deux derniers changements conformationnels sont la compression du squelette 

phosphodiester dans le bas de la jonction IV/II et un rearrangement de la structure 

secondaire a la base de la tige II. Ces deux etapes ont lieu tres probablement en 

meme temps, meme si un ordre a pu etre propose avec les resultats de 

microcalorimetrie. La compression du squelette phosphodiester dans le bas de la 

jonction IV/II forme un motif particulier en feuille de trefle decouvert dans la 

structure cristalline (Ferre-D'Amare et al., 1998). Ce motif impliquant la cytosine 
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catalytique et les deux nucleotides de part et d'autre est induit par le positionnement 

de la jonction IV/II et permet de relaxer le squelette phosphodiester dans cette region 

du ribozyme. Ce changement conformationnel permet de positionner la cytosine 

catalytique profondement a Pinterieur du centre catalytique comme une etude du 

centre catalytique par fluorescence l'a montre (Harris et al., 2002). La deletion de 

l'uridine en position 77 (mutant AU77) empeche la formation de ce motif et arrete la 

progression du chemin reactionnel (Nehdi et al., 2007). Le rearrangement de la 

structure secondaire a la base de la tige II se fait par un echange de paires de bases 

(Nehdi et al., 2007). La paire de bases C19-G81 est detruite pour former la paire de 

bases C19-G80, ce qui a pour effet de faire sortir la guanosine en position 81 de la 

tige II. Cet echange de paires de bases est aussi induit par le positionnement de la 

jonction IV/II et sert aussi a relaxer le squelette phosphodiester dans cette region du 

ribozyme. La substitution de la guanosine en position 80 par une cytosine (mutant 

G80C) empeche ce rearrangement de la base de la tige II et arrete la progression du 

chemin reactionnel (Nehdi et al., 2007). 

Ces differentes approches ont permis de faire en sorte que le chemin 

reactionnel de ce petit ARN catalytique est le plus detaille et le mieux compris 

actuellement. En resume, tous ces changements reactionnels sont separes les uns des 

autres par la formation d'une interaction specifique. Plusieurs mutants ont ete utilises 

pour bloquer la formation de ces interactions specifiques et ainsi arreter le chemin 

reactionnel avant chaque changement conformationnel dormant un intermediate 

stable. Une fois que le dernier changement conformationnel a lieu, la geometrie du 

centre catalytique est optimale et la reaction chimique de transesterification peut 
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couper le squelette phosphodiester selon un mecanisme d'attaque en ligne. Le 

nucleotide implique dans cette etape chimique est la cytosine en position 76 

(Reymond et al., 2009). La mutation de ce nucleotide pour h'importe quel autre 

resulte en une perte complete d'activite, la mutation qui a ete utilisee est la 

substitution de la cytosine par une adenosine (mutant C76A) qui empeche 1'etape 

chimique et arrete la progression du chemin reactionnel (Nakano et al., 2000; Ke et 

al., 2004; Perrotta et al., 2006). 

Construction du premier film du ribozyme HDV 

Les liens covalents provenant de l'etude du mecanisme du ribozyme HDV par 

photopontage ont permis d'etablir des contraintes de distance pour construire un 

premier film en trois dimensions (chapitre 1, http://132.210.163.235/jo/Delta_ 

Movie.html). Lors de la construction de ce film, plusieurs positions etaient possibles 

pour le substrat et des experiences de cinetique sur des substrats modifies ont permis 

de prouver que la partie 5' du substrat se trouvait prise a l'interieur du site 

catalytique par la formation du pseudonoeud I.I (chapitre 1). Ces experiences de 

cinetique n'etant que des preuves indirectes, une approche basee sur la susceptibilite 

de la partie 5' terminale du substrat a l'hydrolyse par la RNase H a ete utilisee pour 

verifier que la position du substrat etait induite par la formation du pseudonoeud I.I 

(figure 4). La strategie utilisee consiste a verifier si la formation du pseudonoeud I.I 

empeche ou non la coupure du substrat par la RNase H. En premier lieu, des essais 

de coupure par la RNase H ont ete effectues sur le substrat pour determiner la 

longueur minimum necessaire de Poligomere d'ADN pour former un h6teroduplexe 
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reconnaissable par la RNase H (figure 4A). Dans nos conditions, l'utilisation d'un 

exces d'un oligomere de six nucleotides complementaires pour les positions -6 a -1 

permet l'hydrolyse complete du substrat. Quand une position de cet oligomere est 

mutee, reduisant le nombre de paires de bases a cinq, l'hydrolyse est drastiquement 

reduite et cela peu importe la position de la mutation. Des essais de retardement sur 

gel natif ont permis de montrer que les heteroduplexes etaient neanmoins formes et 

que cette reduction etait due a l'activite de la RNase H. 

Pour analyser l'accessibilite de la partie 5' terminale du substrat lorsque 

celui-ci est implique dans un complexe avec le ribozyme, deux mutants ont ete 

utilises. Le premier est un ribozyme dans lequel les quatre nucleotides formant 

normalement le pseudonoeud I.I ont ete mutes pour des uridines. Dans ce mutant 

inactif, le pseudonoeud I.I n'est pas forme. La reaction est initiee par l'ajout de la 

RNase H, des aliquots sont preleves a differents temps et analyses (figure 4B). Dans 

ces conditions, le substrat est bien coupe meme s'il Test moins qu'en absence de 

ribozyme, ce qui permet d'avancer que l'heteroduplexe lie a ce mutant est accessible 

a la RNase H. Si le substrat et l'oligomere d'ADN sont incubes ensemble avant 

1'addition du ribozyme ou si le substrat et le ribozyme sont incubes ensemble avant 

l'ajout de l'oligomere d'ADN, on obtient les memes resultats, ce qui supporte la 

conclusion que la partie 5' terminale est accessible dans ce complexe. Le deuxieme 

mutant est un ribozyme dans lequel la cytosine active a ete mutee pour une adenosine 

(C76A). Dans ce mutant inactif, le pseudonoeud I.I est forme et les essais 

d'hydrolyse montrent un niveau minimal de coupure (figure 4C). 
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Des experiences de retardement sur gel natif ont montre que les essais d'hydrolyse 

par RNase H avaient ete effectues avec des quantites suffisantes de l'oligomere 

d'ADN pour que le complexe entre l'oligomere d'ADN, le substrat et le ribozyme 

soit forme. Ceci implique que la variation dans les niveaux d'hydrolyse entre les 

deux mutants ne vient pas d'une difference dans la formation des complexes mais 

bien d'une difference d'accessibilite de la partie 5' terminale du substrat pour la 

RNase H. Ces resultats permettent de confirmer les cinetiques sur des substrats 

modifies et de proposer que le role du pseudonoeud I.I est d'emprisonner le substrat 

a l'interieur du centre catalytique et de Pamener a proximite de la cytosine 

catalytique. 

Construction du deuxieme film du ribozyme HDV 

Apres avoir etabli comment le chemin reactionnel du ribozyme HDV aboutissait a 

une structure active, la question est devenue de savoir pourquoi cet ARN passe par 

ce chemin reactionnel pour se replier et quelles sont les etapes importantes. Dans ce 

sens, les mutants utilises dans les experiences de photopontage ont ete soumis a des 

essais de microcalorimetrie (figure 5A et 5B). Les resultats montrent que la force 

motrice de ce chemin reactionnel est l'enthalpie provenant de la formation 

d'interactions additionnelles comme l'empilement des paires de bases dans les 

helices coaxiales (chapitre 2). Cet accroissement de l'enthalpie implique une 

structure de plus en plus stable au fur et a mesure que le ribozyme HDV progresse le 

long de son chemin reactionnel. 
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L'utilisation de la microcalorimetrie a permis de montrer que la stabilisation de la 

structure par les interactions tertiaires etait beaucoup plus faible que la stabilisation 

par les interactions secondaires mais restait mesurable. Cette technique a aussi 

permis de montrer que la formation du pseudonoeud I.I etait l'etape limitante. Au 

debut du chemin reactionnel, la boucle III et la jonction I/IV sont eloignees et ont un 

grand degre de liberte. La formation du pseudonoeud I.I est requise pour amener 

ensemble ces deux regions simple-brin, emprisonnant le substrat dans le centre 

catalytique par la meme occasion comme les essais de coupure sur des substrats 

modifies l'ont montre (chapitre 1). Ce changement conformationnel implique une 

perte importante d'entropie et la force motrice est la formation des deux paires de 

bases GC du pseudonoeud I.I et l'empilement des paires de bases dans la longue 

helice formee par les tiges I-I.I-IV. Avec ces nouvelles informations, un second film 

a ete construit (figure 5C). Dans ce deuxieme film, le positionnement des differents 

elements de la structure secondaire est plus precis et la geometrie du centre 

catalytique est optimale pour la reaction chimique de transesterification qui coupe le 

squelette phosphodiester selon un mecanisme d'attaque en ligne (Lilley, 2005). Ces 

resultats montrent que la microcalorimetrie est une methode extremement 

interessante pour comprendre le repliement des molecules d'ARN. L'evolution des 

appareils dans ce domaine au cours des dernieres annees a d'ailleurs permis de 

diminuer de beaucoup la quantite d'ARN necessaire pour faire des mesures et cette 

methode devrait rencontrer un succes croissant. 
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Les resultats obtenus montrent que le ribozyme HDV possede un centre catalytique 

pre-structure avec l'extremite 5' qui se retrouve dans le centre catalytique et le 

pseudonoeud I.I qui est presque forme. Les resultats montrent aussi la contribution 

tres importante de l'energie d'empilement dans les helices coaxiales que ce soit pour 

la stabilite du pseudonoeud I.I ou le positionnement de la cytosine impliquee dans 

l'etape chimique. D'apres nos structures, le positionnement de la cytosine catalytique 

vient du fait que cette cytosine et les adenosines de la jonction IV/II sont empilees et 

forment une structure stable attachee a la tige III par les motifs A-mineur. L'analyse 

des structures produites par le programme MC-Sym met aussi clairement en 

evidence la presence de riboses avec une conformation C2' endo qui sont importants 

dans la structure d'autres ARNs (Gherghe et al., 2008). Certains aspects du 

repliement du ribozyme HDV sont encore mal connus et la representation du chemin 

reactionnel en trois dimensions a permis de proposer des explications. Par exemple, 

plusieurs 2'OH ont un role dans la formation du centre catalytique comme une etude 

anterieure l'a montre (Fiola et Perreault, 2002). En utilisant le reseau d'interactions 

tertiaires propose, il a ete possible de predire si ces differents 2'OH etaient requis 

pour leur charge, lew encombrement sterique ou s'ils etaient directement impliques 

dans le reseau d'interactions tertiaires. Certaines de ces nouvelles interactions sont 

probablement a l'origine d'intermediaires additionnels le long du chemin reactionnel 

qui ne demandent qu'a etre decouvert. Des mutants avec des modifications au niveau 

du ribose vont d'ailleurs etre utilises pour verifier ces nouvelles interactions. 

L'ensemble des structures de depart genere par le programme MC-Sym 

contient theoriquement toutes les structures possibles, y compris celles des 
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intermediaires et des etats de transition. Lorsque des contraintes tertiaires sont 

additionnees, aucune nouvelle structure n'est creee, mais une population de 

structures est selectionnee parmi l'ensemble de depart. Cet ensemble de structures 

represente en fait le profil en trois dimensions du chemin reactionnel. Le probleme 

de ce profil pour l'instant est qu'il n'associe pas d'energie a chaque structure, il est 

done impossible de trouver le chemin reactionnel en analysant l'ensemble des 

structures de depart. Plusieurs tentatives ont ete faites pour essayer de calculer 

l'energie de chaque structure. Cette approche a ete abandonnee en raison du fait que 

les structures produites par le programme MC-Sym ne sont pas utilisables 

directement et doivent passer par une etape de minimisation. Meme si les differentes 

interactions secondaires et tertiaires sont conservees lors de la minimisation, les 

structures hautes en energie comme les etats de transition sont perdues au cours de ce 

processus. 

Prediction du repliement du ribozyme HDV 

La construction de la representation du chemin reactionnel du ribozyme HDV a 

permis de montrer deux principes tres importants. Les contraintes de structure 

peuvent avoir un effet synergique entre elles, ce qui implique que les interactions 

secondaires et tertiaires correspondantes ont potentiellement le meme effet en 

solution. Une contrainte de structure peut induire la selection d'une population de 

structures representant plusieurs intermediaires, ce qui implique que certains 

changements conformationnels sont potentiellement des consequences d'autres 

changements conformationnels. Ces observations ont permis de comprendre qu'il ne 
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fallait pas travailler au niveau de la structure tertiaire mais plutot avec son equivalent 

symbolique. Cet equivalent symbolique est un fichier informatique qui contient la 

liste de toutes les interactions secondaires et tertiaires presentes dans une structure. 

Les structures ne sont done plus analysees par rapport a la position de leurs atomes 

mais bien par rapport a leur reseau d'interactions secondaires et tertiaires. 

Le but est maintenant de regrouper les structures qui se ressemblent au niveau 

de leur reseau d'interactions secondaires et tertiaires. Puis, sur la base de ces 

regroupements, predire revolution du reseau d'interactions le long du chemin 

reactionnel en sachant que la force motrice du repliement du ribozyme HDV est 

l'enthalpie provenant de la formation d'interactions additionnelles. Enfin, sur la base 

de revolution du reseau d'interactions, comprendre exactement comment le centre 

catalytique du ribozyme HDV est construit. Pour atteindre cet objectif, un ensemble 

de mille structures a ete genere par le programme MC-Sym avec exclusivement les 

contraintes de structure secondaire pour avoir toutes les structures potentielles. Sur 

ces structures, le programme MC-Annote a ete utilise pour obtenir la liste de toutes 

les interactions secondaires et tertiaires presentes dans chaque structure (Gendron et 

al., 2001). Ces fichiers representant chacun symboliquement une structure tertiaire 

differente ont ete mis dans une matrice afin de calculer le coefficient de correlation 

de Matthews pour chacun d'entre eux. Ce coefficient de correlation est un outil 

statistique qui permet de definir dans le cas present a quel point des reseaux 

d'interactions sont similaires. L'analyse de ces fichiers d'interactions en fonction du 

coefficient de correlation de Matthews permet de decouper 1'ensemble des structures 

de depart en plusieurs populations (figure 7). 
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Discussion, figure 7: Analyse des fichiers d'interactions 

Dendogramme des structures avec le pseudonoeud I.I et le rearrangement de la 

structure secondaire dans le bas de la tige II enfonction du coefficient de correlation 

de Matthews. Le regroupement en neuf populations de structures est base sur un 

seuil arbitraire d'une valeur de 0,6. 

Ces resultats preliminaires montrent que regrouper des structures en fonction de leur 

reseau d'interactions tertiaires est definitivement la bonne approche mais que 

representer une structure avec un seul nombre n'est pas suffisant. Pour obtenir des 

populations de structures bien definies, il faut proceder a une analyse mathematique 

plus poussee que le coefficient de correlation de Matthews. En fait, pour 

veritablement analyser les informations contenues dans les fichiers representant 

symboliquement les structures tertiaires, il faudrait ecrire un programme 
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informatique base sur la theorie des graphes, ce qui depasse le cadre de ce travail. 

Neanmoins, ces resultats preliminaires prouvent que la prediction du repliement de 

l'ARN en trois dimensions est possible dans le cas du ribozyme HDV et que 

l'approche developpee peut etre utilisee pour n'importe quel ARN a condition que la 

structure secondaire de celui-ci soit connue. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Au debut de ce travail, seuls quelques intermediaires du chemin reactionnel etaient 

connus et leur ordre le long du chemin reactionnel encore incertain. L'approche 

iterative utilisee dans ce travail a permis de trouver de nouveaux intermediaires, 

d'etudier le mecanisme du chemin reactionnel, les energies impliquees dans le 

repliement, de definir l'etape limitante et revolution de la structure tertiaire. La 

creation des films et de la representation en trois dimensions du chemin reactionnel 

par bioinformatique a permis de visualiser cette molecule d'ARN dans l'espace, 

comprendre les resultats et proposer de nouvelles experiences. Ce travail contribue 

de facon significative au fait que le ribozyme HDV est actuellement le petit ARN 

catalytique dont le chemin reactionnel est le mieux connu. La representation du 

chemin reactionnel que nous avons entreprise par des moyens bioinformatiques 

ouvre la porte a la prediction de revolution de la structure tertiaire et potentiellement 

au repliement informatique des molecules d'ARN en general. 
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ABSTRACT 

Molecular engineering has led to the development of a novel target-dependent 

riboswitch that increases 8 ribozyme fidelity. This 8 ribozyme possesses a specific 

on/off adapter (SOFA) that switches the cleavage activity from off (a "safety lock") 

to on solely in the presence of the desired RNA substrate. In this report, we 

investigate the influence of both the structure and the sequence of each domain of 

the SOFA module. Analysis of the cleavage activity, using a large collection of 

substrates and SOFA-ribozyme mutants, together with RNase H probing provided 

several insights into the nature of the sequence and the optimal design of each 

domain of the SOFA module. For example, we determined that: (1) the optimal size 

of the blocker sequence, which keeps the ribozyme off in the absence of the 

substrate, is 4 nucleotides; (2) a single nucleotide difference between the substrate 

and the biosensor domain, which is responsible for the initial binding of the 

substrate that subsequently switches the SOFA-ribozyme on, is sufficient to cause 

non-recognition of the appropriate substrate; (3) the stabilizer, which joins the 5' 

and 3' ends of the SOFA-ribozyme, plays only a structural role; and, (4) the 

optimal spacer sequence, which serves to separate the binding regions of the 

biosensor and catalytic domain of the ribozyme on the substrate, is from 1 to 5 

nucleotides long. Together, these data should facilitate the design of more efficient 

SOFA-ribozymes with significant potential for many applications in gene-

inactivation systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of gene-inactivation systems is an active and important field for both 

functional genomics and gene therapy. In this context, ribozymes (i.e. RNA enzymes or 

Rz) that specifically recognize and then catalyze the cleavage of RNA molecules are 

attractive molecular tools (for reviews see Bagheri and Kashari-Sabet 2004; Breaker 

2004). They present an interesting alternative to the RNA interference (RNAi) approach 

to gene inactivation, especially given the fact that RNAi seems to trigger an 

immunological response (Pebernard and Iggo 2004; Sledz et al. 2003). However, in the 

past the use of ribozymes has faced several limiting factors including delivery problems, 

effective concentration, activity in vivo and cellular stability (e.g. Bagheri and Kashari-

Sabet 2004). A ribozyme that has benefited from evolving as part of an RNA species 

that is naturally found within a given cell type should be better adapted, and, 

consequently, should offer a greater chance of success in a given cell line. Following 

this rational, delta ribozyme (SRz), which is derived from the genome of human 

hepatitis delta virus (HDV), is a suitable candidate for the development of a gene 

inactivation system that would function in human cells (for a review see Bergeron et al. 

2003). This hypothesis is well illustrated by the demonstration that 6Rzs benefit from an 

outstanding molecular stability in transfected cells (Levesque et al. 2002). Several 

studies have already successfully used SRz to inhibit gene expression in vivo, confirming 

its great potential for use as a molecular tool (e.g. D'Anjou et al. 2004; Sheng et al. 

2004; Al-Anouti and Ananvoranich, 2002; Kato et al. 2001). 

5 ribozyme folds into a compact secondary structure that includes pseudoknots 

(Fig. 1, white boxes; for reviews see Shih and Been 2002). This structure is composed of 
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one stem (the PI stem), one pseudoknot (the P2 stem is a pseudoknot in the cz's-acting 

version), two stem-loops (P3-L3 and P4-L4) and three single-stranded junctions (Jl/2, 

Jl/4 and J4/2). Both the Jl/4 junction and the L3 loop are single-stranded in the initial 

stages of folding, but are subsequently involved in the formation of a second pseudoknot 

that consists of two Watson-Crick base pairs (the Pl. l stem). The binding domain of 

5Rz (the PI stem) is composed of one G-U wobble base pair followed by six Watson-

Crick base pairs (Perrotta and Been 1991; Nishikawa et al. 1999). In addition, the 

nucleotides from position -1 to -4 of the substrate, that is those adjacent to the scissile 

phosphate, were shown to contribute to the ability of a substrate to be cleaved efficiently 

(Deschenes et al. 2000). Thus, the substrate specificity of SRz cleavage is based on a 

total of 11 nucleotides, which might be a limiting factor when trying to specifically 

target an RNA species in a cell (Nielsen, 2000). 

In order to increase the substrate specificity of the 5Rz, a new version of this 

ribozyme bearing a Specific On/ofF Adapter (SOFA; see Fig. 1) was designed (Fig. 1; 

Bergeron and Perreault 2005). The SOFA module switches the cleavage activity from off 

(a "safety lock") to on based solely on the presence of the appropriate substrate. There is 

no requirement for the presence of a third partner, as it is the case for allosteric 

ribozymes. The SOFA module is composed of three domains: a blocker (BL), a 

biosensor (BS) and a stabilizer (ST). The blocker sequence of the SOFA module inhibits 

the cleavage activity of the ribozyme by binding, in cis, the PI sequence that is part of 

the catalytic domain. An inactive version of the SOFA-5Rz (i.e. a SOFA", that is one 

harbouring an unrelated biosensor sequence) showed a great "safety lock" capacity 

provided by the blocker domain, thereby diminishing the risk of non-specific cleavage. 
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The biosensor must bind its complementary sequence on the substrate in order to unlock 

the SOFA module, thereby permitting the folding of the catalytic core into the on 

conformation. Both the blocker and the biosensor have been shown to increase the 

substrate specificity of the ribozyme's cleavage by several orders of magnitude as 

compared to the wild-type 8Rz. This is due mainly to the addition of the biosensor 

domain that increases the binding strength of the 5Rz to its target, but is also due to the 

fact that the blocker domain interacts with the PI region and decreases its binding 

capacity. Finally, the presence of the stabilizer, which has no effect on the cleavage 

activity, stabilizes the RNA molecule in vivo against ribonucleases (Bergeron and 

Perreault, 2005). Both proof-of-concept and the preliminary characterization of SOFA-

5Rz that cleaves RNA transcripts derived from the hepatitis B and C viruses have been 

reported (Bergeron and Perreault, 2005). 

The molecular engineering of 8Rz bearing a target-dependent module that is 

activated by its RNA substrate provides a highly specific and improved tool offering 

significant potential for gene-inactivation systems. In this work, we investigate the 

influence of both the structure and the sequence of each domain composing the SOFA 

module on the cleavage activity. Together, these data provide a better understanding of 

the mechanism of action of this man-made riboswitch, which, therefore, should further 

facilitate the design of more efficient SOFA-ribozymes. 
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RESULTS 

The SOFA-6Rz-303 ribozyme, which was shown to cleave transcripts derived from 

hepatitis B virus (HBV), was used in this study as it had previously been partially 

characterized for some features including the kinetic parameters under single turnover 

conditions and the optimal biosensor size (i.e. 10 nt; Bergeron and Perreault, 2005). The 

experiments described herein have been designed to address the contribution of each 

component of the SOFA module to the optimal design. 

Specificity conferred by the biosensor sequence 

As a starting point, we were interested in establishing the substrate specificity for 

ribozyme cleavage conferred by the biosensor sequence. It has been shown that a SOFA-

ribozyme, when activated by the proper substrate, does not cleave other substrates by 

either the cis- or frvms-cleavage mechanisms (Bergeron and Perreault, 2005). In one 

experiment, a ribozyme was incubated in the presence of ten different small substrates 

possessing identical PI binding sequences coupled to completely different biosensor 

binding sequences. This experiment led to the conclusion that each of the ten ribozymes 

only cut efficiently when the biosensor perfectly bound to the target RNA. However, it 

did not permit investigation of how the biosensor sequence identity influenced the 

substrate specificity. In order to address this issue we performed two distinct 

experiments. 

Initially, the cleavage activities of the eight most active SOFA-ribozymes from 

the collection described above were determined for each substrate alone, rather than 

within a pool. The substrates were arbitrarily designated a to h, while a ribozyme 
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perfectly complementary (i.e. one with the appropriate biosensor, SOFA4) to a given 

substrate received the corresponding superscript letter, i.e. A to H (e.g. RzS = Aa; see 

Fig. 2A). These experiments were performed under single turnover conditions 

([Rz]>[S]). Aliquots were removed at different intervals, fractionated on denaturing 10% 

polyacrylamide gels (PAGE) and analyzed by radioanalytic scanning. A typical gel for 

the couple Dd is shown in Figure 2B. The reaction time course for each substrate with 

ribozyme D is illustrated in Figure 2C. Only the perfectly matched couple Dd exhibited 

an active cleavage. The cleavage rate constant (kobs), as determined from at least two 

independent assays, was estimated for each RzS tested (64 couples; Fig. 2D). This large 

data set prompted several observations. First, only the eight couples that had a perfect 

match between the biosensor and substrate sequences (located on the diagonal) had high 

kobs values. These kobs values varied between 0.056 to 0.69 min"1 (i.e. Cc and Ee, 

respectively). This difference of 12-fold in the kobs shows that the identity of the 

biosensor sequence significantly influenced the cleavage activity. The Gibbs free energy 

(A G) was predicted for the binding of the substrate to the biosensor for each couple. In 

general the more stable the binding between the substrate and the biosensor, the higher 

the kobs (data not shown). Second, most of the imperfect couples, in which the number of 

mismatches varied between two and eight (the GU wobble was considered as base pair 

(bp)), exhibited cleavage activities characterized by significantly lower kobs- In several 

cases the kobs values for the cleavage of a mismatched substrate were three or more 

orders of magnitude smaller than that of their perfectly matched counterparts (e.g. Ac, 

Dg, and Hd). For example, ribozyme H cleaves substrate d with a rate constant 15 000 

times smaller than it does substrate h. However, in most of the cases, the rate constants 

of imperfect couples were 25 to 300 fold lower. The general observation is that the 
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catalytic parameters correlate directly with substrate specificity (i.e. the more active the 

ribozyme, the better its substrate specificity seemed to be). Other SOFA-ribozymes with 

different binding sequences also led to the same conclusion; namely that they efficiently 

cleaved their desired substrates_(i.e. that with the sequence complementary to the 

biosensor), but not other unrelated substrates (data not shown). Together, these results 

demonstrate the potential of the biosensor to improve the substrate specificity of a 

ribozyme. 

In order to obtain a more precise picture of the situation, a second experiment 

involving SOFA-8Rz-303 sequence variants with less potential for forming mismatches 

was performed. Twenty-three mutated ribozymes including 1 to 4 randomly distributed 

substitutions within the biosensor sequences were synthesized (Fig. 3A). A residue of 

the biosensor was substituted for by the same base found at the corresponding position 

within the substrate, thereby producing a mismatch. The cleavage activity of each 

mutated ribozyme was assessed, and the rate constant (kobs) determined (Fig. 3A). 

Clearly, the decrease in the cleavage activity is directly related to the number of 

mutations (Fig. 3B). While the presence of a single mismatch reduced the kobs values 

from 4 to 15 fold, the presence of 4 mutations yielded kobs values 18 to 106 fold smaller. 

The position of the mutation within the biosensor appeared to have only a small effect 

on the cleavage observed. However, a single mutation in the middle of the biosensor 

stem reduced the cleavage activity slightly more than one located near the ends (see Fig. 

3 A). This is probably due to the fact that a mismatch in the middle of the stem may 

interrupt the stacking. According to these data, the presence of only one mutation in the 

biosensor appears to be sufficient to significantly affect the cleavage activity. Two 

different mutants were produced for the positions 2, 6, 9 and 6-9, and the decrease in the 
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cleavage activity was found to be similar regardless of the nature of the mutation (see 

Fig. 3A). In addition, we also observed that the influence of a mutation in the biosensor 

was more important when targeting a long HBV-derived transcript (data not shown). 

This suggests that SOFA-5Rz efficiently discriminate their substrate. The second order 

rate constants ( I ^ / K M ) of both the single and double mutants, SOFA-5Rz-303(A6U) 

and (A6U)(A9U), were shown to be 25-fold lower than that of the original version (stars 

in Fig. 3A; see also Bergeron and Perreault, 2005). Determination of the kinetic 

parameters of other single or double mutants also led to the same conclusion (i.e. the 

kcat/KM values of the mutants are at least one order of magnitude lower than that of the 

original SOFA-6Rz-303, stars in Fig. 3A). 

Characterization of the blocker sequence 

In the absence of the appropriate target RNA substrate, the SOFA-ribozyme adopts an 

inactive conformation, the off conformation. According to the SOFA design, this state is 

due to the 4 nt blocker sequence binding the PI region of the ribozyme, thereby 

preventing the binding of non-specific substrates (see Fig. 1). Consequently, the longer 

the blocker sequence, the better the "safety lock" effect. In order to verify this 

hypothesis several SOFA-ribozymes with mutated blocker sequences were synthesized 

and their cleavage activities assessed by targeting the HBV-derived transcripts of 1190 

nt. Since no mutation was required within the substrate, the longer transcript appeared to 

be more suitable for characterization because it is more relevant to a natural target. 

Different blocker lengths (0 to 5 nt) were used in order to find the largest stem that did 

not inhibit cleavage of the appropriate substrate (Fig. 4). In the absence of the blocker 
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sequence, SOFA-6Rz-303 was very active (i.e. BL-0 showed 81% cleavage). The same 

level of cleavage was detected in the presence of a 2 nt blocker sequence (i.e. BL-2 

exhibited 79% cleavage), indicating that two bases were insufficient to allow the 

formation of a stable stem between the blocker and the ribozyme's PI strand. A SOFA-

ribozyme with a 4 nt blocker sequence cleaved the substrate relatively efficiently, 

although at a reduced level as compared to the previous assay (i.e. BL-4, 71%). 

Elongation of the blocker sequence by one more nucleotide significantly reduced the 

cleavage exhibited (i.e. BL-5, 40% of cleavage). In this case, it seems that the ribozyme 

remained locked in the off conformation, indicating that formation of the intramolecular 

stem between the PI region of the ribozyme and the blocker sequence seems to be 

favoured over hybridization between the ribozyme and the substrate. Thus, a blocker 

sequence of 4 nt appears to be the optimal size to lock the ribozyme while still allowing 

it to unlock in the presence of the desired substrate. Time-course experiments of these 

four ribozymes confirmed that a blocker sequence of 4 nt is suitable for establishing a 

balance between the off on conformations (Fig. 4C). Blockers of 6 nt or more were also 

tested (data not shown). In addition to blocking too much of the ribozyme in its inactive 

conformation (i.e. almost irreversible), we also observed ribozymes that self-cleaved the 

sequence adjacent to the blocker sequence (i.e. within the biosensor), an undesirable 

phenomena. 

The sequence of the blocker segment might also modulate the level of inhibition. 

We observed that if a mutated blocker cannot form a stem with the PI strand, then no 

inhibition is observed (data not shown). In contrast, previous experiments have shown 

that SOFA"-5Rzs with different target sites on HBV-derived transcripts were all inactive 
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(Bergeron and Perreault, 2005). These ribozymes possessed the appropriate PI strands 

and complementary blocker sequences, while their biosensor sequences could not bind 

the substrates. The inactivity of these SOFA"-6Rzs confirmed that the blocker sequence 

plays its role by inhibiting the catalytic activity in the absence of the appropriate 

biosensor sequence. In all cases, the SOFA+-5Rzs possessing a biosensor sequence 

capable of binding the substrate efficiently cleaved their substrates. 

Spacing between the PI stem and the biosensor binding domain 

A SOFA-ribozyme recognizes its substrate through two independent domains, the 

biosensor and the PI stem region. In all experiments reported so far, the two binding 

domains were separated by 5 nt simply to avoid the chance that the proximity and 

stacking of the PI and biosensor would affect the release of the product. However, there 

was no scientific rational supporting this spacing of 5 nt. In order to investigate this 

parameter seven model substrates possessing seven head-to-tail repetitions of the PI 

stem domain (P1N) followed by the SOFA-SRz-303 biosensor sequence were 

synthesized (see Fig. 5A). The substrates differed by possessing a distance of 0 to 6 nt 

between the domain bound by the biosensor and the first adjacent PI binding sequence. 

In this way we created the equivalent of 49 different substrates that included different 

spacer lengths. The ribozyme should bind its complementary sequence at the 3' end of 

the substrate via its biosensor, and should subsequently find a PI sequence at an ideal 

distance. The cleavage experiments were performed during a short period of time (5 

min) so as to permit only the unique cleavage reaction of 5' end labelled substrates to 

occur. The substrates used in this experiment exhibited different electrophoretic 
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mobilities depending on their sizes, which differed by one nucleotide. The 5' 

radiolabeled products of all cleavages made with the same PI sequence migrated 

similarly on the gel because the one base difference was located within the non-

radioactive 3' product (Fig. 5B). We observed that all substrates were preferentially 

cleaved at the first or second sites near to the biosensor sequence (i.e. PI i and PI2). With 

the exception of the substrate with no spacing between the PI and biosensor domains, 

we observed that the higher level of cleavage occurred at the first PI site (Pli). In order 

to facilitate the interpretation of this data, we calculated the relative percentage of 

cleavage for all substrates (Fig, 5C). There is an increase in the percentage of cleavage 

as one progress from no spacer to an optimal length of 3 nt. This is followed by a 

decrease up to a spacer of 21 nt, at which point the relative percentages of cleavage 

remains constantly low regardless of the length of these sequences. The decrease occurs 

mainly stepwise for substrates cleaved at their PI2, PI3, and PI4 sequences, with a 

preference for the substrates with the smaller spacers (see dashed lines, Fig. 5C). This 

experiment shows that it is preferable to have at least a one nucleotide space between the 

biosensor and the PI region, and that the optimal length is found between 1 and 5 nt. 

We subsequently confirmed these results using different substrates that harbour 

spacers of different lengths and a single cleavage site, like the normal SOFA-5Rz does. 

Four substrates were designed based on the initial results obtained with the seven 

consecutive PI stem domains. Each of these substrates contained only one PI sequence, 

located in position Ph , Pl3, Pl5 or Pl7 (i.e. 5'-GUGGUUU-3'). The other sequences 

were replaced by another that cannot be bound by the PI strand of the ribozyme (i.e. 5'-

UGUUGGU-3'). In this way, the spacer sequences were extended to 5, 19, 33 and 47 nt, 

respectively. All substrates were cleaved at different levels (Fig. 5D). We observed that 
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the shorter a spacer is, the better the cleavage activity of the ribozyme. However, the 

difference between the shorter and longer spacers, in terms of cleavage activity, is not as 

significant as in the above experiment. In the present case, there is no competition 

between several sites, a condition that should enhance the level of catalytic activity 

regardless of the position of the cleavage site. 

The sequence of the stabilizer stem does not influence the ribozyme cleavage 

The stabilizer brings both the 5' and 3' ends into a common terminal stem. Both the 

SOFA+- and SOFA"-SRz-303 versions, with or without stabilizer sequences, were 

constructed and used to define the influence of this domain on the cleavage activity (Fig. 

6A). As we first thought, the two SOFA+-5Rz-303 versions exhibited the same level of 

cleavage activity regardless of the presence (lane 3) or absence (lane 5) of the stabilizer 

sequences, while their SOFA* counterparts (i.e. those without the appropriate biosensor 

sequence) were inactive (lanes 4 and 6). These observations confirmed that the stabilizer 

sequences did not interfere with the cleavage activity of the SOFA-ribozyme. 

Subsequently, the stabilizer was mutated to five different base pairs (Fig. 6B, SOFA-

5Rz-303-ST2 as compared to -ST1) and used in the cleavage assay. As expected, both 

versions of SOFA-ribozyme exhibited virtually identical levels of cleavage. Similar 

results were observed if the mutation allowed the formation of only 2 bp within the 

stabilizer (Fig. 3B, SOFA-5Rz-303-ST3 as compared to -ST1). These results 

demonstrate that the identity of the stabilizer sequence does not affect the SOFA-

module's action. 
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The predictive value of the determined rules 

In order to validate the predictive value of the features determined above, a SOFA-8 

ribozyme (SOFA-5Rz-HCV) and several mutants that target a small substrate derived 

from the internal ribosome entry site (IRES) of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) were 

synthesized. The SOFA+-8Rz-HCV included both a 10 nt biosensor perfectly 

complementary to the substrate and a 4 nt blocker, while the substrate possessed a 5 nt 

spacer (Fig. 7A). This SOFA+-5Rz-HCV exhibited a drastically improved level of 

cleavage of the 5' end labelled substrate as compared to the 5Rz-HCV which lacks the 

SOFA module. More precisely this is a 30 fold increase in the cleavage efficiency 

between the two versions (i.e. 90% compared to 3%, respectively; Fig. 7B lanes 2 and 

3)._This constitutes another demonstration of the important contribution of the SOFA 

module to increasing the cleavage efficiency. When the blocker sequence was elongated 

by one more nucleotide, the level of cleavage decreased significantly to 54% (i.e. 

SOFA+-5Rz-HCV-BL5, lane 4). The latter result is in agreement with the previous data 

showing that 5 nt blocker sequence seemed to keep the ribozyme locked in the off 

conformation. The mutation of the biosensor sequence in 3 positions (SOFA+-8Rz-

HCV-BS3, lane 5) was so detrimental to the level of cleavage that became the same as 

that of SOFA"-5Rz-HCV, a version which includes a biosensor that, in principle, forms 

no base pairs at all with the substrate (Fig. 7B lanes 5 and 6, respectively). Moreover, if 

the spacer of the substrate was increased from 5 to 30 nt by changing the position of the 

substrate sequence complementary to the biosensor, the cleavage of the SOFA -5Rz-

HCV was more than 2 fold smaller, showing the importance of preserving a short 

distance between these two regions (Fig. 7B compare line 7 to 2). More importantly, 
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these results, as well as those of other mutations (e.g. smaller blocker sequence), 

demonstrate the predictive value of the results presented previously, and clearly 

facilitate the design of more efficient SOFA-SRz. 

Structural analysis of SOFA-8Rz-303 

In order to probe both the off and on conformations of SOFA-6Rz-303, small 

oligodeoxynucleotides 7 nt in length complementary to various domains of the ribozyme 

were synthesized and used with 5' end labelled SOFA-ribozyme in either the absence (-) 

or the presence (+; in excess) of the 44 nt model substrate (Fig. 8). With the goal of 

preventing cleavage, we used an inactive SOFA-ribozyme in which the cytosine in 

position 76 is replaced by an adenosine. The RNA-DNA heteroduplexes were monitored 

by ribonuclease H (RNase H) hydrolysis, and the mixtures analyzed on a denaturing 

PAGE gel (Fig. 8B). 

The oligodeoxynucleotide complementary to the L3 loop (L3') allowed the 

detection of a strong band of products in the absence of substrate, indicating that this 

region was single-stranded. A similar band was detected in the presence of the substrate 

because, under the conditions used, the hybridization of the oligodeoxynucleotide to the 

L3 loop is more stable than the folding of the Pl.l stem that releases the 

oligodeoxynucleotide. Conversely, the oligodeoxynucleotide complementary to the P4 

stem (P4') did not permitted the detection of any products of RNase H hydrolysis, 

confirming that this region is double-stranded. The oligodeoxynucleotide 

complementary to the biosensor sequence (BS') permitted the detection of a relatively 

abundant RNase H product only in the absence of the substrate, indicating that this 
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region was single-stranded within the off conformation. Only a trace amount of the 

hydrolysis product was detected upon the addition of the substrate, showing that in the 

on conformation the biosensor is bound to its substrate and is thus double-stranded. The 

presence of the oligodeoxynucleotide complementary to the blocker sequence (BL') 

gave the opposite pattern. No RNase H product was observed in the absence of the 

substrate, indicating that the blocker sequence was double-stranded (with the PI strand 

of the ribozyme) in the off conformation. Conversely, cleavage product was detected in 

the presence of the substrate, indicating that, under these conditions, the blocker was 

single-stranded. However, a small amount of product was detected, regardless of the 

length of the oligodeoxynucleotide tested (e.g. slightly longer). We believe that this 

occurs because, as this region is central to the species, the RNase H hydrolysis may be 

limited due to steric hindrance reducing the accessibility to the RNA-DNA 

heteroduplex. Finally, an oligodeoxynucleotide complementary to the stabilizer (ST') 

did not allow for the detection of any RNase H products, confirming that this region is 

double-stranded regardless of the presence or absence of the substrate. In conclusion, the 

three segments of sequence composing the SOFA module were shown to fold into the 

expected structure. Moreover, the structure of the blocker and biosensor sequences were 

observed to be involved in the conformational transition. 

Redesigning the SOFA module 

In order to investigate the flexibility of the SOFA module, two other versions of SOFA-

SRz-303 were synthesized and their cleavage activities assessed (Fig. 9). We first tried 

to move the SOFA module from the P2 stem to the P4 stem, in order to obtain a 
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ribozyme called SOFA-down (SOFA-5Rz-DN, DN for down) (Fig. 9A). SOFA+-5Rz-

DN cleaved the transcripts relatively efficiently (Fig. 9C, lane 3). In contrast, SOFA"-

6Rz-DN (i.e. the one without an appropriate biosensor) was inactive, as expected (Fig. 

9C, lane 4). Another variation was the construction of a "double" SOFA-ribozyme 

(SOFA+-5Rz-DB, DB for double binding; Fig. 9B). This ribozyme bound the substrate 

through the formation of three helices involving a total of 32 bp. The SOFA+ version 

exhibits a relatively high cleavage activity, while the SOFA" did not cleave the substrate 

(Fig. 9C, lanes 5 and 6). These results illustrate the gains in terms of substrate 

specificity, and also at the level of the "safety lock" action, obtained by using a blocker. 

It should be noted that the blocker domain of the SOFA module inserted in the L4 loop 

interacted with the sequence of the J4/2 junction, including the C76 of the ribozyme. 

The strategy was to injure the C76 position that is involved in the cleavage activity. The 

ensemble of these results clearly demonstrates that the SOFA module is amenable to 

various designs. 
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DISCUSSION 

We have decorticated the sequence segments that might influence the efficiency of the 

SOFA module. Initially, the SOFA-ribozyme is in an inactive conformation due to the 

action of the blocker sequence that formed a stem with the ribozyme's PI strand, acting 

as a "safety lock" (Fig. 1). RNase H probing of the ribozyme alone supports the 

hypothesis that the blocker is engaged in a double-stranded region, while the biosensor 

sequence remains single stranded and accessible (Fig. 8). The optimal size for the 

blocker sequence was determined to be 4 nt (see Fig. 4). Smaller blockers did not 

sufficiently prevent the ribozyme's activity, while longer blockers appeared to lock the 

ribozyme in its inactive conformation. Moreover, we observed that the action of the 

blocker sequence of various SOFA-ribozymes couldn't be correlated with the identity of 

the residues composing this segment. Thus, a higher GC content in the blocker was not 

responsible for the lower activity of some of the SOFA-ribozymes. Regardless, there 

was competition between the blocker (4 bp) and the substrate (7 bp) for the PI sequence; 

therefore, a higher GC content on one strand would be counterbalanced by a higher 

concentration on the other strand. 

In the presence of the desired substrate, the biosensor binds the complementary 

substrate sequence, leading in the release of the ribozyme's PI stem from the blocker 

(Fig. 1). The RNase H probing of the SOFA-ribozyme-substrate complex strongly 

suggest that the biosensor is base-paired with the substrate; while the blocker becomes 

susceptible to RNase H hydrolysis, indicating that it is single-stranded (Fig. 8). Kinetic 

experiments have previously shown the optimal size of the biosensor to be 10 nt 

(Bergeron and Perreault, 2005). We demonstrated that each SOFA-ribozyme in our 
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collection efficiently cleaved only the substrate containing the sequence complementary 

to its biosensor (see Fig. 2). Substrates that included sequence with several mutations in 

the binding region of the biosensor were poorly cleaved. Under single turnover 

conditions ([Rz]»[S]), which should favour cleavage of even imperfectly base-paired 

substrates, only a residual rate of cleavage was observed. A similar conclusion was 

obtained when investigating a biosensor possessing a small number of mutations (Fig. 

3). As expected, the decrease in the cleavage activity was inversely proportional to the 

number of mutations (ranging from 4 to 106 fold smaller in terms of kobS). In the 

presence of a single mutation the reduction was estimated to be from 4 to 15 fold. 

However, the determination of the kinetic parameters for some mutated ribozymes led us 

to observe larger effects in terms of the second order rate constant (kcat/KM 25 fold 

smaller; Bergeron and Perreault, 2005). It should be noted that most of these 

experiments were performed using small substrates. A more important effect was 

observed with several of these SOFA-ribozymes when they were tested for the cleavage 

of the longer HBV-derived transcript (e.g. 1190 nt; data not shown). More importantly, a 

reduction of approximately one order of magnitude is probably sufficient for the 

ribozyme to be able to discriminate between two substrates in a cell. The SOFA-

ribozyme has demonstrated an activation of cleavage of as much as 15 000 fold, with an 

average increase of more than 800 fold. In other words, the SOFA system brings a two 

order of magnitude increase in the specificity of the ribozyme's action. Clearly, the 

SOFA-module provides the ribozyme with an improved substrate specificity. A 

statistical analysis has demonstrated that SOFA-ribozymes are specific enough to target 

only one RNA species at the time from the human transcriptome (Bergeron and 

Perreault 2005). 
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In both the inactive and active conformations, the SOFA-ribozymes harbour a 

stabilizer stem that joins the sequence found at the 5' and 3' ends into a stem (Fig. 1). In 

terms of mechanism, it appears clear that the stabilizer does not have an active role in 

the SOFA module other than the improvement of the structure's stability. This 

conclusion receives additional physical support from the observation that some mutated 

stabilizer sequences that either preserve or destroy double-stranded structure do not 

modify the level of cleavage activity (Fig. 6 and data not shown). 

Finally, the length of the spacer sequence was investigated. The spacer sequence 

is not part of the SOFA-module, but it is an important parameter that influences the 

cleavage level. The spacer is the sequence located between the substrate PI strand 

domain and the sequence complementary to the biosensor (Fig. 1). It was shown that a 

minimal spacer of at least one nucleotide was preferable. Moreover, short spacer 

sequences (1 to 5 nt) appeared to have higher levels of cleavage than did longer ones 

(see Fig. 5). Most likely the binding of the biosensor favours the subsequent formation 

of the PI stem between the ribozyme and the substrate when the spacer is short. 

Together, these experiments with SOFA-SRz-303 yield a better understanding of 

the contribution of each of the different domains of the SOFA module. The data 

obtained with other ribozymes demonstrates that our findings are not restricted to 

SOFA-5Rz-303, but rather can be applied to other SOFA-5Rzs (e.g. Fig. 7). Moreover, 

the analysis of a large collection of biosensor sequences for SOFA-5Rz-303 

demonstrated the discrimination potential of this domain. Prediction of the Gibbs free 

energy (AG) was performed for the binding of the substrate to the SOFA-Rz for many 
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perfectly- and_imperfectly-bound couples for which the kobs were determined (data not 

shown). Overall, the more stable a ribozyme-substrate complex is, in terms of AG, the 

higher its cleavage activity. Since the PI region that binds the substrate is not altered, 

this indicates that the biosensor-substrate stability is important for the prediction of the 

most efficicent SOFA-ribozymes. However, it is important to remember that several 

other factors might also influence the level of cleavage. For example, we can imagine 

that some domain of the SOFA could fold into small RNA motifs either alone (i.e. 

forming a hairpin), or with another domain of the RNA molecule (i.e. forming a stem). 

Such ribozyme misfolding cannot be totally excluded; even natural RNA sequence can 

adopt alternative conformations. More importantly, the present findings will help in the 

design of efficient SOFA-ribozymes with significant potential for many applications in 

gene-inactivation systems. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

HBV substrate and ribozyme DNA constructs 

The hepatitis B virus (HBV)-derived constructs were described previously (Bergeron 

and Perreault, 2005). Briefly, the HBV 1190 nt fragment was excised from pCHT9/3091 

(Nassal, 1992) using Sacl and EcoRl, and then subcloned into pBlueScript SK, 

generating pHBV-1190. The shorter HBV 44 nt substrate was produced using a PCR-

based strategy with T7 sense primer (5'-TTAATACGACTCACTATAGGG-3') and 

antisense primer (5'-CTTCCAAAAGTGAGACAAGAAATGTGAAACCACAAGAGT 

TGCCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3'). The same strategy was used to construct 

substrates a to h (see Table 1 for the sequences of the antisense primer). For the 

substrates with 7 different spacer lengths, the antisense primers were: 5'-

AAAGTGAGACAAGAA-(A)0.6nt-

(AAACCACV?AAAAAACCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3'. where the T7 promoter 

sequence is underlined. For the substrates with the spacers of different lengths, but 

possessing a unique cleavage site, the antisense primers were: 5'-

A A A G T G A G A C A A G A A ( A A A A C ) S P - ( A C C A A C A ) X ( A A A C C A C ) Y ( A C C A A C A ) Z -

AAAAAACCCTAT AGTGAGTCGT ATT AA-3' (where SP is for spacer, the number of 

X and Z units varied as desired; the unit Y gives the cleavable PI sequence; and, the T7 

promoter sequence is underlined). In these cases, the spacer was always 5'-AAAAC-3', 

except for the substrate of 5 nt that included the sequence 5'-AAAAA-3'. This was 

required in order to avoid non-specific cleavage. The substrate derived from the HCV 

IRES with a 5 nt spacer was synthesized starting from the antisense primer: 5'-

AAAGTGTTCCGCAGAAGAAGATGGGTC(GAA) I O A A A A A A C C C 
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TATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3', where the T7 promoter sequence is underlined. For 

the version with a 30 nt spacer, the antisense primer was: 5'-

AAAGTGTTCCGCAGA(GAA)i0ATGGCTC(AGA)2AAAAACCC 

T ATAGTGAGTCGT ATTAA-3'. Both the original and SOFA-6Rz were constructed as 

described previously (Bergeron and Perreault, 2002; Bergeron and Perreault, 2005, 

respectively). SOFA+/"-ribozymes were constructed using a PCR-based strategy that 

included two complementary and overlapping oligodeoxynucleotides: the antisense 

oligonucleotide (5'-

C C A G C T A G A A A G G G T C C C T T A G C C A T C C G C G A A C G G A T G C C C ( A T G G T T T ) P I 

ACCGCGAGGAGGTGGACCCTG(N)O.5BL-3 ' , where N is A, C, G or T, PI and BL 

indicate the PI strand region and the blocker sequence, respectively); and, the sense 

primer r5,-TTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCCAGCTAGTTT(N)1n-i^s(N)o.s-

B L C A G G G T C C A C C - 3 ' , where N is A, C, G or T, BS indicates biosensor sequence and 

BL the blocker sequence, respectively) that permitted incorporation of the T7 RNA 

promoter (underlined). It is important to note that the (N) segments varied in size 

depending on the construct. The same strategy using two oligodeoxynucleotides was 

used to build the different versions of the ribozyme. The PCR products were purified by 

phenol:chloroform extraction, precipitated with ethanol and dissolved in water. In vitro 

transcriptions and purifications of the ribozymes were then performed as described 

below. The SOFA"-6Rz-303 possesses either the sequence 5'-GAACATCGGTATCAC-

S' or 5'-TCGGTATCAC-3' as biosensor, depending on the experiment. 
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RNA synthesis 

Both ribozymes and substrates were synthesized by run-off transcription from PCR 

products, Smal linearized p5Rz-HBV303 (original ribozyme) and Hindlll linearized 

plasmid pHBV-1190 templates. Run-off transcriptions were performed, and the resulting 

transcripts purified, as described previously (Bergeron and Perreault, 2002). Briefly, 

transcriptions were performed in the presence of purified T7 RNA polymerase (10 ug), 

RNA Guard (24 U, Amersham Biosciences), pyrophosphatase (0.01 U, Roche 

Diagnostics) and either linearized plasmid DNA (5 (ag) or PCR product (2 to 5 uM) in a 

buffer containing 80 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 24 mM MgCl2, 2 mM spermidine, 40 

mM DTT, 5 mM of each NTP and either with or without 50 uCi [a-32P]GTP (3 000 

Ci/mmol, New England nuclear) in a final volume of 100 uL at 37°C for 2-4 h. Upon 

completion, the reaction mixtures were treated with DNase RQ1 (Amersham 

Biosciences) at 37°C for 20 min, the RNA purified by phenol:chloroform extraction and 

then precipitated with ethanol. The RNA products were fractionated by denaturing (6 or 

10%) poly aery lamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE; 19:1 ratio of acrylamide to 

bisacrylamide) in buffer containing 45 mM Tris-borate pH 7.5, 7 M urea and 1 mM 

EDTA. The reaction products were visualized either by UV shadowing or 

autoradiography. The bands corresponding to the correct sizes for both the ribozymes 

and the substrates were cut out and the transcripts eluted overnight at room temperature. 

The transcripts were desalted using Sephadex G-25 (Amersham Biosciences) spun-

columns, ethanol precipitated, washed, dried, resuspended in water and the quantity 

determined by either 32P counting or absorbance at 260 nm. 
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Substrate RNAs and SOFA-SRz (20 pmol) were dephosphorylated in a final 

volume of 20 uL containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 0.1 mM EDTA, 40 U of 

RNAGuard and 0.2 U of calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (Roche Diagnostic) at 37°C 

for 30 min, and were then purified by extracting twice an equal volume of 

phenolxhloroform and ethanol precipitating. The resulting RNAs were 5' end labelled 

in a final volume of 10 uL containing 1.6 pmol [y-32P]ATP (3 000 Ci/mmol, New 

England Nuclear) and 3 U of T4 polynucleotide kinase as recommended by the 

manufacturer (Amersham Biosciences). The reaction mixtures were fractionated on 

PAGE gels, and the RNA species recovered as described previously. 

Ribozyme cleavage assays 

The conditions for the ribozyme cleavages assays were as described previously 

(Bergeron and Perreault, 2005; Mercure et al. 1998). Both the ribozymes and substrates 

were preincubated together at 37°C for 2-5 min, and the magnesium then added in order 

to initiate the cleavage. Except when indicated, all reactions were performed under 

single turnover conditions ([Rz]>[S]) using 1 uM ribozyme and trace amounts of either 

internally 32P-labelled or 32P 5'-end labelled substrates at 37°C in a final volume of 10 

uL containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 10 mM MgCl2. For the time course 

experiments aliquots (0.8 uL) were removed at various times up to 4 h and were 

quenched by the addition of ice-cold formamide dye buffer (5 uL of 97% formamide, 10 

mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.025% xylene cyanol amd 0.025% bromophenol blue), 

electrophoresed on 6-20% PAGE gels and the gels analyzed with a radioanalytic scanner 

(Storm). 
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RNase H hydrolysis of SOFA-8Rz-303 

Trace amounts of 5' end labelled SOFA-6Rz-303 (-10 000 c.p.m; < 0.1 pmol) in the 

presence of 50 pmol of either the unlabeled small substrate (44 nt) or yeast tRNA as 

carrier (Roche Diagnostic) were preincubated in a volume of 8 uL containing 25 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 25 mM KC1, 12 mM MgCl2, 0.13 mM EDTA and 0.13 mM DTT at 

25°C for 10 min. Then, oligodeoxynucleotides (L3': 5'-GCGAGGA-3'; P4': 5'-

CCATCCG-3'; BS': 5'-TGTCTCA-3'; BL': 5'-TGAAACT-3' and ST': 5'-CAGCTAG-

3') 7 nt in size (10 pmol; 1 uL) were separately added to the samples before pre-

incubating for another 10 min. Finally, E. coli RNase H (2 U, Ambion) was added to the 

mixtures and the samples incubated at 37°C for 10 min. The reactions were quenched by 

adding 5 \xL of ice-cool formamide dye buffer, the samples fractionated on denaturing 

8% PAGE gels and the gels analyzed with a radioanalytic scanner. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of both the o#and on conformations of SOFA-

5Rz-303. The grey section indicates the SOFA module, and the white section the 

original 5Rz-303. Each investigated segment is boxed in grey: the biosensor sequence 

(BS), the blocker (BL), the stabilizer (ST) and the spacer (SP). The bold arrow indicates 

the cleavage site. The H in position -1 of the substrate represents A, C or U. 

FIGURE 2. Effect of introducing mutations within the biosensor sequence. (A) 

Representation of the stems formed between 8 pairs of substrate (a to h, left) and 

ribozyme biosensor (A to H, right) sequences. (B) Autoradiogram of a typical 10% 

denaturing PAGE gel of a time course experiment performed for the pair Dd. The sizes 

of the bands are indicated on the right of the gel. (C) Graphical representation of the 

time course of ribozyme D cleaving each of the substrates (a to h). (D) Histogram of the 

kobs values for each of the 64 possible pairs. 

FIGURE 3. Fine analysis of the biosensor sequences. (A) Twenty-three biosensor 

sequence variants were examined for their ability to cleave the short 44 nt HBV-derived 

substrate. They are clustered on the basis of the number of mutations (0 to 4). The 

mutations are boxed in grey, and the kobs values (in min"1) are indicated on the right. The 

stars indicate the SOFA-6Rz-303 mutants for which the kcat, and KM values were 

determined for the cleavage of a long version of the HBV-derived substrate (1190 nt). 
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(B) Graphical representation of the average values of kobs from at least two independent 

sets of experiments for each cluster of mutated ribozymes. 

FIGURE 4. Study of the blocker sequence. (A) Representation of the four blocker stems 

tested. (B) Autoradiogram of a 6% denaturing PAGE of the cleavage assays performed 

with the SOFA-SRz-303 variants possessing mutated blocker sequences (i.e. BL-X, 

where X indicates the size of the blocker stem). The reactions were performed under 

single turnover conditions using the 1190-HBV substrate. The sizes of the bands are 

indicated on the right of the gel. The control (-) was performed in the absence of 

ribozyme. (C) Graphical representation of a kinetic analysis performed for each of the 

mutants: BL-0, squares; BL-2, circles; BL-4, inverse triangles; and, BL-5, diamonds. 

FIGURE 5. Study of the spacer in the substrate. (A) Schematic representation of the 

design of the substrates used in this experiment. The substrate PI strand of SOFA-5Rz-

303 was repeated seven times (P1N, 1-7) within seven substrates possessing spacers of 

different sizes (0 to 6 nt). (B) Autoradiogram of a 10% denaturing PAGE of the cleavage 

assays performed with each of the seven 5' end labelled substrates. Lanes 0 to 6 

correspond to the different sizes of the spacer sequences (i.e. from 0 to 6 nt). The 

migrations of the substrates (S) and their sizes, as well as those of the cleavage products, 

are indicated adjacent to the gel. XC and BPB indicate xylene cyanol and bromophenol 

blue. (C) Graphical representation of the relative percentage of cleavage as a function of 

spacer length. The bracket indicates the optimal length (1 to 5 nt), and dashed lines 

separate the observed transitions. (D) Histogram of the relative percentage of cleavage 
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of the substrates possessing spacers of various lengths (5, 19, 33 and 47 nt). The inset 

shows the autoradiogram of the corresponding 10% denaturing PAGE gel. 

FIGURE 6. Evaluation of the effect of the stabilizer stem on the cleavage activity. (A) 

Autoradiogram of a 6% denaturing PAGE of cleavage assays of various SOFA-6Rz-303 

variants. Lane 1 is the incubation of the long HBV-derived substrate (1190 nt) alone, 

while lane 2 is that in the presence of the original 6Rz-303. Lanes 3 and 4 are the 

cleavage assays performed with SOFA+- and SOFA"-5Rz-303 including the stabilizer 

stem, respectively. Lanes 5 and 6 are the cleavage assays performed with the SOFA+-

and SOFA'-5Rz-303 lacking the stabilizer stem, respectively. The sizes of the bands are 

indicated adjacent to the gel. (B) On the top are the representations of various stabilizer 

mutants (SOFA-SRz-303-STl to -ST3), while the bottom is the autoradiogram of the 

denaturing 6% PAGE of the corresponding cleavage assays. The control (-) was 

performed in the absence of ribozyme. 

FIGURE 7. Evaluation of the predictive value of the determined rules. (A) 

Schematic representation of SOFA-5Rz-HCV. The mutations in both the SOFA-SRz and 

the substrate are indicated in the shaded boxes. (B) Autoradiogram of a 6% denaturing 

PAGE gel of the cleavage assays of various SOFA-5Rz-HCV variants. Lane 1 is the 

incubation of the substrate alone (-), while lane 2 is that in the presence of the original 

5Rz-HCV. Lanes 3 to 5 are the cleavage assays performed with SOFA+-8Rz-HCV, 

SOFA+-6Rz-HCV-BL5 and SOFA+-5Rz-HCV-BS3, respectively. Lane 6 is the cleavage 

assay with the SOFA" version of SRz-HCV which possesses an unrelated biosensor 
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sequence (i.e. 5'-AUAUAUAUAU-3'). Lane 7 is the cleavage assay performed with the 

substrate including a 30 nt spacer. The sizes of the bands and the position of the xylen 

cyanol (XC) are indicated adjacent to the gel. 

FIGURE 8. RNase H probing of SOFA-SRz-303. (A) Schematic representation of the 

SOFA-ribozyme in both the off and on conformations, respectively. The on 

conformation is obtained after the addition of the substrate. The bold lines indicate the 

oligodeoxynucleotides. In these experiments, a C76A (circled residue) mutant that is an 

inactive version of SOFA-5Rz-303 was used. (B) Autoradiogram of an 8% denaturing 

PAGE of the probing assay. The symbols (-) and (+) indicate the presence or absence, 

respectively, of the substrate for the probing performed using each oligodeoxynucleotide 

(L3', P4', BS', BL' and ST'). The positions of the expected cleavage products, XC and 

BPB are indicated adjacent to the gel. 

FIGURE 9. Different conformations for the SOFA module. (A) and (B) show the 

structures of SOFA+-6Rz-Down (SOFA+-5Rz-DN, module in the P4 stem) and SOFA+-

5Rz-Double Binding (SOFA+-5Rz-DB, module in both the P2 and P4 stems), 

respectively. (C) Autoradiogram of a 6% denaturing PAGE gel of cleavage assays 

performed using these two ribozymes. Lanes 1 and 2 are the assays performed in the 

presence of SOFA+-5Rz and SOFA"-5Rz (module in the P2 stem). Lanes 3 and 4 are the 

assays performed in the presence of SOFA+-8Rz-DN and SOFA"-6Rz-DN. Lanes 5 and 

6 are the assays in the presence of SOFA+-5Rz-DB and SOFA"-5Rz-DB. All reactions 
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were performed under single turnover conditions. The lengths of the corresponding 

cleaved bands are indicated beside the gel. 
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TABLE 1. Oligodeoxynucleotide sequences of the a to h substrates 

a S'-AAAGTGAGACAAGAAATGTGAAACCAC IAAGAG 
CCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3' 

b S'-AAAGTAGACTGAGATATGTGAAACCAC / AAGAG 
TGTACTCCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3' 

C 5'-AAAGTGTTCAGCACTATGTGAAACCAC / AAGAG 
TGTACTGTCCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3' 

d 5'-AAAGTAGGATACGGGATGTGAAACCAC / AAGAG 
TGTACTGTAACCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3' 

e 5'-AAAGTAGTCTGGATCATGTGAAACCAC / AAGAG 
TGTACTGTAACTCCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3' 

f 5'-AAAGTGGCATAATCAATGTGAAACCAC / AAGAG 
TGTACTGTAACTTCCCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3, 

g 5'-AAAGTAAGTTGGCGAATGTGAAACCAC / AAGAG 
TGTACTGTAACTTCAACCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3• 

h 5'-AAAGTGTACTCATGCATGTGAAACCAC / AAGAG 
TGTACTGTAACTTCAATGCCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAA-3' 

( / ) indicates the PI cleavage site. 
The biosensor binding sequence is underlined. 

Table 1 
Bergeron, L.J. et al. 
SOFA-Ribozyme characterization 
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Abstract. RNA is a key molecule in life, and comprehending its structure/function 

relationships is a crucial step towards a more complete understanding of molecular 

biology. Even though most of the information required for their correct folding is 

contained in their primary sequences, we are as yet unable to accurately predict both the 

folding pathways and active tertiary structures of RNA species. Ribozymes are 

interesting molecules to study when addressing these questions because any 

modifications in their structures are often reflected in their catalytic properties. The 

recent progress in the study of the structures, the folding pathways and the modulation of 

the small ribozymes derived from natural, self-cleaving, RNA motifs have significantly 

contributed to today's knowledge in the field. 

Keywords. Catalytic RNA, Modulation, RNA folding, Riboswitch, Ribozyme, 

Structure. 
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Introduction 

RNA is a key molecule in life, and the understanding of its structure/function 

relationships is crucial in molecular biology and therefore has important implications in 

terms of human health [1]. However, we are as yet unable to accurately predict neither 

the folding pathway, nor the active tertiary structure of RNA molecules from their 

primary sequences. Clearly, these two fundamental questions need to be addressed. A 

long-term goal is to be able to interpret an RNA sequence in terms of its functionally 

folded three-dimensional form. RNA molecules possess a hierarchical structure: the 

primary sequence determines the formation of the secondary structure elements and the 

secondary structure in turn determines the tertiary folding [2-4]. RNA molecules fold 

sequentially from 5' to 3' using recurring stable submotifs [5, 6], and the folding 

intermediates tend to become increasingly stable as the tertiary interaction network 

progresses [7-9]. RNA can fold into multiple structures; however, only a single structure 

is usually functional. In order to fold correctly, the RNA must avoid the problem of 

folding into alternative, non-functional structures and kinetic traps [10-13]. 

Ribozymes are interesting molecules to study when addressing these RNA 

questions because modifications in their structures are reflected in their catalytic 

properties. More precisely, small ribozymes are suitable for this task since considerable 

progress has been made in the determination of their structures [14, 15], and a versatile 

toolbox is available for their study. Here we present a review of the recent progress in 

the study of the tertiary structures, the folding pathways and the modulation of the small 

ribozymes derived from natural, self-cleaving, RNA motifs. 
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Small self-cleaving ribozymes 

This group of natural ribozymes includes five RNA species that have been derived from 

self-cleaving sequences ranging from ~40 to 200 nucleotides in length and possessing 

various secondary structures. One subgroup includes three self-catalytic RNA motifs 

that are part of species belonging to the brotherhood of small, circular, self-replicating 

RNAs and are essential components of the rolling circle replication mechanism of these 

infectious RNAs. According to this mechanism, the circular monomer strands are 

replicated into linear multimeric strands of complementary polarity which then are self-

cleaved, on the basis of the RNA motifs, into monomers that, following circularization, 

participate in the next round of replication [16]. More specifically, the hammerhead and 

hairpin RNA motifs were obtained from viroids and viroid-like satellite RNAs of plant 

origin [17-22], while the HDV self-cleaving RNA motif was obtained from the hepatitis 

delta virus (HDV) that infects humans [23-25]. The hammerhead motif has been also 

detected in eukaryote satellite DNA transcripts obtained from newt, schistosome and 

cricket [26-28], while the HDV motif has also been detected in the human genome [29]. 

The members of the second subgroup of natural self-cleaving RNA motifs are 

found within the bodies of larger transcripts. For example, the VS self-cleaving motif 

was identified by accident in the Varkud satellite RNA, an abundant transcript from the 

circular mitochondrial Varkud satellite DNA found in numerous Neurospora species and 

in other simple eukaryotes [30]. In common with the above ribozymes, this self-catalytic 

motif, in vivo, processes a multimeric RNA into monomers [31]. Another example is the 

glmS self-cleaving motif that was identified, by computer analysis of the 5' untranslated 

region (5'UTR) of the glucosamine-6-phosphate synthase (glmS) mRNA of certain 
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Gram-positive bacteria, to be a putative riboswitch [32]. In fact, upon the binding of 

glucosamine-6-phosphate (GlcN6P), the glmS motif has been shown to undergo a site-

specific self-cleavage reaction making it the first, and as yet the only, natural allosteric 

ribozyme [33]. This cleavage dramatically decreases the half-life of glmS mRNA, and 

thus this ribozyme acts as a regulatory element controlling the glucosamine-6-phosphate 

synthase level [33]. 

All of these self-cleaving RNA motifs catalyze the cleavage of the RNA 

phosphodiester backbone through a transesterification reaction involving the attack of 

the vicinal 2'-hydroxyl group (2'-OH) on the scissile phosphate, yielding a 2'-3'-cyclic 

phosphate and a 5'-hydroxyl termini as products [34]. The mechanism involved is a 

bimolecular nucleophilic substitution (SN2) that is general acid-base catalyzed and 

requires in-line geometry between the 2' oxygen, the phosphate and the 5' oxygen. The 

catalytic strategies and active site organization at the atomic level for each of these 

ribozymes have been extensively characterized and do not fall under the scope of this 

work since these aspects have been recently been reviewed [1, 15]. Finally, the presence 

of divalent metal cations is important in RNA folding in order to obtain well-defined 

structures, as well as in the catalysis, by functioning either as a general acid or as a 

general base when coordinated with water. These self-cleaving RNA motifs are 

metalloenzymes under physiological conditions, but are also active in the absence of 

divalent metals under certain conditions such as in the presence of high monovalent 

metal ion concentrations or at low pH levels [35, 36]. 
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HDVribozyme 

The self-cleaving RNA motif derived from HDV varies from 85 to 95 nucleotides in 

length depending on the sequence variant and the polarity. It has been possible to 

separate this self-catalytic sequence into two molecules, thereby creating a transacting 

system where one molecule, the ribozyme, possesses the catalytic properties required to 

cleave multiple copies of the other molecule, the substrate. This separation can be 

achieved in several ways, the most frequent being the removal of the junction between 

stems I and II (Fig. 1A) [25]. The development of trans-acting ribozymes, for HDV as 

well as all other self-catalytic RNA motifs, has permitted experiments leading to the 

identification of the important structural features of these motifs [24, 25, 37]. For 

example, direct mutagenesis experiments led to the identification of the crucial 

nucleotides in the catalytic core, as well as identifying essential base-paired positions 

[for examples see refs. 37 and 38]. It should be noted, however, that an unbiased in vitro 

selection revealed that, with the exception of the catalytic nucleotide (position 76), none 

of the bases were absolutely required for cleavage [39]. This work clearly revealed that 

the ribozyme supports more variability than was originally thought to be the case based 

on the isolation of natural sequences. In addition, it also revealed that higher cleavage 

levels were observed for sequences closely related to the natural ones, suggesting that 

the combination of all of the structural features is important for optimal cleavage 

activity. 

According to the experimentally well supported pseudoknot model, the HDV 

ribozyme is composed of one stem (I or PI), one pseudoknot (II or P2), two stem-loops 

(stems III or P3 and IV or P4) and three single-stranded junctions (I/II,T/IV and IV/II). 
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The structure depicted in figure 1A is derived from the HDV of antigenomic polarity. 

Previous nomenclature of the various regions and the harmonized one using roman 

numbers for the stems are indicated. It is composed of a 57 nucleotide ribozyme and an 

11 nucleotide substrate. By using this design, the stem I is composed of one Wobble 

base pair followed by six Watson-Crick base pairs formed between the ribozyme and the 

substrate and becomes the recognition domain. Both the junction I/IV and the loop III 

are single-stranded in the initial folding steps, but are eventually involved in the 

formation of a second pseudoknot (I.I) [37, 40, 41]. This structure requires the presence 

of divalent cations such as calcium or magnesium in order to be formed [42]. Both x-ray 

diffraction analysis and nuclear magnetic resonance studies have provided high-

resolution tertiary structures of the genomic HDV ribozyme [40, 43, 44]. Overall, these 

approaches have shown that the global shape of the ribozyme is dominated by two 

coaxial helices formed by the stacking of the stems I-I.I-IV and the stems II-III (Fig. 

IB). The stems II and IV have a structural role and are located above and below the 

catalytic core, which is formed by a network of interactions located at the interface 

between the two helical stacks. This network relies heavily on the nucleotides' identities, 

as well as on several of the 2'-OH groups of the ribose moieties [38, 45]. 

The crystal structure of the genomic HDV ribozyme also revealed that this 

catalytic RNA adopts a highly ordered structure [40, 43, 46], in agreement with the 

previously reported unusual properties of this motif. For example, the self-catalytic 

motif retains activity at temperatures as high as 80°C and in solutions containing up to 

5M urea [47, 48]. Moreover, it was shown that for some trans-acting HDV ribozyme 

variants the cleavage level was near 100%, suggesting that HDV ribozyme forms a 
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homogeneous population of structures and is not prone to alternative structure formation 

[8]. This important characteristic has been fully exploited in order to decipher the 

folding pathway of the HDV ribozyme, by far the most complex folding pathway 

elucidated to date for a small ribozyme. Extensive work has been performed using a 

number of approaches, including in vitro selection and photo induced cross linking, in 

order to identify a specific set of mutants able to halt the folding pathway at each stable 

intermediate [39, 49]. Briefly, after the recognition of the substrate by the ribozyme 

leading to the formation of the stem I, five subsequent conformational steps are required 

in order to form the catalytically active structure (Fig. 1C). The first conformational 

transition is the docking of the stem I within the catalytic core. A specific interaction 

between the substrate in the middle of the stem I, which is slightly unfolded at the 

position +4 from the cleavage site, and both the C22 and the U23 residues of the loop III 

are most likely responsible for this docking [50]. This conclusion is supported by the 

fact that replacing a weak base pair, such as UA, in the middle of the stem I by a 

stronger base pair, such as GC, is detrimental to the ribozyme's activity [51]. The 

substitution of an A for a U in position 23 blocks stem I docking to the catalytic core 

[50]. The second conformational transition is the formation of the pseudoknot I.I that 

includes two GC base pairs [37, 41]. Any mutation of the pseudoknot I.I reducing either 

its stability, or the coaxial stacking, is detrimental to the cleavage activity [52]. The third 

conformational step is the formation of the A-minor motif between the two consecutive 

adenosines of the junction IV/II and the minor groove of the stem III, more specifically 

with the two GC base pairs of the latter [40]. This is a key interaction for the positioning 

of the junction IV/II which is, otherwise, quite flexible. Moreover, this conformational 
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transition initiates the positioning of the catalytic cytosine (C76), which is also located 

within the junction IV/II. The replacement of the adenosines in positions 78 and 79 by 

uridines prevents any further progression along the folding pathway [8, 40]. The fourth 

and fifth conformational steps are the formation of the trefoil motif and a base pair 

switch at the bottom of the stem II, respectively [40, 53, 54]. These two steps most likely 

occur simultaneously, although an order has been suggested based on physico-chemical 

analyses [8]. The trefoil turn is a particular motif identified by x-ray crystallography 

involving the catalytically active cytosine and its two flanking nucleotides [40]. This 

motif is induced by the formation of the A-minor motif and is proposed to contribute 

relaxing the phosphodiester backbone of the junction IV/II, thereby positioning the 

cytosine deep inside the catalytic centre [54]. Altering the trefoil turn motif by deleting 

the uridine in position 77 results in a ribozyme completely deprived of catalytic activity 

[53]. The other conformation transition, the base pair switch, takes place at the bottom of 

the stem II. It consists of switching the C19-G81 base pair of the stem II to a new C19-

G80 base pair and also bulging out the G81 residue [53]. The replacement of the 

guanosine in position 80 by a cytosine prevents the adoption of the ribozyme-substrate 

transition complex. This base pair switch is also induced by the formation of the A-

minor motif. Upon completion of the base pair switch the geometry at the catalytic site 

is correct and the chemical reaction occurs. The nucleotide involved in this chemical 

step is the catalytically active cytosine C76 which plays the role of a general base [55, 

56]. Any mutation of this cytosine results in the complete loss of cleavage activity. 

When the transesterification reaction occurs, it is simultaneously accompanied by the 
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products' release. However, under certain conditions, it has been shown that the 3'-

product might remain associated with the ribozyme, thereby causing product inhibition. 

In summary, each of these conformational steps are separated by the formation of 

specific interactions. Several mutants have been designed in order to block the folding 

pathway at stable intermediates by disrupting these interactions. These mutants have 

been used in an isothermal titration calorimetry study that yielded the complete 

thermodynamic characterization of the HDV folding pathway [8]. This folding pathway 

is enthalpy driven and the formation of additional interactions, such as the stacking in 

the coaxial helices, is responsible for the stability of this complex structure. The 

formation of the pseudoknot I.I has been shown to be the limiting step in the molecular 

mechanism of the HDV ribozyme [8, 46]. At the beginning of the folding pathway, the 

loop III and junction I/IV are located relatively far from each other and have a 

significant amount of freedom. The formation of the pseudoknot I.I is required in order 

to bring together these two single-stranded regions, thereby trapping the substrate within 

the catalytic core [49]. This requires an important entropic loss and the driving force of 

this step is most likely the formation of two GC base pairs and the coaxial stacking of 

the helices I-I.I-IV. 

Three different strategies have been used to modify activity of the HDV 

ribozyme. The first one is based on the fact that, due to its self-cleaving origin, the HDV 

ribozyme suffers from a lack of substrate specificity when used in trans as a molecular 

tool. Its substrate specificity depends on the formation of stem I that contains only seven 

base pairs (Fig. 1A), while a total of 15 to 16 base pairs has been estimated to be 

required in order to ensure the targeting of a unique RNA species from the human 
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transcriptome [57]. This is the reason why the past interest in this ribozyme was only 

moderate. In order to overcome this hurdle a module named the SOFA (Specific On/ofF 

Adaptor) was engineered for the HDV ribozyme (Fig. 2A) [58]. The SOFA adaptor 

switches the cleavage activity from "off" to "on" state solely in the presence of its 

cognate substrate. This modulation acts at two different levels. The substrate binding site 

forms a short duplex with an inserted sequence element (the blocker); this increases the 

energetic barrier for non-specific base-pairing interactions with the substrate binding 

site, thus reducing the potential for off-target cleavages. A second inserted sequence 

element (the biosensor) extends base-pairing with the substrate to favour binding of the 

genuine substrate, and formation of this duplex concomitantly results in disruption of the 

short duplex involving the blocker sequence. Analysis of the cleavage activity using a 

large collection of substrates and SOFA-ribozyme mutants provided evidence as to the 

roles of each domain and gave hints for design optimization [59]. The proof-of-concept 

of this adaptor was demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo using several SOFA-

ribozymes that cleaved various RNA transcripts [58, 60, 61]. Several alternative 

versions of the SOFA module have been reported for the HDV ribozyme, and it has been 

adapted to various ribozymes including both the hammerhead and the hairpin ribozymes 

[62]. 

Two other ways by which the HDV ribozyme's activity can be modified involve 

the use of allosteric modules adapted to the HDV ribozyme. The first involves using an 

aptamer known to fold into an unstable hairpin structure in the absence of potassium, 

and into a G-quadruplex structure upon the addition of potassium [63]. A rationally 

designed HDV ribozyme in which most of the stem II was replaced by this aptamer lost 
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its cleavage activity in the absence of potassium (Fig. 2B) [64]. Further structural 

characterization led to the proposal that the 5'-strand of the aptamer was interacting with 

the loop III, inactivating the HDV ribozyme. The addition of potassium promotes the 

formation of the G-quadruplex structure involving both strands of the aptamer, releasing 

the catalytic core of the ribozyme and stabilizing it by the formation of the stem II. The 

resulting RNA species represents a new class of ribozyme that exhibits a monovalent 

cation-dependent activity. The second method involves replacing most of the stem IV by 

a randomized region followed by a theophylline aptamer previously developed by in 

vitro selection (Fig. 2C) [65]. A negative selection was performed so as to remove all the 

sequences that cleave in the absence of theophylline. A positive selection was then 

performed in order to enrich the pool of sequences that are active in the presence of 

theophylline, thereby selecting a theophylline-dependent allosteric HDV ribozyme. 

Hammerhead ribozyme 

The hammerhead ribozyme is undoubtedly the most studied catalytic RNA so far. It was 

the first to be discovered [18, 66] and to have its crystal structure determined [67, 68]. It 

is famous for the dilemma surrounding the poor correlation that exists between the 

biochemical data and the crystal structures of minimal versions [69-71]. The 

hammerhead ribozyme adopts a "Y-shape" consisting of three helical stems of variable 

sequence and length named stems I to III (Fig. 3A). In the center of the three-way 

junction of the Y, 11 highly conserved nucleotides form the catalytic core that includes 

the cleavage site located 3' of an important single-stranded cytosine residue [17]. A 

recent X-ray crystal structure of a larger version derived from Schistosoma mansoni 
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underlines the importance of two peripheral elements, specifically a hairpin loop located 

at the end of stem II and a bulge located in the longer stem I (Fig 3B) [72]. Interaction of 

these two motifs in a tertiary manner increases the cleavage rate by at least 50-fold [73]. 

Most, if not all, natural hammerhead self-cleaving motifs appear to contain similar 

interactions between loops or bulges located in stems I and II [74, 75]. Moreover, this 

new crystal structure reconciled older chemical data and provided a basis to hypothesize 

how the transition state might be achieved [76]. In this transition state an interaction 

network implicating key nucleotides (G8, A9, G12, U16.1 and C17) positions the 2'-

hydroxyl nucleophile, the scissile phosphate and the 5'-oxygen leaving group at an angle 

very close to 180° [72]. 

Trans-acting hammerhead ribozymes have been extensively used to develop 

gene-inactivation systems either for functional genomic applications or for therapeutic 

aims [77, 78]. Several trans-acting versions have been produced by cleaving the RNA 

strand at various locations within the loops, with the most common involving strand 

breaks in loops I and III. In such trans-acting versions, the initial step of the folding 

pathway is the formation of the ribozyme-substrate complex via assembly of both stems 

I and III. Then the tertiary interaction network is established which enables formation of 

the transition state for cleavage (Fig. 3C). Depending on the length and the base 

composition of the stems formed between the substrate and the ribozyme, product 

release inhibition has been observed. 

The hammerhead ribozyme is also by far the most studied RNA molecule in 

terms of the modulation of the catalytic activity, either directly or by the addition of 

motifs leading to the production of allosteric versions. Several compounds were reported 
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to either positively or negatively modulate the hammerhead cleavage activity [79-81]. 

For example, in the case of antibiotics, usually inhibitory effects were observed. This is 

nicely exemplified by the effect of neomycin on hammerhead activity [79]. In this case, 

it has been proposed that neomycin interacts directly with the ribozyme-substrate 

complex, stabilizing the ground state over the transition state and thereby inhibiting 

cleavage. Other antibiotics, such as chlorotetracycline, either stimulate or inhibit 

depending on the reaction conditions [80]. However, in general the mechanisms by 

which antibiotics affect the cleavage activity remain elusive [79]. Another interesting 

mechanism has been reported in a study of metal ion inhibition of the hammerhead 

cleavage. For example, terbium ions tightly bind to the ribozyme and subsequently 

displace an adjacent magnesium cation important for the catalytic activity [82]. In the 

case of cobalt hexammine, a study revealed that it binds to the hammerhead ribozyme 

and provokes a conformational change that produces an inactive structure [83]. Finally, 

several proteins and peptides with RNA chaperone activities have been shown to 

positively modulate hammerhead ribozyme activity [84-89]. For example, the p7 

nucleocapsid protein of HIV has been demonstrated to resolve misfolded ribozyme-

substrate complexes [84]. Other proteins, such as hnRNP Al, enhance the binding rate 

of the substrate and significantly accelerate product release, thereby increasing ribozyme 

turnover [85]. 

Since Watson-Crick base pairs are predictable, several strategies directed 

towards controlling hammerhead activity were based on the use of either additional 

sequences or complementary oligonucleotides. For example, in the case of modulation 

through additional sequences, the SOFA module developed for the HDV ribozyme was 
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adapted to the hammerhead ribozyme [62] (Fig. 4A). The blocker was inserted at the 5' 

end of stem I and interacts with the 3' arm of stem III, thereby blocking the ribozyme in 

an "off" state. The biosensor complementary to the 5' region of the substrate was added 

to the 3' end of stem III. Substrate annealing to the biosensor then promotes the 

displacement of the blocker, yielding a ribozyme in an "on" state. In the case of 

modulation through complementary oligonucleotides, facilitator oligonucleotides that 

interact with regions of the substrate outside of the binding site of the ribozyme were 

shown to modify the ribozyme's kinetic parameters. Positive effects are seen when the 

facilitator binds the substrate 3' of the ribozyme, while negative ones are observed when 

it binds 5' of the ribozyme [90]. Alternatively, other strategies involving trans-acting 

oligonucleotides that interact with the ribozyme were designed in order to modulate the 

cleavage activity (Fig. 4B-D) [91-94]. 

Over the years, rational designs and in vitro selection strategies have been used 

for the development of a wide repertoire of allosteric hammerhead ribozymes (also 

named aptazymes). The ribozyme activity is switched from inactive to active, or vice 

versa, by the binding of an effector to an adjacent aptamer domain (Table 1, upper 

portion) [95-106]. The general strategy involves using aptamers previously reported to 

be specific for a compound and then inserting them in one of the structural stems of the 

hammerhead ribozyme. Insertion in either stem I or III generally regulates the substrate 

binding step, while insertion in stem II usually either impairs the formation, or decreases 

the stability, of this helical region critical for the catalytic activity. Aptamers can be 

specific to various small components and proteins, including adenosine-5'-triphosphate 

(ATP), theophylline, flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and the HIV Tat protein, to name 
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only a few examples, and have been reported to regulate hammerhead catalytic activity 

[95-100, 104]. Interestingly, two allosteric ribozymes using the insertion of the same 

ATP aptamer within stem II have been demonstrated to regulate the catalysis in different 

ways [95, 96]. The only difference between the two was in the linker domain located 

between the aptamer domain and the catalytic core. In one construct this communication 

module is composed of 4 base pairs that form a proper stem II in the absence of ATP, 

leading to negative modulation [95, 96]. In the second construct, the presence of a linker 

composed of 14 bases including only 3 base pairs prevents the formation of stem II and 

yields an inactive ribozyme in the absence of ATP, leading to positive modulation [95]. 

Clearly, this illustrates the importance of the communication module in the allosteric 

behavior of a ribozyme. Moreover, cooperativity between the binding of two different 

effectors has also been reported [100]. In this case, FMN and theophylline aptamers 

have been juxtaposed within stem II and sequential binding of both effectors is required 

in order to activate the ribozyme. 

Several allosteric hammerhead ribozymes have been isolated by in vitro selection 

(see Table 1, lower portion) [107-114]. Generally, in terms of allosteric ribozymes, the 

initial rounds are performed using a negative selection process which removes the 

sequences that do not require presence of the effector for cleavage to occur, followed by 

subsequent rounds using a positive selection in the presence of the effector. For most of 

the reported allosteric hammerhead ribozymes, the region including the randomized 

positions was introduced in stem II. In vitro selection yielded allosteric domains that 

exhibit very high level of specificity for their effectors, even discriminating between 

closely related compounds such as cAMP, cCMP and cGMP [107, 108]. Alternatively, 
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the reselection of an allosteric hammerhead ribozyme with an improved discrimination 

power for a given effector after mutagenesis of the original aptamer domain has also 

been reported [110]. This type of strategy has been used to isolate ribozymes whose 

activities are modulated by photosensitive compounds [105, 111], opening the way to in 

vivo light-regulated gene expression through the activity of photochemically modulated 

hammerhead ribozymes. 

Finally, as is the case with the rational design of allosteric ribozymes, the domain 

linking the aptamer and the catalytic core is very important, in terms of the modulation, 

for in vitro selected allosteric ribozymes. In vitro selection of a communication module 

connected to an FMN-aptamer has shown that in some cases the effector causes a 

positive modulation, while for other sequence variants it causes a negative regulation 

[113]. In a similar study, several theophylline-dependent allosteric hammerhead 

ribozymes harboring various sequences as communication sequences have been isolated, 

illustrating the flexibility of this domain [110]. Furthermore, a communication module is 

not restricted to one specific aptamer or particular ribozyme. The same activating 

communication module selected for the FMN aptamer was used in a construction with 

both an ATP aptamer and a theophylline aptamer, causing a positive modulation of the 

activity in the presence of the ligand. In the same way, a communication module 

selected with the HDV ribozyme was also effective when transferred into a hammerhead 

ribozyme [65]. Clearly, the communication module is a key feature of allostreric 

ribozymes, permitting the transfer of properties from the aptamer domain to the catalytic 

core. The molecular mechanism leading to the modulation of in vitro selected 

hammerhead ribozymes remains largely unknown, mainly because the efforts to 
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elucidate the structures of both the inactive and active conformation were limited. In 

many cases, the stabilization of stem II has been proposed to be required for the 

adoption of a catalytically active structure. 

Hairpin ribozyme 

In its naturally occurring form, the hairpin ribozyme adopts a four way junction 

secondary structure [115, 116]. Both two way and four way junction trans acting 

ribozymes have been derived and extensively studied (Fig. 5A) [117-119]. In the 

minimal two way junction version, the 49 nucleotides long ribozyme is composed of 

four helices separated into two domains (A and B). Domain A comprises stems I and II 

(or HI and H2) and an internal loop of eight nucleotides, while domain B comprises 

stems III and IV (or H3 and H4) and an internal loop of sixteen nucleotides. These two 

domains dock into a non-coaxial orientation, and the interactions between the two 

internal loops form the catalytic core of the ribozyme (Fig. 5B) [120]. This catalytic core 

can be formed with a variety of domain connecting setups, in fact, it can even be formed 

if the two domains are separated into two distinct RNA molecules [121, 122]. The 

cleavage site and almost all of the conserved nucleotides are located in these two 

internal loops [123]. The presence of a guanosine 3' of the cleavage site is absolutely 

required as it is involved in stacking tertiary interactions within the internal loop of 

domain B, being a key feature of the hairpin catalytic core [124]. In contrast, a variety of 

mutations can be found in the base-paired regions as long as they support helix 

formation, the only requirement being the presence of a guanosine as the first nucleotide 

in the ribozyme strand of stem II [125]. 
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Folding of the hairpin ribozyme is a two-step folding pathway: after the binding 

of the substrate that results in the formation of domain A, the docking of the two internal 

loops caused by tertiary interactions forms the catalytic site (Fig, 5C). Once it is formed, 

the chemical step can then occur using in-line geometry. Interestingly, the ligation 

reaction is around tenfold more efficient than the cleavage reaction [126]. The 

hypothesis to explain this observation is that the docking of the two internal loops 

confers sufficient rigidity to the catalytic core that the optimal geometry is maintained 

and the highly reactive 2'-3'-cyclic phosphate can open and react with the 5'-hydroxyl 

[126]. 

At least four different ways of modulating the activity of the hairpin ribozyme 

have been succesfully used. First, in vitro selected adenine-dependent hairpin ribozymes 

have been developed; those require the metabolite adenine as a structural component to 

be able to form their catalytic cores (Fig. 6A) [127]. Second, the replacement of the 

short stem IV with a communicator module has permitted the introduction of a redox 

active aptamer into the ribozyme resulting in allosteric regulation of the ribozyme's 

activity (Fig. 6B) [128]. Third, a SOFA version was developed in which a short blocker 

sequence forming a stem II equivalent was attached to the 3' end of the ribozyme, and a 

biosensor recognition sequence that is able to bind the substrate was added to the 5'end 

(Fig. 6C) [62]. As with the hammerhead ribozyme, the binding of the substrate to the 

biosensor allows the substrate to unfold the blocker and bind in its place, thereby 

increasing the specificity of the reaction. Finally, a modulation based on the presence of 

a trans-acting oligonucleotide has been achieved by introducing a short stem loop 

between stems II and III. When an oligonucleotide composed of either DNA or RNA 
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complementary to this new stem loop is bound, domains A and B can no longer interact 

together and the catalytic activity is disrupted (Fig. 6D) [129, 130]. 

VS ribozyme 

With a length of around 140 nucleotides in its trans-acting version, VS ribozyme is the 

largest known small self-cleaving ribozyme. Its crystal structure has not yet been solved, 

although a recent small-angle X-ray scattering study gave a low-resolution structure, 

which was used to fit the ribozyme and to confirm its predicted overall shape [131]. The 

secondary structure of this ribozyme is formed by 5 helices, numbered from II to VI, that 

form two three-way junctions sharing stem III (Fig. 7A). The substrate is composed of 

stem I and, in contrast to other ribozymes, the VS ribozyme is able to rely exclusively on 

tertiary interactions in order to recognize its substrate [132]. The substrate appears to be 

docked between stems II and VI, in a cleft formed by the three-way junction involving 

stems II, III and VI, where it makes close interactions with the internal loop of stem VI 

(Fig. 7B). An adenosine (A756) in this highly conserved internal loop and a guanosine 

(G638) in the internal loop of the substrate have been shown to be important for 

catalysis and are probably directly implicated in the chemical reaction, leading to the 

hypothesis that these internal loops are in fact the ribozyme's active site [133]. The 

cleavage occurs in the internal loop of stem I through a general acid-base catalyzed 

transesterification mechanism. This cleavage has been shown to be a consequence of a 

one nucleotide shift in the stable secondary structure of stem I [134], a secondary 

structure rearrangement that is stabilized by the formation of a kissing loop pseudoknot 

interaction. This pseudoknot is composed of three base pairs formed between the loops 
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of stems I and V, and is required for the cleavage by VS ribozyme [135]. Hydroxyl 

radical footprinting showed that a solvent-inaccessible core is rapidly formed in this 

region [136], the absence of water is supported by a previous kinetic study that reported 

pH variation has only a small effect on this catalytic RNA [137]. The folding of the VS 

ribozyme is ion-induced and the presence of divalent ions is required, while the presence 

of monovalent ions further enhances the reaction rate [137]. 

While screening a collection of antibiotics looking for inhibitors of the VS 

ribozyme, a class of simple cyclic peptides was found to enhance ribozyme cleavage 

[138]. The presence of tuberactinomycin antibiotics and, especially, viomycin, in a 

trans-cleavage experiment results in a more extensive reaction and a decrease in the 

magnesium requirements for VS ribozyme cleavage. These antibiotics are able to 

interact with RNA and, in the case of the VS ribozyme, to restore the activity of some 

mutants, although the exact mechanism is not known. 

Finally, a longer version of the natural VS ribozyme has a non-essential stem 

(called stem VII) that increases the stabilization between the 3' end of the ribozyme and 

the 5' end of its substrate (Fig. 7A). This version is particularly interesting in ligation 

assays since it permits substrate binding through a secondary structure [139]. 

GlmS ribozyme 

The trans-acting version of the glmS ribozyme is around 120 nucleotides long and is 

composed of eight small stems, two of which are pseudoknots (Fig. 8A). The available 

crystal structures have shown that coaxial stacking of RNA helices defines the global 

tertiary structure of the glmS ribozyme, while the catalytic core is formed by an internal 
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loop involved in the two pseudoknots (Fig. 8B) [140, 141]. The double pseudoknot 

catalytic core forms a rigid binding pocket that is able to recognize and use a variety of 

small hydroxylamines, such as ethanolamine or tris-hydroxymehylaminomethane, 

although only binding of glucosamine results in efficient cleavage [142]. The glmS 

ribozyme does not appear to undergo important conformational changes upon the 

binding of its cofactor glucosamine-6-phosphate (GlcN6P). When the cofactor GlcN6P 

is bound in the catalytic site through the recognition of the sugar moiety and of the 

phosphate [143], 80% of the solvent-accessible surface of the metabolite is buried and 

the primary amine is well positioned for catalysis, either directly as a general acid, or as 

a general base through water molecules [140]. Metal ions are required for the formation 

of the precleavage structure, but do not appear to play any catalytic roles in glmS 

ribozyme activity [143]. 

Even if glmS ribozyme activity does not rely on conformational changes, its 

unique metabolite dependence implies an extremely interesting and as yet poorly 

understood folding pathway. The binding site for the GlcN6P metabolite is formed 

through a complex network of interactions that provides sufficient rigidity to the pocket 

that it stays open, with the functional groups ready to accommodate the cofactor, quite a 

different scenario from the induced fit folding usually seen upon substrate binding with 

other PvNA enzymes. Most of the research to date has focused on understanding the 

cleavage reaction, but very little is known about the folding steps leading to the cofactor-

free structure. This ribozyme has only recently been discovered, and already some 

progress has been made toward the elucidation of its folding pathway. In addition, both 
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the structural and functional versatility of this ribozyme has been examined by in vitro 

selection [144]. 

Concluding remarks 

Studies on the natural small ribozymes have made key contributions to our 

understanding of the folding of RNA molecules, and have helped to identify structural 

features important for the formation of catalytically active structures. Although the 

accurate prediction of the secondary and tertiary structures of long RNA species is not 

yet possible, the current knowledge obtained from these small ribozymes has 

considerably improved our view of the folding pathways of RNA molecules in general 

in addition to providing opportunities for the development of a substantial number of 

methodologies for their study. Moreover, the discovery of other small, natural, self-

catalytic ribozymes and riboswitches will widen the repertoire of this class of catalytic 

ribozyme, and will most likely increase our ability to correctly predict their folding. The 

characterization of the interactions involved, combined with the various components 

modulating ribozyme activity, has paved the way for many developments in the area of 

the nanotechnology. Progress in comprehending how the various RNA motifs interplay 

together in order to control activity should lead to a better understanding of complex 

biological mechanisms such as the regulation of translation involving several RNA 

motifs that form the 5' untranslated region of mRNA. From this point of view, RNA 

molecules can be considered as combinations of building blocks. The designing of 

complex ribozymes with several motifs modulating either together, or sequentially, the 

catalytic activity is expected to propel further progress in this direction. 
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Table 1. Allosteric hammerhead ribozymes.* 
Effector Modulation Region Mechanism Ref 

ATP 

FMN 

ATP and FMN 

ATP and theophylline 
FMN and theoplylline 
FMN and theophylline 

Theophylline, 
tetracycline and 

xanthine 
TMPyP4 

Light and caged 
theophylline 

ERK2 phosphorylated 
or unphosphorylated 

HCV helicase/replicase 

Tat protein 

+ 
+ 

+/- • 

+ 
+ 

+/-

+/-

+ 

+ 

+ 

+/-

Stem II 

Stem II 

Stem III 

Stem II 
Stem II 
Stem II 

Stem II 

Stem II 

Stem II 

Stem II 

Stems I, II, III 
and 1,111 

Stem II 

Steric interference between bound aptamer and 
HHRz tertiary structure 
Stabilization of stem II 

Control the accessibility/formation of the 
substrate binding site 

Stabilization or disruption of stem II 
Stabilization of stem II 
Stabilization of stem II 

Stabilization of stem II 

Stabilization of stem II 

[96] 

[97] 

[99] 

[95] 
[98] 

[100] 

In vivo RNA-based gene-regulatory platform [106] 

[101] 

[105] 

Stabilization of stem II [102] 

Increase the affinity of the HHRz for its subtrate [103] 

Stabilization of stem II or slip-structure n _., 
mechanism 

Oligonucleotides 
cAMP, cCMPand 

cGMP 
FMN, Theophylline and 

ATP 
Theophylline and 3-

methylxanthine 
Caffeine and aspartame 
• Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2\ Ni2+, 

Zn2+ and Cd2+ 

Light and(BDHP-
COOH or BCPD-

COOH) 

+ 
+ 

+/-

+ 

+ 

+ 

Stem II 

Stem II 

Stem II 

Stem II Reorganization and stabilization of stem II 

Stem II Slip-structure mechanism 

Stem II Slip-structure mechanism 

The level of modulation depend on the 
communication module selected 

n.d.a 

Stabilization of stem II 

Stem II Stabilization of stem II 

[114] 
[107] 
[108] 

[113] 

[110] 

[109] 

[112] 

[111] 

*Upper portion: allosteric hammerhead ribozymes developed by rational design 
Lower portion: allosteric hammerhead ribozymes developed by in vitro selection 
an.d. not determined 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. Structure and folding pathway of HDV ribozyme. The ribozyme and substrate 

are denoted by Rz and S, respectively. The cleavage site is indicated by an arrow. 

(A) Secondary structure of a shortened trans-acting version of the wild type 

antigenomic HDV ribozyme according to the notation of Leontis and Westhof 

[145]. The harmonized nomenclature using roman numbering for the stems is. 

indicated as well as the previous one in parenthesis. The dotted line represents 

the junction that has been removed in order to generate a trans-acting version. 

(B) Crystal structure of the genomic version of HDV ribozyme [46]. The colours 

of the various domains are the same in both panels A and B. ( Q Proposed 

folding pathway of HDV ribozyme according to Reymond et al. [8]. The 

substrate is shown in green and the products in red. Important nucleotides are 

indicated in the various intermediates. 

Figure 2. Various modulated versions of the HDV ribozyme. The inactive and active 

states are indicated by off and on, respectively. The substrate is shown in green, 

and the portion of the ribozyme responsible of the modulation in blue. (A) The 

SOFA module [58]. BL and BS indicate blocker and biosensor, respectively. (B) 

The G-quartzyme [64]. (Q The theophylline aptamer attached by a 

communication module [65]. 

Figure 3. Structure and folding pathway of the hammerhead ribozyme. The ribozyme 

and substrate are denoted by Rz and S, respectively. The cleavage site is 
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indicated by an arrow. (A) Secondary structure of a trans-acting version of the 

hammerhead ribozyme [72] according to the notation of Leontis and Westhof 

[145]. The corresponding minimal version is obtained by removing the shaded 

region at the top. The tertiary interactions between the loop of stem II and the 

bulge of stem I are illustrated by the thin curved lines. (B) Crystal structure of the 

Schistosome version of hammerhead ribozyme [72]. The colours of the various 

domains are the same in panels A and B. (C) Hammerhead ribozyme's folding 

pathway. The substrate is shown in green, and the products in red. 

Figure 4. Various modulation strategies for the hammerhead ribozyme based on 

complementary sequences. The inactive and active states are indicated by "off" 

and "on", respectively. The substrate is shown in green and the portion of the 

ribozyme responsible for the modulation in blue. The trans-acting 

oligonucleotides are represented by the dotted lines. (A) The SOFA module [62]. 

BL and BS indicate blocker and biosensor, respectively. (B) Three-strand 

ribozyme strategy [91]. (Q Blocker release strategy [93]. (D) Stem II 

stabilization strategy [92]. 

Figure 5. Structure and folding pathway of the hairpin ribozyme. The ribozyme and 

substrate are denoted by Rz and S, respectively. The cleavage site is indicated by 

an arrow. (A) Secondary structure of a four way junction trans-acting version of 

the hairpin ribozyme [116] according to the notation of Leontis and Westhof 

[145]. The corresponding minimal two way version is obtained by removing the 
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shaded region at the top. The tertiary interactions between the internal loops A 

and B are illustrated by the thin curved lines. The harmonized nomenclature 

using roman numbers for the stems is indicated as well as the previous one in 

parenthesis. (B) Crystal structure of the four way junction version [116]). The 

colours of the various domains are the same in panels A and B. (C) Hairpin 

ribozyme's folding pathway. The substrate is shown in green and the products in 

red. 

Figure 6. Various modulations of the activity of the hairpin ribozyme. The inactive and 

active states are indicated by "off and "on", respectively. The substrate is shown 

in green, and the portion of the ribozyme responsible for the modulation in blue. 

(A) The adenosine-dependant hairpin ribozyme [127]. (B) The FMN aptamer 

attached by a communication module [128]. (Q The SOFA module [62]. BL and 

BS indicate blocker and biosensor, respectively. (D) The oligonucleotide 

modulation [129]. The trans-acting oligonucleotides are represented by the 

dotted lines 

Figure 7. Structure of the VS ribozyme. The ribozyme and substrate are denoted by Rz 

and S, respectively. The cleavage site is indicated by an arrow. (A) Secondary 

structure of a fra/iy-acting version of the VS ribozyme according to the notation 

of Leontis and Westhof [145]. A shortened version can be obtained by removing 

the non-essential shaded region at the bottom. The tertiary interactions forming 

the kissing loop between the loops I and V are illustrated by the thin curved lines. 
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The dotted line represents the junction that has been removed in order to generate 

a trans-acting version. (B) Structure of the VS ribozyme obtained by SAXS 

[131]. The colors of the various domains are the same in panels A and B. 

Figure 8. Structure of the glmS ribozyme. The ribozyme and substrate are denoted by Rz 

and S, respectively. The cleavage site is indicated by an arrow. (A) Secondary 

structure of a trans-acting version of the glmS ribozyme according to the notation 

of Leontis and Westhof [145]. The harmonized nomenclature using roman 

numbers for the stems is indicated as well as the previous one in parenthesis. (B) 

Crystal structure of the glmS ribozyme from Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis 

[140]. The colors of the various domains are the same in panels A and B. 
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